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RATHGAEL

HIS I ORY AND LOCATION

The history of Rathga1 can be traced back to 1872 to the days of Reformatory School Ships and
Industrial School Ship which had been set up by Societies and Committees consisting of learnered
gentry. A training ship known as “Gibraltar” which was used from 1872-1899 was the basis for
what eventually evolved to the present Rathgael Centre.

Care Children

This ship as certified as an Industrial School under the Industrial Schools Act on 15 June 1877 and
was located in Belfast Lough. By 1879 it had provided facilities for over 300 boys who were
considered to be in need of care.

Howe er by the early 1880’s reports from the ship, despite the fact that they showed a considerable
measure of success, did suggest that the rigorous hardworking life with the emphasis on sea going
trainmg did not suit the younger boys some of whom were of a tender age, therefore a search by
the Committee was made to acquire the provision of an institution to cater for younger boys.

On 10 January 1884, premises near Ormeau Park on the Ravenhill Road known as Fox Lodge was
granted a certificate to accommodate sixty boys. By 1888 the numbers in the school had risen to
102 boys and had reached a peak of 133 boys in early 1897. With the ever increasing numbers of
boys sent to Fox Lodge, space became a problem with the result that alternative premises were
required. In September 1897 a 22 acre site situated on the edge of Musgrave Park at Balmoral was
acquired. approved and certified and on 30 November 1897 Fox Lodge was closed and the boys
transferred to the new premises.

Eventually the numbers on board the ship had declined to such a degree that for financial reasons it
had ben de ided to abandon the ship and transfer the boys to the new school in Balmoral. On 13
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March 1899 the ship was closed and the boys transferred to Balmoral Industrial School where two
separate sections were set up a Junior School and Senior School. From that time until the passing
ot the Children At in 1908 the numbers of children increased in Balmoral to a total of 442.

Following the implementation of the Children Act there was a growing tendency to use Industrial
Schools as a last resort, .that resulted in a fall in the numbers sent to Balmoral and by 1919, the

Committee were forced to consider giving up their certificate, On 30 June 1920 the school had

been taken over by the Belfast Corporation. This in fact ended the Voluntary Sector Management

of the school.

In September 1939 the outbreak of war presented the school with difficulties and upheavals. The
premises at Balmoral were required as a military hospital and the school moved on 12 October

1940 to premises known as Shamrock Lodge on the Ballysillan Road, Belfast.

Chiren

In 1860 a voluntary body of what was described in history as public-spirited citizen set up an

establishment known as the “Malone Reformatory” following the Reformatory Schools Acts of

1854 in England and of 1856 in Ireland. By the end of 1925 it had become accepted that the

Ministry of Home Affairs had the main responsibility for children who had committed offences

and a bill was prepared to provide for the transfer of Malone Reformatory to the control of the

Ministry of Home Affairs and the setting up of a Borstal Institution for Northern Ireland.

That Bill became the Malone Training Schools Act of 1926 and the premises at Malone became

known as a Borstal Institution and Reformatory. That lasted up to the passing of the Children and

Young Persons Act in 1950 when a separate Borstal Institution was set up at Woburn House in

Millisle, Co Down
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March 1899 the ship was closed and the boys transferred to Balmoral Industrial School where two
separate sections were set up a Junior School and Senior School. From that time until the passing
ot the Children At in 1908 the numbers of children increased in Balmoral to a total of 442.

Following the implementation of the Children Act there was a growing tendency to use Industrial
Schools as a last resort, .that resulted in a fall in the numbers sent to Balmoral and by 1919, the

Committee were forced to consider giving up their certificate, On 30 June 1920 the school had

been taken over by the Belfast Corporation. This in fact ended the Voluntary Sector Management

of the school.

In September 1939 the outbreak of war presented the school with difficulties and upheavals. The
premises at Balmoral were required as a military hospital and the school moved on 12 October

1940 to premises known as Shamrock Lodge on the Ballysillan Road, Belfast.

Chiren

In 1860 a voluntary body of what was described in history as public-spirited citizen set up an

establishment known as the “Malone Reformatory” following the Reformatory Schools Acts of

1854 in England and of 1856 in Ireland. By the end of 1925 it had become accepted that the

Ministry of Home Affairs had the main responsibility for children who had committed offences

and a bill was prepared to provide for the transfer of Malone Reformatory to the control of the

Ministry of Home Affairs and the setting up of a Borstal Institution for Northern Ireland.

That Bill became the Malone Training Schools Act of 1926 and the premises at Malone became

known as a Borstal Institution and Reformatory. That lasted up to the passing of the Children and

Young Persons Act in 1950 when a separate Borstal Institution was set up at Woburn House in

Millisle, Co Down
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March 1899 the ship was closed and the boys transferred to Balmoral Industrial School where two
separate sections were set up a Junior School and Senior School. From that time until the passing
ot the Children At in 1908 the numbers of children increased in Balmoral to a total of 442.

Following the implementation of the Children Act there was a growing tendency to use Industrial
Schools as a last resort, .that resulted in a fall in the numbers sent to Balmoral and by 1919, the

Committee were forced to consider giving up their certificate, On 30 June 1920 the school had

been taken over by the Belfast Corporation. This in fact ended the Voluntary Sector Management

of the school.

In September 1939 the outbreak of war presented the school with difficulties and upheavals. The
premises at Balmoral were required as a military hospital and the school moved on 12 October

1940 to premises known as Shamrock Lodge on the Ballysillan Road, Belfast.

Chiren

In 1860 a voluntary body of what was described in history as public-spirited citizen set up an

establishment known as the “Malone Reformatory” following the Reformatory Schools Acts of

1854 in England and of 1856 in Ireland. By the end of 1925 it had become accepted that the

Ministry of Home Affairs had the main responsibility for children who had committed offences

and a bill was prepared to provide for the transfer of Malone Reformatory to the control of the

Ministry of Home Affairs and the setting up of a Borstal Institution for Northern Ireland.

That Bill became the Malone Training Schools Act of 1926 and the premises at Malone became

known as a Borstal Institution and Reformatory. That lasted up to the passing of the Children and

Young Persons Act in 1950 when a separate Borstal Institution was set up at Woburn House in

Millisle, Co Down
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Ministry of Home Affairs take over

In 1936 an Act of Parliament (The Malone and Whiteabbev Training School Act) was passed, the
effect of which was the amalgamation of the Balmoral and Malone establishments and placed them
under a Board of Management which was appointed by the Ministry of Home Affairs.

That new Board began its task of running three separate entities — a provision for girls at
Whiteahhey, The Balmoral Training School at Ballysillan and the Malone Training School at Lislea
Drive.

On 12 December 1958 the Ballysilian premises closed and the children transferred to Lislea Drive.
However the Board of Management had agreed to search for an entirely new site and build a
completely new school, In 1959 the Board purchased the eighty six acre site at Rathgael Road,
Bangor. On 25 January 1968, the Malone Training School ceased to be used and the boys
transferred to the new premises at Rathgael.

In March 1986 the premises for girls at Whiteabbey closed and the girls were transferred to
Rathgael.

On 4 November 1996, the introduction of the Children (NI Order 1995 removed the
responsibility from the Secretary of State of those children in need of care, thereafter those children
became the responsibility of the Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS), who in turn
delegated the matter to the Area Boards and Trusts. In the case of the children at Rathgael the
“care” facilities were taken over by the then North Down and Ards Trust (now the Ulster
Hospitais Trusts) and they continue to provide facilities on site for “care” children under the name
of “Lakewood”. The “justice” children remained the responsibility of the NIO.

On I February 1999, the Criminal justice Children (NI’) Order became effective, thereafter that
part of the former Training Schools which provided facilities for offenders were renamed as
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4. I worked closely with Mr. Whyte throughout our years at Rathgael.  We started 

our careers there at about the same time, Mr. Whyte as a Teacher and myself 

as an Assistant House Master. We considered ourselves to be very much part 

of a new generation of staff being recruited into Rathgael aimed at developing 

new approaches and creating a different culture within the Training School 

sector.  I reported directly to Mr. Whyte when he was Director of Rathgael 

before taking over that role on his retirement. 

5. I have also read the statements submitted by the Applicants to the Inquiry in 

relation to Rathgael and I attended the Inquiry when HIA172 gave oral 

evidence on 5 November 2015. 

Rathgael Training School 

6. Mr Whyte has provided background information in relation to Rathgael in 

paragraphs 4 – 17 of his statement.  I wish to add the following.  

7. I believe that the public perception was that Training Schools were just one 

step removed from Borstal.  Locally, Rathgael was referred to as the ‘bad boy’s 

home’.   That perception is not actually what Rathgael was about in practice. 

8. The history of these institutions was reformatory in nature. The move from 

Malone in 1968 to a unit based regime in a rural setting was a signal that major 

change was imminent.  Rathgael in those early days could have been viewed 

as a school with accommodation although every attempt had been made to 

design a purpose built residential centre with small self-contained residential 

units, education and vocational training blocks that were well appointed and 

equipped compared to the former training schools.  This move represented a 

change in approach from a reformatory style to a more progressive approach 

with new systems, processes and staff. 

9. A summary3 of the changes and challenges experienced by Rathgael over the 

years illustrates the transition from Training School to a Centre for children and 

                                                 
3
 Exhibit 2 - Rathgael Centre for Children and Young People: Absconding Behaviours – D Curran, APRU – 1991, 

paras 4.2 – 4.5. 
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were fully funded by the NIO.  For example, HIA 172 was one of the few young 

people who benefitted from being sent to specialist units in England.  We 

recognised that this was an extreme measure and the decision to move 

children from Northern Ireland was not taken lightly.  

The Ethos and Culture of the School 

16. My experience of Rathgael was a child-centred establishment long before 

“Child Centred Practice” was recognized as a desirable approach in working 

with children and young people.  Staff were generally very conscious of the 

background and history of the individual young person and how vulnerable they 

were.  Many young people had multiple placements prior to their admission to 

Rathgael having been admitted following a further breakdown in their personal 

life.  It would be true to say that no child would have willingly chosen to come to 

Rathgael although many knew that there was no other option.  It wasn’t until 

the 1980s that specific social work practice with children and young people was 

recognized as a specialism.  The system finally recognised that children and 

young people were not ‘problem children but children with problems’. The 

separation of care and justice and a child-centred approach we had been 

canvassing for over a number of years came only became a reality in 2000 with 

the establishment of the Juvenile Justice Board Custodial Development 

Services. 

Services provided at Rathgael 

17. I also note the description of the services provided at Rathgael to young people 

as set out in paragraphs 18 – 39 of Mr. Campbell’s statement.  I wish to add the 

following. A small percentage of staff felt that their only approach, especially 

with the senior boys, was to be “macho”; this resulted in a more regimented 

approach, with an emphasis on physical activity and a highly competitive 

regime. Over time this was replaced by a more relational approach to working 

with the young people, and the introduction of marks and the setting of short 

term goals.  

18. Paragraphs 27 - 31 of Mr Whyte’s statement covers the support structure 

available to the young people at Rathgael.  Further to this, Chaplains were very 
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separation of care and justice children as recommended in the Black Report in 

19794 and fully implemented through the Children’s Order (NI) 19955. 

13. On reflection, a large proportion of young people should never have been sent 

to a Training School.  To create a regime to adequately manage care, school 

refusers and juvenile offenders was unrealistic.  Each group demanded a 

unique set of skills and approaches.  Other jurisdictions within the UK had 

recognised this issue some years previously6 and had provided alternative care 

arrangements for young people depending on their needs. As a result of the 

relatively smaller number of complex cases in Northern Ireland, it was difficult 

and expensive to create a series of specialised and specific units of the type 

that were available in the other jurisdictions. I believe the Training Schools 

were the perceived solution, although the specialised units in England were 

available young people in Northern Ireland as discussed in paragraph 15 

below. 

14. The 1969 legislation, although it didn’t tamper with the criminal age of 

responsibility, did ensure that all children aged 14 years and under, would be 

dealt with in a Care Court. Additionally, Scotland brought all children to the 

Children’s Panel, a non-court environment of professionals and significant 

people in the young person’s life. I am of the opinion that Rathgael in particular 

endeavoured to learn from the developments within Community Homes.  For 

example, I recall that staff were encouraged to go to them on placement during 

their training.   Following the Children and Young Persons Act 1969, Approved 

Schools in England and Wales were replaced by Community Homes, with 

responsibility devolved to local councils.    

15. These alternative care arrangements in England, such as David Lewis Centre 

(a centre for those with epilepsy), Cotswold, Pepper Harrow and the Ayecliff 

Centre in Darlington were available to those young people in Northern Ireland 

who had been assessed as requiring specialist treatment.  These placements 
                                                 
4
 SPT-14942 - 15088 

5
  Exhibit 3 - The Children (Northern Ireland) Order 1995 

(http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nisi/1995/755/contents/made) 
6
 Exhibit 4 - Children and Young Persons Act (England and Wales ) 1969 

(http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1969/54)  
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Rathgael was overcrowded with about 210 boys being accommodated; this 
meant that bunks had to be set up in some recreation rooms.  The numbers 
that were accommodated varied according to referrals from other agencies 
over the years. 

6. The official aim of the school5 was 

‘to restore the child or young person to society better equipped mentally and 
emotionally to cope with the environment from which he came and to 
accustom him to the habit of work.  It is a process of readjustment and social 
re-education, based on an understanding of the personality, history, abilities 
and aptitudes of each boy or girl and a knowledge of the family situation, and 
is promoted by 

a) a stable environment which enables remedial influences to the brought 
to bear and progressive training to the be given; 

b) contact with the home; and  

c) help and supervision after the boy or girl leaves the school’. 

7. It must be acknowledged that Rathgael, along with the other Training Schools, 
accommodated the most difficult, damaged, disturbed and, in some cases, 
delinquent, children in Northern Ireland. 

8. Rathgael catered almost exclusively for protestant boys and later girls when 
Whiteabbey closed in 1985.  In addition, Rathgael had access to Runkerry 
House, an outdoor activities centre that provided a range of facilities to the 
young people and was under the management of Rathgael and Whiteabbey. 

9. The school consisted of four autonomous sections consisting of 11 units: the 
Reception Unit; the Junior School; the Senior School; and an Intensive Care 
Unit.  Each Unit had an 8, 6, 4 and 2 X 2 Bed Dorms – Common Room, Dining 
Room, Model Room, Shower, Toilet and Office.  All units were served by 
common facilities, including: 

• administration block, 

• Medical Centre (Sick Bay), with full Dental Room. 

• full School facility with classrooms, 

• Assembly Hall, referred to as the “Chapel”’ 

                                                                                                                                                        
4
 SPT-100587 - Section 83, Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 1968  

5
 Exhibit 1 – A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, pages 30-31   
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•Rathgael and Whiteabbey Schools Management Board
Telephone Bangor (0247) 454270 RATHGAEL SCHOOL

169 RAIHGAEL ROAD
May 1985 BANGOR

Co Down. 9119 1TA

N1ALGMAT ION OF RATHGAEL AND WHITEABBEY SCHOOLS
In response to the ‘Report of the Children and Young Pet sons Review ft nip’(rhe ‘Black’ Report), the liainlng Schools, with tim approval of thSecretary of State, have made a considerable number of positive movestowards rationalisation and the implementation of a number of the suqqestions put forward in that repor’.

In the case of Rathgael and Whiteabbey, this will involve:
(i) The amalgamation of both schools on the extensive site at Rathgael.Whiteabbey Girls’ School will close on 2 June 1985 and all girlswill be transferred on 3 June 1985 to the Rathgael site, where anextensive renovation and refurbishing progranine has been carriedout on three House Units (in what was previously the Senior Schoolsection of Rathgael) in preparation for this move.
(ii) The separation of “Care” and “Justice” cases into two separateand distinct centres on the one site, each with its own staff andhierarchy.

(iii) A comprehensive educational facility (including vocational training)to service the two sections.
(iv) Approval for a change of name, with each of the geographicallyseparated sections being individually named:-

(a) Donard (Youth Treatment - for boy offenders);
(b) Slemish (Care - for boys and girls).

The campus will be under the overall control of the Director, Mr. I. Baxter,who will have three Deputy Directors, each responsible for specific areasas follows:

(i) Deputy Director (Care) - Miss F. Robinson
(ii) Deputy Director (Youth Treatment) - Mr. C. Whyte
(iii) Deputy Director (Education) - Mr. J. Rainey

The ‘Outdoor Pursuits Centre’ at Runkerry, under Mr. W. Bustard, will alsocontinue under the Board’s management, to provide an important complementaryservice to the new Centre, to other Centres (St. Patrick’s, St. Joseph’sand Lisnevin) and to a variety of other agencies.
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Rathgael during the transition period.  Unfortunately, a fire in March 1985 

accelerated this process thus preventing us following our agreed transition 

strategy.  As a result girls and staff were moved on mass from Whiteabbey to 

Rathgael shortly after.  This resulted in a nervousness that translated into 

resentment amongst some Rathgael and Whiteabbey staff.  It also meant that 

we were not as well prepared for taking in girls as we had hoped to be.  

However, Whiteabbey staff transferred to Rathgael at the same time as the 

girls so there was no deficit of knowledge, skills or experience.  Over time, 

however, any issues that did exist were resolved as staff and girls settled and 

the male young people adjusted to the changes the girls brought with them.   

32. Facilities specific to the requirements of girls, such as mother and baby 

support, were transferred form Whiteabbey and subsequently developed by the 

Eastside Project.   Existing initiatives, such as the Community Services 

Programme, were extended to include the girls. 

33. Although the system had to respond to a premature decamping form 

Whiteabbey because of the fire, I am of the opinion that the girls were well 

taken care of. 

Absconding 

34. This is discussed in paragraphs 52 – 55 of Mr. Whyte’s statement.  This was 

and continues to be a complex issue.  Often absconding was related to a 

child’s response to routine and mundane matters, some of which may have 

been external to Rathgael, e.g. a demand to see a family member in hospital 

not being immediately met, withdrawal of weekend home leave as a result of 

bad behaviour, or exclusion from a particular event. At the same time I 

acknowledge that some residents were running away because of personally 

significant events that took place outside or inside the Training School 

environment, e.g. being bullied by other residents and perceived mistreatment.  

35. The issue of absconding from Rathgael was taken seriously.  APRU was 

commissioned to carry out a review in 199112.  The resulting report was critical 

                                                 
12

 Exhibit 6 - 1991 APRU report on absconding at Rathgael 
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37. There were also Night Supervisors.  These were unqualified staff who were 
responsible for keeping an eye on the young people at night and, therefore, 
had to stay awake all night.  They would produce a report each morning for the 
day staff coming in.  I recall one Night Supervisor being disciplined because he 
had fallen asleep whilst in duty.  A senior member of staff was also on duty on 
site until 22:30 every evening.  As Director, I would also have been contactable 
out of hours.   

38. There were staff houses situated on campus but separate from the young 
people.  I chose not to take one as I was keen to keep my personal life 
separate from work. 

Home leave 

39. The amount of home leave a young person received and the date of their 
ultimate release depended largely on progress in Rathgael.  Progress in terms 
of education and response to education was continually monitored and 
recorded by a system of marks and grades. 

Transfer of Girls from Whiteabbey18 

40. A fire had been started in Whiteabbey Training School in 1985 by some of the 
residents and it was fortunate that no one was seriously injured or killed.  This 
triggered the closure of the Training School with Rathgael and Whiteabbey 
being amalgamated. 

41. I had pressed for a phasing out of Whiteabbey with girls being allowed to leave 
from there when appropriate and new residents being sent to Rathgael so that 
they had no previous experience of Whiteabbey.  However, the decision was 
made by the Rathgael/Whiteabbey Joint Management Board and sanctioned 
by the NIO to immediately close Whiteabbey and transfer the girls to Rathgael.  
This resulted in a culture change for the girls, boys and staff alike that was 
initially difficult to manage. 

42. There was limited time to prepare for the arrival of the girls and they did not 
want to be there.  The girls were initially put together in one unit but this proved 
to be a mistake and resulted in some very disruptive and challenging behaviour 
– they probably felt that they had been forced to go there and may well have 
been scared.  Everyone had to adjust, which took a long time and it is my 
opinion that it should have been planned better. 

  

                                                 
18
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Rathgael during the transition period.  Unfortunately, a fire in March 1985 

accelerated this process thus preventing us following our agreed transition 

strategy.  As a result girls and staff were moved on mass from Whiteabbey to 

Rathgael shortly after.  This resulted in a nervousness that translated into 

resentment amongst some Rathgael and Whiteabbey staff.  It also meant that 

we were not as well prepared for taking in girls as we had hoped to be.  

However, Whiteabbey staff transferred to Rathgael at the same time as the 

girls so there was no deficit of knowledge, skills or experience.  Over time, 

however, any issues that did exist were resolved as staff and girls settled and 

the male young people adjusted to the changes the girls brought with them.   

32. Facilities specific to the requirements of girls, such as mother and baby 

support, were transferred form Whiteabbey and subsequently developed by the 

Eastside Project.   Existing initiatives, such as the Community Services 

Programme, were extended to include the girls. 

33. Although the system had to respond to a premature decamping form 

Whiteabbey because of the fire, I am of the opinion that the girls were well 

taken care of. 

Absconding 

34. This is discussed in paragraphs 52 – 55 of Mr. Whyte’s statement.  This was 

and continues to be a complex issue.  Often absconding was related to a 

child’s response to routine and mundane matters, some of which may have 

been external to Rathgael, e.g. a demand to see a family member in hospital 

not being immediately met, withdrawal of weekend home leave as a result of 

bad behaviour, or exclusion from a particular event. At the same time I 

acknowledge that some residents were running away because of personally 

significant events that took place outside or inside the Training School 

environment, e.g. being bullied by other residents and perceived mistreatment.  

35. The issue of absconding from Rathgael was taken seriously.  APRU was 

commissioned to carry out a review in 199112.  The resulting report was critical 
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Ministry of Home Affairs take over

In 1936 an Act of Parliament (The Malone and Whiteabbev Training School Act) was passed, the
effect of which was the amalgamation of the Balmoral and Malone establishments and placed them
under a Board of Management which was appointed by the Ministry of Home Affairs.

That new Board began its task of running three separate entities — a provision for girls at
Whiteahhey, The Balmoral Training School at Ballysillan and the Malone Training School at Lislea
Drive.

On 12 December 1958 the Ballysilian premises closed and the children transferred to Lislea Drive.
However the Board of Management had agreed to search for an entirely new site and build a
completely new school, In 1959 the Board purchased the eighty six acre site at Rathgael Road,
Bangor. On 25 January 1968, the Malone Training School ceased to be used and the boys
transferred to the new premises at Rathgael.

In March 1986 the premises for girls at Whiteabbey closed and the girls were transferred to
Rathgael.

On 4 November 1996, the introduction of the Children (NI Order 1995 removed the
responsibility from the Secretary of State of those children in need of care, thereafter those children
became the responsibility of the Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS), who in turn
delegated the matter to the Area Boards and Trusts. In the case of the children at Rathgael the
“care” facilities were taken over by the then North Down and Ards Trust (now the Ulster
Hospitais Trusts) and they continue to provide facilities on site for “care” children under the name
of “Lakewood”. The “justice” children remained the responsibility of the NIO.

On I February 1999, the Criminal justice Children (NI’) Order became effective, thereafter that
part of the former Training Schools which provided facilities for offenders were renamed as
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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 
1922 – TO – 1995 

MODULE 7 
TRAINING SCHOOLS AND YOUTH JUSTICE INSTITUTIONS 

 
STATEMENT BY CAMPBELL WHYTE 

 
 
GENERAL 

Personal background 

1. My career at Rathgael is summarised below: 

1973 – 1974: Assistant Teacher – Senior School 
1974 – 1978: Senior Assistant – Senior School 
1978 – 1982: 1st Deputy Headmaster – Senior School 
1982 – 1985: Headmaster – Junior School 
1985 – 1989: Senior Deputy Director 
1989 – 1996: Director of Rathgael 

2. I qualified as a teacher from Stranmillis College in 1969.  I graduated from the 
Open University with a Social Sciences Bachelor of Arts in 1974. 

3. In 1981, I graduated with a Masters of Social Science from the Queen’s 
University of Belfast, the title of which was “A Social Psychological Evaluation 
of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a Northern Ireland 
Training School”. 

3. I became a qualified Psychotherapist after retiring. 

 

Rathgael background1 2 

4. Rathgael was one of five training schools in Northern Ireland.  It opened as a 
regional residential Training School in 1968 to replace the former Malone 
School in Belfast and operated as such until its closure in 1998 during which 
time in the region of 8-9k children had passed through Rathgael. The school, 
which was purpose built on a House Unit basis, was situated on an 86 acre site 
on the outskirts of Bangor, 13 miles from Belfast. 

5. Initially it was designed to provide a total of 203 places for boys between the 
ages of 10 and 16 years on admission who had been sent by the juvenile 
courts on a remand basis or under a Training School Order3 4.  When I started 

                                                 
1
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2
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3
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15. Rathgael dealt with some of the most disturbed children in Northern Ireland6 7 
8.  Over time the emphasis was increasingly on community treatment.  There 
was very little violence in Rathgael and none against staff until the last few 
years when an increase in incidents could be seen. 

16. When I arrived in Rathgael in 1973, all house master and house mother teams 
were husbands and wives who lived adjacent to the residents.  There were no 
female staff other than domestic, kitchen and nursing. 

17. There is no doubt that there was a difficulty in getting the balance right 
between care and control.  This was a professional challenge that evolved as 
Rathgael developed from being a Reform School to a more caring and 
educating establishment.  All staff were encouraged to follow this goal and I 
had aspirations for the school to become a Centre of Excellence in the 
treatment of children and young people. 

 

Services provided by Rathgael  

18. Rathgael provided a range of services to the children as summarised below. 

Education9 

19. Education was headed by a Deputy Director, Head of Education assisted by 
two deputies and teachers.  The range of classroom education in the Junior 
School was similar in most aspects to the curriculum of junior intermediate 
schools in the community.  The curriculum was designed in response to the 
needs of the young children and covered subjects including literacy, 
mathematics, geography, history and physical education.  Timetables were 
geared around what was available in mainstream schools as best as possible 
and the Teachers Union was represented to ensure teachers were aware of 
what was going on in mainstream schools.   

20. The children in the Senior School were of school age and older so both 
classroom and trade training was provided.  Classroom education was optional 
for young people over school age. The trade departments provided training in 
building, metalwork, motor engineering, painting, brick laying, decorating, 
joinery, catering and horticulture to both boys and girls.  City and Guilds was 
introduced in the 1980s so that the young people could receive training and 
skills and an opportunity to work towards qualifications from a recognised body. 

                                                 
6
RGL-24845 

7
 Exhibit 2 - A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, p32 
8
 RGL-27433 

9
 RGL2388 – RGL23890 
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young people that was adopted by the Management Board and endorsed by 

the Secretary of State. 

Placement of Young People in Training Schools 

10. The majority of young people were admitted to Rathgael as a result of 

difficulties experienced in the Care and Education systems.  Generally, they 

were admitted on a short-term, interim basis to the Training School as a result 

of a crisis in their personal or family life, or committed by the Juvenile Court 

because no alternative placement was available. Some were admitted by 

reason of their offending behaviour.  The Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 

1968 made it difficult to be flexible and innovative, in relation to length of 

placement and a planned return to their community.  An indeterminate order 

was issued that resulted in uncertainty and was often added to by subsequent 

Training School Orders as a result of further offences effectively extending their 

period of detention and delaying their release on license to the community.  I 

recollect many young people reaching their peak within the first year of their 

detention and thereafter regressing as a result of the uncertainty of future 

placements.    

11. Rathgael was a regional resource and as such often dislocated young people 

form their community and family.  Being admitted from the four health and 

Social Services Boards and five Education and Library Board areas, although 

there was financial assistance available it was difficult for families outside the 

greater Belfast area to visit Rathgael on a regular basis.  This also meant that 

young people going on home lave had to travel long distances on their own.  At 

no time in the Centre’s history was there a direct bus service to the Rathgael 

Road.    

12. My impression was that there was often reluctance on behalf of the Magistrate 

to commit young people to Training Schools but they were afforded no other 

option.  In real terms, the Training School was the only option.  Few specialized 

units were being developed in Northern Ireland and child and adolescent 

psychiatry was totally inadequate.  The substantive response to this was the 
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• swimming pool with changing rooms, 

• sports hall and Fitness Suit, 

• full Kitchen and preparation rooms, 

• Vocational Training Block, with Farm Buildings. 

• Sewing Room and stores.  

• playing fields and Lake. 

• 18 Staff Houses and garages. 

10. The Reception Unit provided 35 places and served a dual function in that it 
carried out assessment procedures as well as being a Remand Centre.  Each 
child committed to the school spent approximately five weeks in the Reception 
Unit for the purpose of educational, social, vocational, medical and, if 
necessary, psychological and psychiatric assessment.  The assessment of 
each child formed the basis for a treatment programme carried out in the 
appropriate section of the open school.  If the child was under 15 years on 
leaving the Reception Unit, he or she was placed in the Junior School; if over 
15 years of age he or she was placed in the Senior School.  At the age of 15, a 
child would have moved from the junior school to the senior school. 

11. The Junior School had residential provision for 94 children divided into four 
separate House Units with 20 places in each and a Pre-release Flat with 14 
places.  

12. The Senior School had a total of 70 places divided into three House Units of 20 
places in each and a Pre-release Flat with 20 places.   

13. Each House Unit was encouraged to develop its own character under a team 
of House masters, Housemothers and extraneous staff (teachers and 
instructors) led by a House Warden. The basis on which a child was allocated 
to a House Unit was generally determined by matching the ethos of a particular 
house with the needs of the individual. 

14. The Intensive Care Unit had seven places for children who could not cope or 
could not be managed within the open school.  It was a semi-secure unit with a 
high ratio of staff to young people and it catered for a range of problems 
including, for example, absconding, relationship problems, and drug and glue 
addiction.  It was a short term provision aimed at reintegrating young people 
back into the open school. 
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separation of care and justice children as recommended in the Black Report in 

19794 and fully implemented through the Children’s Order (NI) 19955. 

13. On reflection, a large proportion of young people should never have been sent 

to a Training School.  To create a regime to adequately manage care, school 

refusers and juvenile offenders was unrealistic.  Each group demanded a 

unique set of skills and approaches.  Other jurisdictions within the UK had 

recognised this issue some years previously6 and had provided alternative care 

arrangements for young people depending on their needs. As a result of the 

relatively smaller number of complex cases in Northern Ireland, it was difficult 

and expensive to create a series of specialised and specific units of the type 

that were available in the other jurisdictions. I believe the Training Schools 

were the perceived solution, although the specialised units in England were 

available young people in Northern Ireland as discussed in paragraph 15 

below. 

14. The 1969 legislation, although it didn’t tamper with the criminal age of 

responsibility, did ensure that all children aged 14 years and under, would be 

dealt with in a Care Court. Additionally, Scotland brought all children to the 

Children’s Panel, a non-court environment of professionals and significant 

people in the young person’s life. I am of the opinion that Rathgael in particular 

endeavoured to learn from the developments within Community Homes.  For 

example, I recall that staff were encouraged to go to them on placement during 

their training.   Following the Children and Young Persons Act 1969, Approved 

Schools in England and Wales were replaced by Community Homes, with 

responsibility devolved to local councils.    

15. These alternative care arrangements in England, such as David Lewis Centre 

(a centre for those with epilepsy), Cotswold, Pepper Harrow and the Ayecliff 

Centre in Darlington were available to those young people in Northern Ireland 

who had been assessed as requiring specialist treatment.  These placements 
                                                 
4
 SPT-14942 - 15088 

5
  Exhibit 3 - The Children (Northern Ireland) Order 1995 

(http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nisi/1995/755/contents/made) 
6
 Exhibit 4 - Children and Young Persons Act (England and Wales ) 1969 

(http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1969/54)  
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Rathgael was overcrowded with about 210 boys being accommodated; this 
meant that bunks had to be set up in some recreation rooms.  The numbers 
that were accommodated varied according to referrals from other agencies 
over the years. 

6. The official aim of the school5 was 

‘to restore the child or young person to society better equipped mentally and 
emotionally to cope with the environment from which he came and to 
accustom him to the habit of work.  It is a process of readjustment and social 
re-education, based on an understanding of the personality, history, abilities 
and aptitudes of each boy or girl and a knowledge of the family situation, and 
is promoted by 

a) a stable environment which enables remedial influences to the brought 
to bear and progressive training to the be given; 

b) contact with the home; and  

c) help and supervision after the boy or girl leaves the school’. 

7. It must be acknowledged that Rathgael, along with the other Training Schools, 
accommodated the most difficult, damaged, disturbed and, in some cases, 
delinquent, children in Northern Ireland. 

8. Rathgael catered almost exclusively for protestant boys and later girls when 
Whiteabbey closed in 1985.  In addition, Rathgael had access to Runkerry 
House, an outdoor activities centre that provided a range of facilities to the 
young people and was under the management of Rathgael and Whiteabbey. 

9. The school consisted of four autonomous sections consisting of 11 units: the 
Reception Unit; the Junior School; the Senior School; and an Intensive Care 
Unit.  Each Unit had an 8, 6, 4 and 2 X 2 Bed Dorms – Common Room, Dining 
Room, Model Room, Shower, Toilet and Office.  All units were served by 
common facilities, including: 

• administration block, 

• Medical Centre (Sick Bay), with full Dental Room. 

• full School facility with classrooms, 

• Assembly Hall, referred to as the “Chapel”’ 

                                                                                                                                                        
4
 SPT-100587 - Section 83, Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 1968  

5
 Exhibit 1 – A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, pages 30-31   
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• swimming pool with changing rooms, 

• sports hall and Fitness Suit, 

• full Kitchen and preparation rooms, 

• Vocational Training Block, with Farm Buildings. 

• Sewing Room and stores.  

• playing fields and Lake. 

• 18 Staff Houses and garages. 

10. The Reception Unit provided 35 places and served a dual function in that it 
carried out assessment procedures as well as being a Remand Centre.  Each 
child committed to the school spent approximately five weeks in the Reception 
Unit for the purpose of educational, social, vocational, medical and, if 
necessary, psychological and psychiatric assessment.  The assessment of 
each child formed the basis for a treatment programme carried out in the 
appropriate section of the open school.  If the child was under 15 years on 
leaving the Reception Unit, he or she was placed in the Junior School; if over 
15 years of age he or she was placed in the Senior School.  At the age of 15, a 
child would have moved from the junior school to the senior school. 

11. The Junior School had residential provision for 94 children divided into four 
separate House Units with 20 places in each and a Pre-release Flat with 14 
places.  

12. The Senior School had a total of 70 places divided into three House Units of 20 
places in each and a Pre-release Flat with 20 places.   

13. Each House Unit was encouraged to develop its own character under a team 
of House masters, Housemothers and extraneous staff (teachers and 
instructors) led by a House Warden. The basis on which a child was allocated 
to a House Unit was generally determined by matching the ethos of a particular 
house with the needs of the individual. 

14. The Intensive Care Unit had seven places for children who could not cope or 
could not be managed within the open school.  It was a semi-secure unit with a 
high ratio of staff to young people and it catered for a range of problems 
including, for example, absconding, relationship problems, and drug and glue 
addiction.  It was a short term provision aimed at reintegrating young people 
back into the open school. 
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41. Shamrock House also had a play area that was a fenced area at the side of the 

Unit. It offered similar activities to those which were available in Fox Lodge (see 

RGL-31993). 

42. In his oral evidence HIA 172 suggested that a lack of structured activities in the 

secure accommodation, in particular, resulted in friction developing between 

young people. The very design of Rathgael illustrates that it had an emphasis 

on sport and physical activity through the provision of a gym, swimming pool, 

playing fields and the later addition of a sports hall. Stimulation and keeping the 

young people busy was built into the ethos of a school.  This ethos was very 

much in practice in the secure accommodation.  Like the other units facilities 

such as table tennis, pool tables, television and reading materials were 

available to the young people as well as use of the gym, swimming pool and 

playing fields.   

43. I recall many examples of young people talking to their House Staff / Key 

Workers, and of situations when staff were skilfully able to de-escalate 

situations. Young people were very aware that they, by their behaviour dictated 

the length of their staff in Rathgael, with the majority taking advantage of their 

stay, being released and not returning. 

Specification of Time-out Rooms 

44. Time-out rooms were not used to punish young people. Much of the best 

practice in relation to providing secure accommodation was being developed 

within psychiatric care and the prison service. Policies, procedures and the 

room had to be designed to reduce the risk of the young people harming 

themselves or others: 

• Beds were constructed in stainless steel and aluminium and fixed to the 

floor, to prevent the bed from being used as a weapon or barricade. 

• A heavy duty, flame retardant mattress with concealed stitching and 

constructed from washable material, was provided.  I can understand why 
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the young people refer to it as a gym mat18 but in reality these were safety 

mattresses designed to ensure the young people could not use them to 

self-harm and the materials used reduced the risk of cross infection as they 

could be easily cleaned. 

• Bed sheets were dangerous, depending on the presenting problems, so 

blankets were used as there was less chance of them being used as a 

ligature. 

• The room would sometimes have equipment, and books, comics and 

magazines were permitted.  

• Some toiletries were safer than offers and were therefore permitted but no 

glass was permitted. 

• Cassette tapes were safer than CDs and these were therefore permitted. 

• Clothing would be checked and those items regarded as high risk were 

prohibited. 

 

A typical day in the life of a young person at Rathgael 

45. This is mentioned at paragraphs 23 – 26 in Mr. Whyte’s statement.  The day 

would consist of the following: 

 Monday to Friday (School Year) 
 7.30 Young people awakened / washed and showered / dressed 
 8.00 Breakfast 
 8.30 Morning jobs and free-time before school 
 9.00 Assembly 
 9.15 School / workshops 
 10.45 Break time – young people returned to units (Stand Easy) 
 11.15 School / workshops 

12.30 Lunch (main meal of the day) 
 2.00 School / workshops 
 4.00 Return to units – free time – games and hobbies 
 5.00 Tea 

6.30  House cleaning and evening programme (Evening groups, TV, pool, 
general recreation) 

 9.00 Bed time 
 

                                                 
18

 Exhibit 10 - Specification of the Safety Mattress (internet search) 
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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 
1922 – TO – 1995 

MODULE 7 
TRAINING SCHOOLS AND YOUTH JUSTICE INSTITUTIONS 

 
STATEMENT BY CAMPBELL WHYTE 

 
 
GENERAL 

Personal background 

1. My career at Rathgael is summarised below: 

1973 – 1974: Assistant Teacher – Senior School 
1974 – 1978: Senior Assistant – Senior School 
1978 – 1982: 1st Deputy Headmaster – Senior School 
1982 – 1985: Headmaster – Junior School 
1985 – 1989: Senior Deputy Director 
1989 – 1996: Director of Rathgael 

2. I qualified as a teacher from Stranmillis College in 1969.  I graduated from the 
Open University with a Social Sciences Bachelor of Arts in 1974. 

3. In 1981, I graduated with a Masters of Social Science from the Queen’s 
University of Belfast, the title of which was “A Social Psychological Evaluation 
of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a Northern Ireland 
Training School”. 

3. I became a qualified Psychotherapist after retiring. 

 

Rathgael background1 2 

4. Rathgael was one of five training schools in Northern Ireland.  It opened as a 
regional residential Training School in 1968 to replace the former Malone 
School in Belfast and operated as such until its closure in 1998 during which 
time in the region of 8-9k children had passed through Rathgael. The school, 
which was purpose built on a House Unit basis, was situated on an 86 acre site 
on the outskirts of Bangor, 13 miles from Belfast. 

5. Initially it was designed to provide a total of 203 places for boys between the 
ages of 10 and 16 years on admission who had been sent by the juvenile 
courts on a remand basis or under a Training School Order3 4.  When I started 

                                                 
1
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2
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3
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Rathgael was overcrowded with about 210 boys being accommodated; this 
meant that bunks had to be set up in some recreation rooms.  The numbers 
that were accommodated varied according to referrals from other agencies 
over the years. 

6. The official aim of the school5 was 

‘to restore the child or young person to society better equipped mentally and 
emotionally to cope with the environment from which he came and to 
accustom him to the habit of work.  It is a process of readjustment and social 
re-education, based on an understanding of the personality, history, abilities 
and aptitudes of each boy or girl and a knowledge of the family situation, and 
is promoted by 

a) a stable environment which enables remedial influences to the brought 
to bear and progressive training to the be given; 

b) contact with the home; and  

c) help and supervision after the boy or girl leaves the school’. 

7. It must be acknowledged that Rathgael, along with the other Training Schools, 
accommodated the most difficult, damaged, disturbed and, in some cases, 
delinquent, children in Northern Ireland. 

8. Rathgael catered almost exclusively for protestant boys and later girls when 
Whiteabbey closed in 1985.  In addition, Rathgael had access to Runkerry 
House, an outdoor activities centre that provided a range of facilities to the 
young people and was under the management of Rathgael and Whiteabbey. 

9. The school consisted of four autonomous sections consisting of 11 units: the 
Reception Unit; the Junior School; the Senior School; and an Intensive Care 
Unit.  Each Unit had an 8, 6, 4 and 2 X 2 Bed Dorms – Common Room, Dining 
Room, Model Room, Shower, Toilet and Office.  All units were served by 
common facilities, including: 

• administration block, 

• Medical Centre (Sick Bay), with full Dental Room. 

• full School facility with classrooms, 

• Assembly Hall, referred to as the “Chapel”’ 

                                                                                                                                                        
4
 SPT-100587 - Section 83, Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 1968  

5
 Exhibit 1 – A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, pages 30-31   
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Rathgael was overcrowded with about 210 boys being accommodated; this 
meant that bunks had to be set up in some recreation rooms.  The numbers 
that were accommodated varied according to referrals from other agencies 
over the years. 

6. The official aim of the school5 was 

‘to restore the child or young person to society better equipped mentally and 
emotionally to cope with the environment from which he came and to 
accustom him to the habit of work.  It is a process of readjustment and social 
re-education, based on an understanding of the personality, history, abilities 
and aptitudes of each boy or girl and a knowledge of the family situation, and 
is promoted by 

a) a stable environment which enables remedial influences to the brought 
to bear and progressive training to the be given; 

b) contact with the home; and  

c) help and supervision after the boy or girl leaves the school’. 

7. It must be acknowledged that Rathgael, along with the other Training Schools, 
accommodated the most difficult, damaged, disturbed and, in some cases, 
delinquent, children in Northern Ireland. 

8. Rathgael catered almost exclusively for protestant boys and later girls when 
Whiteabbey closed in 1985.  In addition, Rathgael had access to Runkerry 
House, an outdoor activities centre that provided a range of facilities to the 
young people and was under the management of Rathgael and Whiteabbey. 

9. The school consisted of four autonomous sections consisting of 11 units: the 
Reception Unit; the Junior School; the Senior School; and an Intensive Care 
Unit.  Each Unit had an 8, 6, 4 and 2 X 2 Bed Dorms – Common Room, Dining 
Room, Model Room, Shower, Toilet and Office.  All units were served by 
common facilities, including: 

• administration block, 

• Medical Centre (Sick Bay), with full Dental Room. 

• full School facility with classrooms, 

• Assembly Hall, referred to as the “Chapel”’ 

                                                                                                                                                        
4
 SPT-100587 - Section 83, Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 1968  

5
 Exhibit 1 – A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, pages 30-31   
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geographical basis given the regional nature of Rathgael.  An important part of 

the social worker’s role was to liaise with the appropriate agencies in the home 

area, for example Social Services, Probation, schools and employment 

schemes such as Youth Training Programmes and Youth Opportunity 

Programmes.   

74. Returning young people to the community was fraught with a multitude of 

problems.  A return to a school in the local area was sometimes impossible 

because of resistance by the school or because appropriate accommodation at 

home or in board care was not an option. 

75. By November 1990 the Board recognised that there were issues in relation to 

young people due for discharge from Rathgael having no home base resulting 

in them being retained beyond their discharge date.  I carried out a detailed 

analysis and evaluation of the issue as detailed in a paper entitled ‘Young 

people with no Home Base’26.  This was another indication that young people in 

Training Schools were not being afforded the same level of care that their age 

and circumstances demanded.  

76. Rathgael, in partnership with Barnardo’s, developed a Professional Fostering 

Scheme to enable us to place out young people who had no home base and 

required specialist placements.  This was fully funded by the NIO. 

Eastside Project27 

77. The Eastside Project was one of the few practical outworkings of the Black 

Report 1979. Chapter 2 of the Black report 1979 states “there must be some 

formal framework through which the various agencies can come together to 

review and coordinate their activities”.  I can recall a discussion with Mr. R 

Sterling (NIO), Mr. W Donnell (SSI) and Mr. W Pugh (NIO) with regards to the 

development of a community based alternative to training school.  I was 

encouraged to develop this model and to seek a partner to take this initiative 

forward.   

                                                 
26

 Exhibit 14 - Young People With No Home Base – L Conway – November 1990 
27

 Exhibit 15 - The Eastside Story 
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out from participating in it.  The number of young people who volunteered 
generally exceeded the number of projects so some had to wait until a place 
became available.  Some young people may have been excluded from specific 
projects because, for example, a boy with a history of sexual offending would 
have been excluded from nursery group work or a non-swimmer would have 
been excluded from the swimming project. 

35. The CSP was introduced when Rathgael School was undergoing a number of 
changes.  Over time, child-care practices, counselling, individual assessment 
and treatment approaches were replacing the more custodial and punitive 
practices that had previously been in place.  There was also a growing 
realisation that isolating boys from the community was inconsistent with the 
treatment policy which aimed to rehabilitate and prepare boys for return to their 
own communities better equipped to cope and to lead productive and trouble-
free lives. The programme developed as a voluntary option for both school-age 
and over school-age young people and became established as both a 
curricular and extra-curricular activity.  It was still running in 199116 but I am not 
sure when the programme stopped running. 

Children on license or extended leave 

36. Rathgael was legally responsible for its care children, including those who had 
left the centre on licence or on extended leave.  There was a small Community 
Care department that supervised those young children, including the East Side 
Project17, which offered 24 hour support to young people who had settled in 
east Belfast.  This project won a national award in 1984 and went on to take 
referrals from all over Belfast.  The centre also ran three houses for young 
people who left Rathgael with nowhere to go. 

Leisure and recreation 

30. Evening activities included classes in photography, art and typing.  
Alternatively, the young people could play pool, do hairdressing or watch 
television.  They also had opportunities to participate in specific projects.  For 
example, in 1976, the young people, under supervision, converted an old 
Ulsterbus into a play bus, which was used by the Voluntary Service Bureau in 
the community for children to play in.  This involved the young people using 
the metalwork, painting and motor engineering skills they had learnt in class. 
The play bus formed part of the Community Service Programme referred to 
above and provided an opportunity for a young person to act as an Assistant 
Playbus leader in support of the two ladies who were in charge.  For this 
project it was normal practice for the volunteer to have come from one of the 

                                                 
16

 RGL-27433 
17
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Rathgael was overcrowded with about 210 boys being accommodated; this 
meant that bunks had to be set up in some recreation rooms.  The numbers 
that were accommodated varied according to referrals from other agencies 
over the years. 

6. The official aim of the school5 was 

‘to restore the child or young person to society better equipped mentally and 
emotionally to cope with the environment from which he came and to 
accustom him to the habit of work.  It is a process of readjustment and social 
re-education, based on an understanding of the personality, history, abilities 
and aptitudes of each boy or girl and a knowledge of the family situation, and 
is promoted by 

a) a stable environment which enables remedial influences to the brought 
to bear and progressive training to the be given; 

b) contact with the home; and  

c) help and supervision after the boy or girl leaves the school’. 

7. It must be acknowledged that Rathgael, along with the other Training Schools, 
accommodated the most difficult, damaged, disturbed and, in some cases, 
delinquent, children in Northern Ireland. 

8. Rathgael catered almost exclusively for protestant boys and later girls when 
Whiteabbey closed in 1985.  In addition, Rathgael had access to Runkerry 
House, an outdoor activities centre that provided a range of facilities to the 
young people and was under the management of Rathgael and Whiteabbey. 

9. The school consisted of four autonomous sections consisting of 11 units: the 
Reception Unit; the Junior School; the Senior School; and an Intensive Care 
Unit.  Each Unit had an 8, 6, 4 and 2 X 2 Bed Dorms – Common Room, Dining 
Room, Model Room, Shower, Toilet and Office.  All units were served by 
common facilities, including: 

• administration block, 

• Medical Centre (Sick Bay), with full Dental Room. 

• full School facility with classrooms, 

• Assembly Hall, referred to as the “Chapel”’ 

                                                                                                                                                        
4
 SPT-100587 - Section 83, Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 1968  

5
 Exhibit 1 – A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, pages 30-31   
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• swimming pool with changing rooms, 

• sports hall and Fitness Suit, 

• full Kitchen and preparation rooms, 

• Vocational Training Block, with Farm Buildings. 

• Sewing Room and stores.  

• playing fields and Lake. 

• 18 Staff Houses and garages. 

10. The Reception Unit provided 35 places and served a dual function in that it 
carried out assessment procedures as well as being a Remand Centre.  Each 
child committed to the school spent approximately five weeks in the Reception 
Unit for the purpose of educational, social, vocational, medical and, if 
necessary, psychological and psychiatric assessment.  The assessment of 
each child formed the basis for a treatment programme carried out in the 
appropriate section of the open school.  If the child was under 15 years on 
leaving the Reception Unit, he or she was placed in the Junior School; if over 
15 years of age he or she was placed in the Senior School.  At the age of 15, a 
child would have moved from the junior school to the senior school. 

11. The Junior School had residential provision for 94 children divided into four 
separate House Units with 20 places in each and a Pre-release Flat with 14 
places.  

12. The Senior School had a total of 70 places divided into three House Units of 20 
places in each and a Pre-release Flat with 20 places.   

13. Each House Unit was encouraged to develop its own character under a team 
of House masters, Housemothers and extraneous staff (teachers and 
instructors) led by a House Warden. The basis on which a child was allocated 
to a House Unit was generally determined by matching the ethos of a particular 
house with the needs of the individual. 

14. The Intensive Care Unit had seven places for children who could not cope or 
could not be managed within the open school.  It was a semi-secure unit with a 
high ratio of staff to young people and it catered for a range of problems 
including, for example, absconding, relationship problems, and drug and glue 
addiction.  It was a short term provision aimed at reintegrating young people 
back into the open school. 
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the young people refer to it as a gym mat18 but in reality these were safety 

mattresses designed to ensure the young people could not use them to 

self-harm and the materials used reduced the risk of cross infection as they 

could be easily cleaned. 

• Bed sheets were dangerous, depending on the presenting problems, so 

blankets were used as there was less chance of them being used as a 

ligature. 

• The room would sometimes have equipment, and books, comics and 

magazines were permitted.  

• Some toiletries were safer than offers and were therefore permitted but no 

glass was permitted. 

• Cassette tapes were safer than CDs and these were therefore permitted. 

• Clothing would be checked and those items regarded as high risk were 

prohibited. 

 

A typical day in the life of a young person at Rathgael 

45. This is mentioned at paragraphs 23 – 26 in Mr. Whyte’s statement.  The day 

would consist of the following: 

 Monday to Friday (School Year) 
 7.30 Young people awakened / washed and showered / dressed 
 8.00 Breakfast 
 8.30 Morning jobs and free-time before school 
 9.00 Assembly 
 9.15 School / workshops 
 10.45 Break time – young people returned to units (Stand Easy) 
 11.15 School / workshops 

12.30 Lunch (main meal of the day) 
 2.00 School / workshops 
 4.00 Return to units – free time – games and hobbies 
 5.00 Tea 

6.30  House cleaning and evening programme (Evening groups, TV, pool, 
general recreation) 

 9.00 Bed time 
 

                                                 
18

 Exhibit 10 - Specification of the Safety Mattress (internet search) 
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21. The Head of Education, Mr Cromey introduced a points system for education to 
encourage them.  ‘Contracting’ was also introduced in classrooms for 
particularly disruptive pupils.  This involved drawing up an agreement with the 
pupil to enable them to earn points if their behaviour in class improved. 

22. I recall that the average teacher to pupils’ ratio of the classes were in the region 
of: 1:6/8 in the main school; 1:5 in the short term reception classes and 1:3 in 
Shamrock House to reflect the varying demands and issues in each setting.  
Ancillary staff were also available to assist with particularly disruptive pupils.   

23. There were Monday morning meetings with all teachers to discuss relevant 
issues and what was to be achieved for that week.   

24. The school day started at 09:00 with assembly that was designed to provide 
positive messages and motivate the young people.  This was held in a building 
called the “Chapel” although the services did not focus on religion.  

25. This was followed by teaching until the classes broke up for lunch, which was 
served in the Units followed by further classes in the afternoon until about 
16:00.  The young people then returned to their units where they had dinner 
and undertook evening activities.    

26. Each young person had an educational assessment on literacy and numeracy 
on entrance to provide a baseline with routine follow up assessments.  Many 
on re-test showed a significant improvement.   

Support for the children 

27. If a young person was unhappy, he or she could talk to numerous people – key 
workers, team leaders, teachers, matrons/medical staff, chaplains, board 
members and staff at all levels. In addition, staff were instructed to report 
complaints by any of the residents to line management10.   

28. In addition, staff from the Adolescent Psychological Research Unit (APRU)11 
headed by  assisted by four psychologists, attended Rathgael 
every day and  a psychiatrist, visited the school weekly.  
Individual cases were referred to the APRU by the team Leader in Rathgael.  
Often, the Individual Assessment Treatment Profile process would flag up 
individuals who would benefit from working with the APRU.  The APRU would 
have engaged in one-to-one work with individuals in response to their needs.   

29. I also ran group counselling sessions (I was a trained Counsellor) consisting of 
10-12 boys.  This was confidential unless criminal issues were raised.   

                                                 
10

 RGL-46333 
11

 RGL-27433 
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EDUCATION REPORT

RE:

This oupif has recently transferred class because of the closure of the unit to whichshe was attached. it was thought tnat this would generally cc beneflcial, not only to, but also to the other puplls formerly n her company.

She had presented management problems in terms of her aggressive and abusivebehaviour, not only towards her peers, but also her teacher Achange of environment both in terms of residence and class was a reason for someoptimism on everyon&s behalf. This optimism however has been ilhfounded. Sincetransferring to class she has been particularly disruptive. Onmany occasions she has deliberately spurned any help which was offered and hasrefused to do some of her exams.

Her attitude is continually belligerent and aggressive both verbally and physicaHy,and although she is capable of quite good work and reasonable behaviour,instances of this are rare.

it is a great shame that someone of ability is prepared to waste her owntime and that of others by her immature and unacceptable behaviour.
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1     too, but if there was a -- say he would have caught

2     three or four of them smoking, and he knew right away,

3     because he could smell the smoke off you -- do you know

4     what I mean -- but if you denied smoking -- do you know

5     what I mean -- you would have got clipped and maybe the

6     other two that was with you would have got clipped too.

7     It was ...

8 Q.  So it was instant retribution?

9 A.  Oh, instant.  Instant.  Do you know what I mean?  A lot

10     of the boys were a weed.  He just had to look at you and

11     that was enough.  Do you know what I mean?  But other

12     boys just kind of a way maybe pushed the boat out with

13     him, but, as I say, what he done with us, the way you

14     seen it on the TV where you see  -- you

15     know what I mean --  --

16 Q.  Yes.

17 A.  -- and they are , he had us doing

18     that.  I don't know how the hell he done it, but he had

19     us doing that at the highest levels, like.  We actually

20     went out of school and  in

21     different places, in old people's home and all.  I think

22     we would have done one in  at the time.  The

23     pensioners there were over the moon to see all the

24     rascals of the day .

25 Q.  Yes.  Thank you very much.
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 15 

And obviously corporal punishment would have been still, as far as I’m 
aware, you can correct me on this, would have still been aloud, yes. 

Well may I comment em on what he said about me with him. 

Yeah, yeah. 

First of all under no circumstances would I ever be such an idiot as to 
throw anybody in the pool. 

Okay. 

It was one of my personal targets to have no boy who came into 
Rathgael leaving Rathgael without being a swimmer. 

Okay. 

So that’s nonsense.  Ah slapping, ah whatever I’m doing, accused of 
doing with a slipper, not true. 

Okay. 

And if he’s saying how many times I slippered him, I’m sorry that’s 
absolute rubbish.  I can’t even remember an  such was the, 
the you know the mark he made on me. 

Ah hm. 

I know it’s a long time ago but if I slippered somebody as many times as 
you’re saying. 

Yeah. 

I would surely remember him and I, I’m, I don’t and it did not happen. 

And he said about  that you would have gave him a 
clout. 

He said. 

Yeah. 

. 

Yeah. 

Does  make this complaint. 

I, I’ll go to his, I’ll go to his statement next if you wish after this. 
 
SOLICITOR Yes please do, please do. 
 

OCD 87 - R v Various IP Various CC2013012300520 Part 1 464
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1     the world and then the next minute he would have took

2     the head off you.

3 Q.  I was asking you did -- because we have managed to get

4     hold of and check the records that exist that relate to

5     these two boys to see could we find a reference to him

6     --

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  -- being knocked unconscious, one or other of them, but

9     you don't recollect him getting medical treatment.  You

10     recollect him being knocked off the seat.

11 A.  No.  He got back up on to the seat.  He was just sitting

12     there and then after a while he just broke out crying,

13     but I think it was just the shock of it, kind of thing,

14     because he didn't know where he was at all.

15 Q.  Now what we did find, which I am going to draw to the

16     Panel's attention, because it is relevant to the Panel's

17     work, is that there was definitely an incident involving

18      RG65, but on 23rd September 1977.  That was after

19     you had already -- you left in December of '76.

20 A.  Right.

21 Q.  Just bear with me while we look at this record at 47202,

22     please.  It is an issue that I have brought to

23     Mr Wolfe's attention and the Department will see if

24     there's anything more that can be said about it, but it

25     we turn this round, please, you can see again this is
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 And obviously corporal punishment would have been still, as far as I’m 
aware, you can correct me on this, would have still been aloud, yes. 

Well may I comment em on what he said about me with him. 

Yeah, yeah. 

First of all under no circumstances would I ever be such an idiot as to 
throw anybody in the pool. 

Okay. 

It was one of my personal targets to have no boy who came into 
Rathgael leaving Rathgael without being a swimmer. 

Okay. 

So that’s nonsense.  Ah slapping, ah whatever I’m doing, accused of 
doing with a slipper, not true. 

Okay. 

And if he’s saying how many times I slippered him, I’m sorry that’s 
absolute rubbish.  I can’t even remember an , such was the, 
the you know the mark he made on me. 

Ah hm. 

I know it’s a long time ago but if I slippered somebody as many times as 
you’re saying. 

Yeah. 

I would surely remember him and I, I’m, I don’t and it did not happen. 

And he said about  that you would have gave him a 
clout. 

He said. 

Yeah. 

 

Yeah. 

Does David Robinson make this complaint. 

 I, I’ll go to his, I’ll go to his statement next if you wish after this. 
 
SOLICITOR Yes please do, please do. 
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1 Q.  Well, HIA200, then you go on to talk in paragraph 11

2     about another teacher and you say he taught .

3     That's RG17.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  He was in his .  You go on to describe him.  You say:

6         "He was very strict and he was a bully.  He

7     physically punished us using a slipper" --

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  -- "which he had a name for."

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  "He called it 'Rufus'."

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  "He would beat us for minor misdemeanours in front of

14     the other boys."

15         You remember being frightened of him and being

16     beaten by him on occasion.  You say that that sort of

17     behaviour by the staff was tolerated and normalised in

18     Rathgael to a degree.

19 A.  Yes.  Well, there would have been other members of staff

20     there with him, with RG17 at that time.  There would

21     have been other members of staff there quite willing,

22     you know, to just let it happen.

23 Q.  Paragraph 12 you talk about your smoking.

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  You say you started smoking when you were aged 8 --
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15. Rathgael dealt with some of the most disturbed children in Northern Ireland6 7 
8.  Over time the emphasis was increasingly on community treatment.  There 
was very little violence in Rathgael and none against staff until the last few 
years when an increase in incidents could be seen. 

16. When I arrived in Rathgael in 1973, all house master and house mother teams 
were husbands and wives who lived adjacent to the residents.  There were no 
female staff other than domestic, kitchen and nursing. 

17. There is no doubt that there was a difficulty in getting the balance right 
between care and control.  This was a professional challenge that evolved as 
Rathgael developed from being a Reform School to a more caring and 
educating establishment.  All staff were encouraged to follow this goal and I 
had aspirations for the school to become a Centre of Excellence in the 
treatment of children and young people. 

 

Services provided by Rathgael  

18. Rathgael provided a range of services to the children as summarised below. 

Education9 

19. Education was headed by a Deputy Director, Head of Education assisted by 
two deputies and teachers.  The range of classroom education in the Junior 
School was similar in most aspects to the curriculum of junior intermediate 
schools in the community.  The curriculum was designed in response to the 
needs of the young children and covered subjects including literacy, 
mathematics, geography, history and physical education.  Timetables were 
geared around what was available in mainstream schools as best as possible 
and the Teachers Union was represented to ensure teachers were aware of 
what was going on in mainstream schools.   

20. The children in the Senior School were of school age and older so both 
classroom and trade training was provided.  Classroom education was optional 
for young people over school age. The trade departments provided training in 
building, metalwork, motor engineering, painting, brick laying, decorating, 
joinery, catering and horticulture to both boys and girls.  City and Guilds was 
introduced in the 1980s so that the young people could receive training and 
skills and an opportunity to work towards qualifications from a recognised body. 

                                                 
6
RGL-24845 

7
 Exhibit 2 - A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, p32 
8
 RGL-27433 

9
 RGL2388 – RGL23890 
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much members of the Rathgael Community and developed greatly over the 

years.  As well as conducting regular Assemblies, they provided Pastoral Care 

to both young people and staff alike.  This met the statutory requirement set out 

in section 31 of the Training School Rules.7 

Education 

19. I note from their statements that some Applicants (for example, HIA172 and 

HIA198) are critical of the standard of education provided at Rathgael.  HIA 172 

was admitted at the age of 12, which would assume that he had basic English 

and Math’s on admission.  His comments would also infer that he returned from 

Pepper Harrow unable to read and write, which in my opinion is difficult to 

comprehend.    HIA198’s recollection of Shamrock does not align with my 

experience – staff to pupil ratios were low and individual teaching plans were 

developed and followed.  Additional activities such as colouring in, crosswords 

and television would  have also been part of the normal routine. .  Mr Whyte’s 

statement at paragraphs 19 - 26 also discusses provision of education at 

Rathgael.   

20. Further to that, high ability young people, mostly Care residents, attended local 

schools in the Bangor area, e.g. Gransha High and Bangor Girls High School, 

to allow them to continue mainstream education and obtain qualifications.  The 

individual’s parent school would have linked with the donor school to ensure 

continuity of education.   

21. With regards to school refusers, I am of the opinion that Rathgael introduced 

many to a positive education experience for the first time, introducing them to a 

school routine and afforded them an opportunity to progress with their own 

personal development.  It must be stated that many of the young people had 

been admitted having been excluded from school or having a negative 

experience of education, some of whom were unable to read or write.  

Assessments will show that many were admitted with low attainments, many of 

which were related to absenteeism as opposed to intelligence levels.  The older 

                                                 
7
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out from participating in it.  The number of young people who volunteered 
generally exceeded the number of projects so some had to wait until a place 
became available.  Some young people may have been excluded from specific 
projects because, for example, a boy with a history of sexual offending would 
have been excluded from nursery group work or a non-swimmer would have 
been excluded from the swimming project. 

35. The CSP was introduced when Rathgael School was undergoing a number of 
changes.  Over time, child-care practices, counselling, individual assessment 
and treatment approaches were replacing the more custodial and punitive 
practices that had previously been in place.  There was also a growing 
realisation that isolating boys from the community was inconsistent with the 
treatment policy which aimed to rehabilitate and prepare boys for return to their 
own communities better equipped to cope and to lead productive and trouble-
free lives. The programme developed as a voluntary option for both school-age 
and over school-age young people and became established as both a 
curricular and extra-curricular activity.  It was still running in 199116 but I am not 
sure when the programme stopped running. 

Children on license or extended leave 

36. Rathgael was legally responsible for its care children, including those who had 
left the centre on licence or on extended leave.  There was a small Community 
Care department that supervised those young children, including the East Side 
Project17, which offered 24 hour support to young people who had settled in 
east Belfast.  This project won a national award in 1984 and went on to take 
referrals from all over Belfast.  The centre also ran three houses for young 
people who left Rathgael with nowhere to go. 

Leisure and recreation 

30. Evening activities included classes in photography, art and typing.  
Alternatively, the young people could play pool, do hairdressing or watch 
television.  They also had opportunities to participate in specific projects.  For 
example, in 1976, the young people, under supervision, converted an old 
Ulsterbus into a play bus, which was used by the Voluntary Service Bureau in 
the community for children to play in.  This involved the young people using 
the metalwork, painting and motor engineering skills they had learnt in class. 
The play bus formed part of the Community Service Programme referred to 
above and provided an opportunity for a young person to act as an Assistant 
Playbus leader in support of the two ladies who were in charge.  For this 
project it was normal practice for the volunteer to have come from one of the 
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estates it operated in and was the only project in which a volunteer travelled 
unsupervised to and from the project. 

31. The school also ran a number of sporting competitions, mostly for football, 
pool and gymnastics.  In fact, there was a Rathgael Gymnastics Club, which 
consisted of boys mainly and would put on shows.  The Bangor Rotary Club 
would arrange for residents from nursing homes to come into the school so 
that young people could put on a show for them.  

Medical and dental  

32. There were daily “Sick Bay Parades” and a qualified Doctor came in every 
week in support of the Medical Department that was on-site.  In addition, there 
were twice yearly medical examinations.  This was staffed by a matron and 
two qualified nurses.  First aid provision was available on site 24 hours a day 
so if a resident suffered an injury they could see a nurse or to be brought to a 
hospital, depending on the circumstances.  The medical services were also 
subject to inspection.   

32. A dentist also came in regularly but this did not work as well as the young 
people attending their own dentists so this practice stopped.   

Food and clothing 

33. The young people were required to wear a uniform in the early days of 
Rathgael until the early 1980s at which point they wore their own clothes.  
There was a laundry department where some of the older residents would also 
work under supervision. 

34. There was a kitchen with three cooks supported by some of the older residents 
that provided food to all of the Units.  The young people could also prepare 
supper and snacks for themselves in the kitchen facilities provided in the Units. 
A hot breakfast, lunch and dinner were available, and the diet was varied.  
There were complaints about this in the 1970s and early 198s but steps were 
taken to improve the standard of food provided and the chef was replaced. 

Staffing and personnel aspects 

35. Rathgael consisted of Care and Youth Treatment staff supported by 
administrative, medical and legal personnel in addition to those servicing 
facilities and accommodation, e.g. the laundry and kitchen.   

36. All the teachers were qualified.  The care and youth treatment staff were either 
qualified in the Certificate of Qualification in Social Work (CQSW) or Certificate 
of Social Services (CSS) Social Workers.   Unqualified care and youth 
treatment staff were also recruited but were required to become qualified within 
five years. 
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the young people refer to it as a gym mat18 but in reality these were safety 

mattresses designed to ensure the young people could not use them to 

self-harm and the materials used reduced the risk of cross infection as they 

could be easily cleaned. 

• Bed sheets were dangerous, depending on the presenting problems, so 

blankets were used as there was less chance of them being used as a 

ligature. 

• The room would sometimes have equipment, and books, comics and 

magazines were permitted.  

• Some toiletries were safer than offers and were therefore permitted but no 

glass was permitted. 

• Cassette tapes were safer than CDs and these were therefore permitted. 

• Clothing would be checked and those items regarded as high risk were 

prohibited. 

 

A typical day in the life of a young person at Rathgael 

45. This is mentioned at paragraphs 23 – 26 in Mr. Whyte’s statement.  The day 

would consist of the following: 

 Monday to Friday (School Year) 
 7.30 Young people awakened / washed and showered / dressed 
 8.00 Breakfast 
 8.30 Morning jobs and free-time before school 
 9.00 Assembly 
 9.15 School / workshops 
 10.45 Break time – young people returned to units (Stand Easy) 
 11.15 School / workshops 

12.30 Lunch (main meal of the day) 
 2.00 School / workshops 
 4.00 Return to units – free time – games and hobbies 
 5.00 Tea 

6.30  House cleaning and evening programme (Evening groups, TV, pool, 
general recreation) 

 9.00 Bed time 
 

                                                 
18

 Exhibit 10 - Specification of the Safety Mattress (internet search) 
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30. Young Teenage Mothers were referred to Parents and Children Together 
(Barnardos) and Thorndale Family Centre (Salvation Army)  

31. In 1982, I helped introduce Independent Assessment Treatment Profiles12 13 in 
conjunction with the APRU for each resident.  This innovation enabled staff to 
assess and treat each person individually and covered issues such as family 
background, education, social skills, and physical and psychiatric problems.  
An interdisciplinary approach was adopted, which involved social workers, 
teachers, psychologists, medical staff and the school’s consultant psychiatrist 
working together to identify and ease each young person’s particular problems.  
Although this proved to be an effective model for a lot of kids, it was very 
challenging to deliver effectively to all.  This approach had particular success in 
reducing and eliminating individual problems.  The Social Services 
Inspectorate agreed this approach as a suitable model. 

Community Service Programme 

32. I could see the benefits of community-based treatments whilst recognising that 
some young people would benefit better from a residential experience. 

33. In 1974, I approached the   with a 
proposal to establish the Community Service Programme (CSP)1415 .  This 
involved the young people being placed in a variety of Community-based 
projects aimed at turning them into ‘treaters’ rather than being treated 
themselves.  agreed to this proposal which I then implemented.  For 
example, they would work with kids in the Rudolf Steiner village at Glencraig 
on activities such as gardening and sport.  They also went to Kilcooley Primary 
School to teach the children how to play football.  Other projects attended by 
the young people included the Physically Handicapped and Able-Bodied 
(PHAB) Club in Bangor, the Avoca Playgoup, Beacon House Club and 
swimming with the handicapped.   

34. The young people were supervised by two Community Service Volunteers 
(CSVs) who were also resident at the school for a minimum period of six 
months.  The Volunteers were selected by the CSV Organisation in conjunction 
with Rathgael’s Community Service Supervisor. These activities put the 
Rathgael residents into a caring role.  Only two abscondings and two alleged 
thefts were recorded during the first five and half years of the programme in 
which over 150 boys had participated.  This was regarded as an indication of 
the respect the young people had for the programme and how much they got 

                                                 
12

Exhibit 3 – Initial case conference for K brown – 14 Dec 1993 
13

 RGL-46505 – RGL-46508 
14

 Exhibit 3 – A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 
Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, pp33-42   
15
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estates it operated in and was the only project in which a volunteer travelled 
unsupervised to and from the project. 

31. The school also ran a number of sporting competitions, mostly for football, 
pool and gymnastics.  In fact, there was a Rathgael Gymnastics Club, which 
consisted of boys mainly and would put on shows.  The Bangor Rotary Club 
would arrange for residents from nursing homes to come into the school so 
that young people could put on a show for them.  

Medical and dental  

32. There were daily “Sick Bay Parades” and a qualified Doctor came in every 
week in support of the Medical Department that was on-site.  In addition, there 
were twice yearly medical examinations.  This was staffed by a matron and 
two qualified nurses.  First aid provision was available on site 24 hours a day 
so if a resident suffered an injury they could see a nurse or to be brought to a 
hospital, depending on the circumstances.  The medical services were also 
subject to inspection.   

32. A dentist also came in regularly but this did not work as well as the young 
people attending their own dentists so this practice stopped.   

Food and clothing 

33. The young people were required to wear a uniform in the early days of 
Rathgael until the early 1980s at which point they wore their own clothes.  
There was a laundry department where some of the older residents would also 
work under supervision. 

34. There was a kitchen with three cooks supported by some of the older residents 
that provided food to all of the Units.  The young people could also prepare 
supper and snacks for themselves in the kitchen facilities provided in the Units. 
A hot breakfast, lunch and dinner were available, and the diet was varied.  
There were complaints about this in the 1970s and early 198s but steps were 
taken to improve the standard of food provided and the chef was replaced. 

Staffing and personnel aspects 

35. Rathgael consisted of Care and Youth Treatment staff supported by 
administrative, medical and legal personnel in addition to those servicing 
facilities and accommodation, e.g. the laundry and kitchen.   

36. All the teachers were qualified.  The care and youth treatment staff were either 
qualified in the Certificate of Qualification in Social Work (CQSW) or Certificate 
of Social Services (CSS) Social Workers.   Unqualified care and youth 
treatment staff were also recruited but were required to become qualified within 
five years. 
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young people were able to follow vocational training courses and many 

achieved City and Guilds qualifications in a range of subjects, painting and 

decorating, motor engineering, horticulture, catering and metal work: for 

example HIA 400.  This greatly improved their employability on discharge from 

Rathgael and ready access to work experience placements enabled staff to 

refer young people to local employment schemes such as Youth Training 

Programmes and Youth Community Programmes. Many young people were 

not accepted by their home school with some choosing to return to Rathgael as 

day-pupils.  

Medical and Dental Services  

22. From reading the statements of the Applicants, I note that there are criticisms in 

relation to the medical and dental care provided at Rathgael: for example 

HIA436 and HIA503.  This was not my experience of how these services 

worked.  In terms of medical services provided in Rathgael and further to the 

information provided at paragraphs 32 of Mr. Whyte’s statement, we provided 

comprehensive medical and dental services to all young people in Rathgael. 

23. There was a fully qualified medical department consisting of visiting Medical 

Officers and a Dentist, a Matron and a number of nurses.  When the girls 

transferred from Whiteabbey to Rathgael in 1985, a female doctor was also 

appointed. 

24. Daily visits to sick bay were organised and treatment given.  There was an 

inpatient facility until the late 1980s when it was replaced with care being 

providing in the residential units by visiting nursing staff.  In my opinion the 

medical services provided in Rathgael were outstanding and the staff were 

professional and caring and dealt with a high level of remedial medical care as 

a result of medical issues having been neglected prior to admission. 

25. The medical centre / sick bay consisted of: 

i. A dedicated medical room with an examination couch, equipped 

medical cabinets and desk; 
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Day 153 HIA Inquiry 21 October 2015

www.DTIGlobal.com

Page 135

1     It was embarrassing.  I was a young teenager.  Just even

2     being in the same room, it was uncomfortable, but we got

3     by, so we did.

4 Q.  Was she --

5 A.  But, no, I -- sorry.

6 Q.  Was she receiving similar sort of treatment then?

7 A.  She was receiving treatment for one of the venereal

8     diseases --

9 Q.  Yes.  Right.

10 A.  -- so she was.  Hence why they insisted on me going, but

11     I was basically told on the Monday, "Listen, you're

12     going to this place and that's it", if you know what

13     I mean like.  That's -- not even an explanation why,

14     because they didn't know whether I had a sexual

15     relationship before this incident, if you know what I

16     mean, but I -- well, I felt really uncomfortable and

17     embarrassed --

18 Q.  Yes.

19 A.  -- so I was, being that age and that sort of procedure.

20 Q.  Right.  Thank you very much.

21 A.  You're welcome.

22 CHAIRMAN:  HIA434, you will be relieved to hear I am sure

23     that we don't have any more questions for you today, and

24     thank you for arranging to speak to us as you have from

25     Canada.  It's very helpful --
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estates it operated in and was the only project in which a volunteer travelled 
unsupervised to and from the project. 

31. The school also ran a number of sporting competitions, mostly for football, 
pool and gymnastics.  In fact, there was a Rathgael Gymnastics Club, which 
consisted of boys mainly and would put on shows.  The Bangor Rotary Club 
would arrange for residents from nursing homes to come into the school so 
that young people could put on a show for them.  

Medical and dental  

32. There were daily “Sick Bay Parades” and a qualified Doctor came in every 
week in support of the Medical Department that was on-site.  In addition, there 
were twice yearly medical examinations.  This was staffed by a matron and 
two qualified nurses.  First aid provision was available on site 24 hours a day 
so if a resident suffered an injury they could see a nurse or to be brought to a 
hospital, depending on the circumstances.  The medical services were also 
subject to inspection.   

32. A dentist also came in regularly but this did not work as well as the young 
people attending their own dentists so this practice stopped.   

Food and clothing 

33. The young people were required to wear a uniform in the early days of 
Rathgael until the early 1980s at which point they wore their own clothes.  
There was a laundry department where some of the older residents would also 
work under supervision. 

34. There was a kitchen with three cooks supported by some of the older residents 
that provided food to all of the Units.  The young people could also prepare 
supper and snacks for themselves in the kitchen facilities provided in the Units. 
A hot breakfast, lunch and dinner were available, and the diet was varied.  
There were complaints about this in the 1970s and early 198s but steps were 
taken to improve the standard of food provided and the chef was replaced. 

Staffing and personnel aspects 

35. Rathgael consisted of Care and Youth Treatment staff supported by 
administrative, medical and legal personnel in addition to those servicing 
facilities and accommodation, e.g. the laundry and kitchen.   

36. All the teachers were qualified.  The care and youth treatment staff were either 
qualified in the Certificate of Qualification in Social Work (CQSW) or Certificate 
of Social Services (CSS) Social Workers.   Unqualified care and youth 
treatment staff were also recruited but were required to become qualified within 
five years. 
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estates it operated in and was the only project in which a volunteer travelled 
unsupervised to and from the project. 

31. The school also ran a number of sporting competitions, mostly for football, 
pool and gymnastics.  In fact, there was a Rathgael Gymnastics Club, which 
consisted of boys mainly and would put on shows.  The Bangor Rotary Club 
would arrange for residents from nursing homes to come into the school so 
that young people could put on a show for them.  

Medical and dental  

32. There were daily “Sick Bay Parades” and a qualified Doctor came in every 
week in support of the Medical Department that was on-site.  In addition, there 
were twice yearly medical examinations.  This was staffed by a matron and 
two qualified nurses.  First aid provision was available on site 24 hours a day 
so if a resident suffered an injury they could see a nurse or to be brought to a 
hospital, depending on the circumstances.  The medical services were also 
subject to inspection.   

32. A dentist also came in regularly but this did not work as well as the young 
people attending their own dentists so this practice stopped.   

Food and clothing 

33. The young people were required to wear a uniform in the early days of 
Rathgael until the early 1980s at which point they wore their own clothes.  
There was a laundry department where some of the older residents would also 
work under supervision. 

34. There was a kitchen with three cooks supported by some of the older residents 
that provided food to all of the Units.  The young people could also prepare 
supper and snacks for themselves in the kitchen facilities provided in the Units. 
A hot breakfast, lunch and dinner were available, and the diet was varied.  
There were complaints about this in the 1970s and early 198s but steps were 
taken to improve the standard of food provided and the chef was replaced. 

Staffing and personnel aspects 

35. Rathgael consisted of Care and Youth Treatment staff supported by 
administrative, medical and legal personnel in addition to those servicing 
facilities and accommodation, e.g. the laundry and kitchen.   

36. All the teachers were qualified.  The care and youth treatment staff were either 
qualified in the Certificate of Qualification in Social Work (CQSW) or Certificate 
of Social Services (CSS) Social Workers.   Unqualified care and youth 
treatment staff were also recruited but were required to become qualified within 
five years. 
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young people that was adopted by the Management Board and endorsed by 

the Secretary of State. 

Placement of Young People in Training Schools 

10. The majority of young people were admitted to Rathgael as a result of 

difficulties experienced in the Care and Education systems.  Generally, they 

were admitted on a short-term, interim basis to the Training School as a result 

of a crisis in their personal or family life, or committed by the Juvenile Court 

because no alternative placement was available. Some were admitted by 

reason of their offending behaviour.  The Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 

1968 made it difficult to be flexible and innovative, in relation to length of 

placement and a planned return to their community.  An indeterminate order 

was issued that resulted in uncertainty and was often added to by subsequent 

Training School Orders as a result of further offences effectively extending their 

period of detention and delaying their release on license to the community.  I 

recollect many young people reaching their peak within the first year of their 

detention and thereafter regressing as a result of the uncertainty of future 

placements.    

11. Rathgael was a regional resource and as such often dislocated young people 

form their community and family.  Being admitted from the four health and 

Social Services Boards and five Education and Library Board areas, although 

there was financial assistance available it was difficult for families outside the 

greater Belfast area to visit Rathgael on a regular basis.  This also meant that 

young people going on home lave had to travel long distances on their own.  At 

no time in the Centre’s history was there a direct bus service to the Rathgael 

Road.    

12. My impression was that there was often reluctance on behalf of the Magistrate 

to commit young people to Training Schools but they were afforded no other 

option.  In real terms, the Training School was the only option.  Few specialized 

units were being developed in Northern Ireland and child and adolescent 

psychiatry was totally inadequate.  The substantive response to this was the 
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37. There were also Night Supervisors.  These were unqualified staff who were 
responsible for keeping an eye on the young people at night and, therefore, 
had to stay awake all night.  They would produce a report each morning for the 
day staff coming in.  I recall one Night Supervisor being disciplined because he 
had fallen asleep whilst in duty.  A senior member of staff was also on duty on 
site until 22:30 every evening.  As Director, I would also have been contactable 
out of hours.   

38. There were staff houses situated on campus but separate from the young 
people.  I chose not to take one as I was keen to keep my personal life 
separate from work. 

Home leave 

39. The amount of home leave a young person received and the date of their 
ultimate release depended largely on progress in Rathgael.  Progress in terms 
of education and response to education was continually monitored and 
recorded by a system of marks and grades. 

Transfer of Girls from Whiteabbey18 

40. A fire had been started in Whiteabbey Training School in 1985 by some of the 
residents and it was fortunate that no one was seriously injured or killed.  This 
triggered the closure of the Training School with Rathgael and Whiteabbey 
being amalgamated. 

41. I had pressed for a phasing out of Whiteabbey with girls being allowed to leave 
from there when appropriate and new residents being sent to Rathgael so that 
they had no previous experience of Whiteabbey.  However, the decision was 
made by the Rathgael/Whiteabbey Joint Management Board and sanctioned 
by the NIO to immediately close Whiteabbey and transfer the girls to Rathgael.  
This resulted in a culture change for the girls, boys and staff alike that was 
initially difficult to manage. 

42. There was limited time to prepare for the arrival of the girls and they did not 
want to be there.  The girls were initially put together in one unit but this proved 
to be a mistake and resulted in some very disruptive and challenging behaviour 
– they probably felt that they had been forced to go there and may well have 
been scared.  Everyone had to adjust, which took a long time and it is my 
opinion that it should have been planned better. 

  

                                                 
18
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young people that was adopted by the Management Board and endorsed by 

the Secretary of State. 

Placement of Young People in Training Schools 

10. The majority of young people were admitted to Rathgael as a result of 

difficulties experienced in the Care and Education systems.  Generally, they 

were admitted on a short-term, interim basis to the Training School as a result 

of a crisis in their personal or family life, or committed by the Juvenile Court 

because no alternative placement was available. Some were admitted by 

reason of their offending behaviour.  The Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 

1968 made it difficult to be flexible and innovative, in relation to length of 

placement and a planned return to their community.  An indeterminate order 

was issued that resulted in uncertainty and was often added to by subsequent 

Training School Orders as a result of further offences effectively extending their 

period of detention and delaying their release on license to the community.  I 

recollect many young people reaching their peak within the first year of their 

detention and thereafter regressing as a result of the uncertainty of future 

placements.    

11. Rathgael was a regional resource and as such often dislocated young people 

form their community and family.  Being admitted from the four health and 

Social Services Boards and five Education and Library Board areas, although 

there was financial assistance available it was difficult for families outside the 

greater Belfast area to visit Rathgael on a regular basis.  This also meant that 

young people going on home lave had to travel long distances on their own.  At 

no time in the Centre’s history was there a direct bus service to the Rathgael 

Road.    

12. My impression was that there was often reluctance on behalf of the Magistrate 

to commit young people to Training Schools but they were afforded no other 

option.  In real terms, the Training School was the only option.  Few specialized 

units were being developed in Northern Ireland and child and adolescent 

psychiatry was totally inadequate.  The substantive response to this was the 
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46. Mentions Meeting were held on Friday afternoons during which marks were 

allocated to individual young people and House Points awarded for good 

behaviour or taken away for inappropriate behaviour (cross reference with 

paragraphs 48 – 49 of Mr. Whyte’s statement).  Individual marks were allocated 

to young people for good behaviour in class and unit, performance in school 

and workshop, house cleaning and tidiness of rooms. House points would have 

been awarded for sporting activities such as five-aside football, snooker and 

table tennis.   

47. The Mentions meetings were attended by all young people and staff on duty 

held in the Common Rooms of each Unit.  This is what the disciplinary system 

was based on and it was very much part of the culture - all young people were 

made aware of this as part of their introduction to Rathgael.  This system 

developed over the years resulting in a more assessment profiling approach 

and ultimately became the bronze, silver and gold awards scheme.  

48. The award of points allowed a young person full pocket money, full home leave 

and full participation in sporting and weekend activities.  There was also the 

recognition of their good behaviour that was afforded by being awarded 

individual and house points in the first place. 

49. If a young person ended up in a negative points situation this could have 

resulted in sanctions such as reduction of pocket money, withdrawal of home 

leave, withdrawal of sporting activity and early beds.  

50. The Mentions meetings were also used to discuss home leave and activities for 

the forthcoming weekend.  They generally afforded an opportunity for young 

people and staff to discuss routine matters within the Unit.  

51. There was a less formal time-table during holiday times. Lengthy leave periods 

for young people would have been negotiated.  I recall that leave would have 

been granted to those assessed as being eligible and with a suitable home 

base. These would have been in two-week blocks thus reducing the risk of 

returning to inappropriate behaviour.  This leave would have been supervised 

and monitored by house staff using home visits and was part of the overall 

assessment of a young person’s progress.  For those periods outside term time 
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were fully funded by the NIO.  For example, HIA 172 was one of the few young 

people who benefitted from being sent to specialist units in England.  We 

recognised that this was an extreme measure and the decision to move 

children from Northern Ireland was not taken lightly.  

The Ethos and Culture of the School 

16. My experience of Rathgael was a child-centred establishment long before 

“Child Centred Practice” was recognized as a desirable approach in working 

with children and young people.  Staff were generally very conscious of the 

background and history of the individual young person and how vulnerable they 

were.  Many young people had multiple placements prior to their admission to 

Rathgael having been admitted following a further breakdown in their personal 

life.  It would be true to say that no child would have willingly chosen to come to 

Rathgael although many knew that there was no other option.  It wasn’t until 

the 1980s that specific social work practice with children and young people was 

recognized as a specialism.  The system finally recognised that children and 

young people were not ‘problem children but children with problems’. The 

separation of care and justice and a child-centred approach we had been 

canvassing for over a number of years came only became a reality in 2000 with 

the establishment of the Juvenile Justice Board Custodial Development 

Services. 

Services provided at Rathgael 

17. I also note the description of the services provided at Rathgael to young people 

as set out in paragraphs 18 – 39 of statement.  I wish to add the 

following. A small percentage of staff felt that their only approach, especially 

with the senior boys, was to be “macho”; this resulted in a more regimented 

approach, with an emphasis on physical activity and a highly competitive 

regime. Over time this was replaced by a more relational approach to working 

with the young people, and the introduction of marks and the setting of short 

term goals.  

18. Paragraphs 27 - 31 of Mr Whyte’s statement covers the support structure 

available to the young people at Rathgael.  Further to this, Chaplains were very 
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Rathgael during the transition period.  Unfortunately, a fire in March 1985 

accelerated this process thus preventing us following our agreed transition 

strategy.  As a result girls and staff were moved on mass from Whiteabbey to 

Rathgael shortly after.  This resulted in a nervousness that translated into 

resentment amongst some Rathgael and Whiteabbey staff.  It also meant that 

we were not as well prepared for taking in girls as we had hoped to be.  

However, Whiteabbey staff transferred to Rathgael at the same time as the 

girls so there was no deficit of knowledge, skills or experience.  Over time, 

however, any issues that did exist were resolved as staff and girls settled and 

the male young people adjusted to the changes the girls brought with them.   

32. Facilities specific to the requirements of girls, such as mother and baby 

support, were transferred form Whiteabbey and subsequently developed by the 

Eastside Project.   Existing initiatives, such as the Community Services 

Programme, were extended to include the girls. 

33. Although the system had to respond to a premature decamping form 

Whiteabbey because of the fire, I am of the opinion that the girls were well 

taken care of. 

Absconding 

34. This is discussed in paragraphs 52 – 55 of Mr. Whyte’s statement.  This was 

and continues to be a complex issue.  Often absconding was related to a 

child’s response to routine and mundane matters, some of which may have 

been external to Rathgael, e.g. a demand to see a family member in hospital 

not being immediately met, withdrawal of weekend home leave as a result of 

bad behaviour, or exclusion from a particular event. At the same time I 

acknowledge that some residents were running away because of personally 

significant events that took place outside or inside the Training School 

environment, e.g. being bullied by other residents and perceived mistreatment.  

35. The issue of absconding from Rathgael was taken seriously.  APRU was 

commissioned to carry out a review in 199112.  The resulting report was critical 

                                                 
12

 Exhibit 6 - 1991 APRU report on absconding at Rathgael 
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11 

a Punishment Book. I personally never administered or observed corporal 
punishment.   

 
51. When corporal punishment was abolished in state schools a Directive issued 

stating that there was to be no more corporal punishment in Training Schools 
so this practice stopped.  Withdrawal of privileges became the main form of 
discipline – pocket money, TV, swimming pool, home leave and outings.  This 
was part of the weekly Mentions Meeting.  Major incidents would have involved 
Senior Staff, family Social Worker and Probation Officer if appropriate. 

Absconding 

52. The “Pindown Report” 199123 was the subject of an SSI Inspection report at 
Rathgael24.  There was no “pindown” at Rathgael as it was against the rules 
although it was recognised that running away was an endemic problem in open 
establishments.   

53. Every time a young person absconded, this was reported to the local police.   
Rathgael received of a lot of criticism because of the high level of absconding.   
In response to criticism by the North Down MP Jim Kilfedder, the Spectator 
newspaper ran an article on the school on 22 September 199125.  Statistics at 
the time of the article in relation to absconding showed that in the previous six 
months, 54% had not absconded; 34% had absconded but many were just late 
back from home leave, a training programme or work whilst some were absent 
for a day or two; only 12% were persistent and serious absconders – these 
were the cause of most concern. 

54. The young people were counselled on the likely consequences of absconding 
and sanctions, such as depriving them of taking part in activities or freedom of 
movement were applied.  In addition a number of measures were in place to 
reduce absconding in relation to: carrying out detailed research to ensure 
improvements, if any, could be measured; provision of a residential programme 
for homeless children outside North Down; and, continuation of work on 
providing a semi-secure building to enable the more serious absconders to be 
locked in their rooms at night. 

55. Fofany Cottage, which opened on 27 May 1994,26 was established as a result 
of Rathgaels’ Mourne Cottage Project with the support of the Prince’s Trust 
Young Offenders Group committee.  The aim of the project was to provide a 
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https://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/yourcouncil/dataprotectionandfreedomofinformation/publicationsscheme/
The-Pindown-Experience-and-the-Protection-of-Children.pdf 
24

 RGL-23801 – RGL-23805 
25

 RGL-27433 
26 Exhibit 6 - Fofany Cottage Project – the Official Opening – 27 May 1994 
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1     Runkerry and there are reports available to the Panel

2     from a stay, a week-long stay, 14th-18th November 1977.

3     Part of your behaviour is analysed.  I am not going to

4     go into the report.  The Panel have access to it.  It is

5     at 42942, but an entry I want to draw attention to, if

6     we look at 42957, which is of 28th November 1977, if we

7     just enlarge that and scroll down to the bottom of the

8     page, again we can see this is initialled by 

9     , at the end:

10         "After a particularly down weekend for HIA248 where

11     he played everyone badly ...  Things have gone wrong

12     after dinner.  HIA248 was noticeable by his absence.  He

13     was eventually found in bed.  When reprimanded HIA248

14     became abusive.  He was taken to RG16, who gave him

15     three of the cane."

16 A.  That's right.

17 Q.  I was asking you about that, HIA248.  The cane was

18     administered by either RG112 or RG16.

19 A.  Yes, correct.

20 Q.  There were none of the  --

21 A.  No.

22 Q.  -- who ever used the cane on you.

23 A.  No.

24 Q.  You were simply taken to --

25 A.  To the 

RG 208

RG 208
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1     record, if we look at 42953, please, we can see on this

2     record it's the entry of 23rd August 1977.  Just so

3     I contextualise this, these are what I am describing as

4     the marks log.  You will see, Members of the Panel, at

5     various times reference will be made to marks and

6     gradings in the text and then on the right-hand side

7     columns that seem to give marks.  So this will be

8     a snapshot of -- particularly focused on behaviour

9     that's occurring, but alongside this there may well have

10     been wider unit logs that unfortunately aren't

11     available, but we can see in the 23rd August:

12         "HIA248 put into shorts (along with RG65 and )

13     as they were planning to abscond -- bedclothes -- had

14     clothes, money."

15         So you are caught in advance on this occasion, but

16     this is a reference to being put into shorts.  Can you

17     explain to the Panel what that was about?  What happened

18     whenever absconding either had taken place or in this

19     case was going to take place?  What were the measures

20     that were taken to try to discourage you from

21     absconding?

22 A.  Well, we were put into shorts and we were also put into

23     corners and also put to bed without supper for whatever

24     -- how long we got, you know.  Say we got five days, you

25     had to be in your shorts for the five days, and there
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THE INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 

 

 
RESPONSE BY DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE TO  

WITNESS STATEMENT OF  (HIA 434) 
 

 

I, Karen Pearson, have been authorised to make this statement on behalf of the Department 

of Justice.  I am Deputy Director for Criminal Justice Policy, a senior civil servant in the 

Department.  The information contained in this statement is based on a review of files 

undertaken by staff under my supervision. 

The Department of Justice will say as follows: 

1. Records show that  HIA 434,  was committed to 

Rathgael School on 16 May 1986 on a Training School Order for non-school 

attendance (see Exhibit 1).  He was granted leave to return home in July – August 

1986 and he returned to Rathgael on 1 September 1986 and regular weekend leave 

continued (see Exhibit 2).   

2. However, whilst at Rathgael, had a history of absconding.  He absconded on 

the following dates:  30 November – 2 December 1986, 24 April – 1 May 1987, 22 

December – 26 December 1987, 7 March 1988 – 8 March 1988, 30 March – 31 

March 1988, 31 March  – 1 April 1988,  14 September – 15 September 1988, 5 

October – 8 October 1988, 17 October – 20 October 1988, 29 October – 2 November 

1988, 9 December – 10 December 1988, 11 December – 13 December 1988, 22 

December – 23 December 1988, 28 December – 29 December 1988, 30 December 

– 31 December 1988, 5 February – 7 February 1989 and 18 February – 20 February 

1989 (see Exhibit 3). 
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3. HIA 434, was remanded to Lisnevin Training School on 21 February 1989 (see 

Exhibit 4) and sentenced to the Young Offenders Centre on 9 May 1989 (see Exhibit 

5). Said history can be found at Exhibit 6. 

4. The Department, to the best of its knowledge, has supplied all relevant information 

that it could find in its possession in relation to HIA 434.  If additional information is 

discovered by the Department, it will be drawn to the attention of the Inquiry 

immediately. 

5. The Department has not received a civil claim in respect of HIA 434. 

6. The Department has not received a request for disclosure of personal data (Form 81) 

from PSNI. 

7. The Department notes the allegations of physical abuse at paragraphs 4 and 6 of the 

statement of HIA 434. To the best of the Department’s knowledge and belief, the 

Department had no knowledge or record of such complaints prior to the receipt of 

HIA 434’s statement to the Inquiry.  It is also noted that HIA 434 alleges to have 

witnessed bullying at paragraph 10. 

8. The Department condemns without reservation any act of abuse which may have 

been perpetrated against any individual at Rathgael Training School.  Those who 

were placed in that facility had every right to expect that they would be cared for with 

dignity and respect, treated compassionately and protected from abuse.  Those who 

operated the Rathgael facility on a day-to-day basis or who were responsible for its 

management, ought to have been fully aware of the high standards expected for 

them when caring for young people.   They should have known that acts of physical, 

sexual or emotional abuse were unacceptable.  They ought to have known that 

allegations of abuse, where they were raised, should have been reported to the 

appropriate authorities.  The Department accepts that the evidence available to the 
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Inquiry suggests that these standards were not always complied with in every case.  

The Department regrets any abuse which did occur and condemns the perpetrators 

of any such abuse as well as those who may have ignored the abuse or tolerated its 

occurrence. 

 

 

Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. 

 

Date: 28/08/15
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Exhibit 1 
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Exhibit 1 
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a Punishment Book. I personally never administered or observed corporal 
punishment.   

 
51. When corporal punishment was abolished in state schools a Directive issued 

stating that there was to be no more corporal punishment in Training Schools 
so this practice stopped.  Withdrawal of privileges became the main form of 
discipline – pocket money, TV, swimming pool, home leave and outings.  This 
was part of the weekly Mentions Meeting.  Major incidents would have involved 
Senior Staff, family Social Worker and Probation Officer if appropriate. 

Absconding 

52. The “Pindown Report” 199123 was the subject of an SSI Inspection report at 
Rathgael24.  There was no “pindown” at Rathgael as it was against the rules 
although it was recognised that running away was an endemic problem in open 
establishments.   

53. Every time a young person absconded, this was reported to the local police.   
Rathgael received of a lot of criticism because of the high level of absconding.   
In response to criticism by the North Down MP Jim Kilfedder, the Spectator 
newspaper ran an article on the school on 22 September 199125.  Statistics at 
the time of the article in relation to absconding showed that in the previous six 
months, 54% had not absconded; 34% had absconded but many were just late 
back from home leave, a training programme or work whilst some were absent 
for a day or two; only 12% were persistent and serious absconders – these 
were the cause of most concern. 

54. The young people were counselled on the likely consequences of absconding 
and sanctions, such as depriving them of taking part in activities or freedom of 
movement were applied.  In addition a number of measures were in place to 
reduce absconding in relation to: carrying out detailed research to ensure 
improvements, if any, could be measured; provision of a residential programme 
for homeless children outside North Down; and, continuation of work on 
providing a semi-secure building to enable the more serious absconders to be 
locked in their rooms at night. 

55. Fofany Cottage, which opened on 27 May 1994,26 was established as a result 
of Rathgaels’ Mourne Cottage Project with the support of the Prince’s Trust 
Young Offenders Group committee.  The aim of the project was to provide a 
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 RGL-23801 – RGL-23805 
25

 RGL-27433 
26 Exhibit 6 - Fofany Cottage Project – the Official Opening – 27 May 1994 
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15. Rathgael dealt with some of the most disturbed children in Northern Ireland6 7 
8.  Over time the emphasis was increasingly on community treatment.  There 
was very little violence in Rathgael and none against staff until the last few 
years when an increase in incidents could be seen. 

16. When I arrived in Rathgael in 1973, all house master and house mother teams 
were husbands and wives who lived adjacent to the residents.  There were no 
female staff other than domestic, kitchen and nursing. 

17. There is no doubt that there was a difficulty in getting the balance right 
between care and control.  This was a professional challenge that evolved as 
Rathgael developed from being a Reform School to a more caring and 
educating establishment.  All staff were encouraged to follow this goal and I 
had aspirations for the school to become a Centre of Excellence in the 
treatment of children and young people. 

 

Services provided by Rathgael  

18. Rathgael provided a range of services to the children as summarised below. 

Education9 

19. Education was headed by a Deputy Director, Head of Education assisted by 
two deputies and teachers.  The range of classroom education in the Junior 
School was similar in most aspects to the curriculum of junior intermediate 
schools in the community.  The curriculum was designed in response to the 
needs of the young children and covered subjects including literacy, 
mathematics, geography, history and physical education.  Timetables were 
geared around what was available in mainstream schools as best as possible 
and the Teachers Union was represented to ensure teachers were aware of 
what was going on in mainstream schools.   

20. The children in the Senior School were of school age and older so both 
classroom and trade training was provided.  Classroom education was optional 
for young people over school age. The trade departments provided training in 
building, metalwork, motor engineering, painting, brick laying, decorating, 
joinery, catering and horticulture to both boys and girls.  City and Guilds was 
introduced in the 1980s so that the young people could receive training and 
skills and an opportunity to work towards qualifications from a recognised body. 

                                                 
6
RGL-24845 

7
 Exhibit 2 - A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, p32 
8
 RGL-27433 

9
 RGL2388 – RGL23890 
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Staffing and personnel aspects 

28. I have read and noted the comments at paragraphs 35 - 38 in Mr. Whyte’s 

statement.   Many staff would have transferred from Malone to Rathgael, many 

of whom had been appointed in preparation for the move.  All senior staff in the 

school in those early days came from a teaching background, and the house 

staff from children’s homes and positions in the youth work sector, with some 

former RUC officers, army, navy and prison officers. 

29. Working with some of the most disturbed and troubled individuals in Northern 

Ireland was demanding in so many ways with both verbal and physical assaults 

on staff not uncommon.  Some staff dealt with this better than others but 

professionally their task was to deal with such behaviours and explore ways to 

modify and prevent the behaviour being repeated.  An indicator of staff stress 

was the high level of staff sickness at particular times in the life of the Centre.  

To further monitor staff sickness and to explore ways of reducing stress, 

particularly in relation to the integration of Whiteabbey and Rathgael, a group 

was established by the Management Board on 3 January 19849.  This provides 

an insight to the levels of staff stress at the time. 

30. Extracts from Board minutes over the years10 clearly demonstrate that staff 

were regularly subject to assault by young people.  Few reported these 

assaults to police and chose to deal with it as an internal matter in line with the 

internal disciplinary policy.   

Transfer of Girls from Whiteabbey11 

31. The Board agreed that the amalgamation of Rathgael and Whiteabbey would 

take effect by 3 June 1985.   Personally I recall working from Whiteabbey 

School on a weekly basis to negotiate the placement of as many girls as 

possible before the planned transfer.  The objective of this was to minimize the 

number of girls having to be resettled in the new environment of the Rathgael 

site.  Ideally the courts would have had the opportunity to refer girls directly to 
                                                 
9
 1984 Management board minutes 

10
 RGL-22790 – 22797 

11
 Exhibit 5 - Rathgael and Whiteabbey Schools Management Board – Amalgamation of Rathgael and 

Whiteabbey Schools – May 1985 
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The flire-tor reported on the worring trend of assaults by pupils on staff This
had been highlighted recently b an assault on Assistant Director
Education, This pdrtlcuiar assault had resulted in the National Association of
Schoolma terc raisir g the matter of indemnities for staff i ho received injuries

-Ha

C I

On Wednesday, 10th February,
was assaulted by a boy pupil.

The boy had been removed to Lisnevin.

238 WORKING PARTY REPORT ON VIOLENCE TO STAFF
This document had been considered by the Review Committee and a copy had beensent to Nb.

Mr. Conway pointed out that the reprt did not refer to the‘TCommunity Careelement of the staff.

It was decided that Mr. Conway produce a document for inclusion in the reportwhich would be considered at the next Board meeting and it was stressed thatthe Union members of the Working Party should receive copies of any suchdocument.

239 STRESS RELATED ILLNESS

The question of stress related illness had been the subject of discussion at theStaff Committee.

It had been decided to set up a working party to look at all aspects of stressrelated illness which would hold its first meeting early in the New Year. Itwas suggested that Miss Robinson should chair the working party and its composition should be similar to the one which recently produced the report on violenceagainst staff.
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fbi aff Communjt Care Element— Minute 238 refer
1’

Mr. Conway reported that he nad met with Mr. Whvte regarding an inclusion in

erriee0rt
They had decided that this inclusion tseuid be

NOTED.

iii. A boy was given a Young Offenders Centre sentence [one month] for assault

on staff.

36:7 STRESS AMONGST STAFF

trtroduced Mr. of the A,P,R,U, wh had

b°en mv1 t-ed to address tSr Roarsi -in the results of the recent survey

on si-ross amonga Pathgae] staff.

resorted thai 115 of the 1 -a qoestionnairms issued had

beer completed. Measuring stress was as yet es imp-n fect science hut

an attempt had been made to chart responses on a sliding scale ranging

through ‘stress to “distress” and on towards “burn out”. Results

to date did not indicate any general high level of stress throughout

rho Oentre.

In response so questions, coofirmed that no compara°oc

rigu es existeo which woulo indicate atreas levels withir the

population at large, although some work had been done using psychiatric

patient end student groups. I-la confirmed that, in certain cases,

some level of stress could be beneficial. There may be some

correlation between stress levels and work attendance. It was hoped

to produce a final repori within toe next few weeks. Tq exercise

-,,suld be uaoful in is creaming awareness of stress factors and Sn

oscouraging staff to seek professional guidance in coping wi°h

p tentialty sressful situations.

The Chairman hanked for his attendarce.
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2 AssauftsonStaff

Discussion ensued re Car&s policy on reporting such assaults to the Police. Mralong with indicated that there was an agreed policy in Care. Thesenior member of staff on duty, having consulted with a senior manager should, ifdeemed appropriate, report the assault to uniform police (if outside normal workinghours) and then to Juvenile Liaison at the earliest opportunity

Chariene Stevenson assaulLQDePLPI staff

stated that the Care Management Team abhorred all violence
and that we would support staff in every way in their management of difficult
children. He requested that a catalogue of violent incidents on other people
involving Charlene be drawn up and will be discussed by Senior Care Team
re Action

was removed ft ‘time out’ in Shamrock last night after a very volatilesituation arose in Short Term Care.

Concern was expressed by regarding behaviour,ie absconding; damaging property; threatening staff and negative effect ongroup.

advised that discuss with his team and if theyfeel that is beyond their management , they can request considerationto be given to him being remanded to Lisnevin for a five week period with aview to proceeding under Schedule 5 for Unruly Behaviour. Meantimeto stay in Shamrock.

had now received a report from re , he had

also received a letter from requesting help with her problems. There was

now an agreement (in written form) where has promised to accept the help

offered and in the meantime, has agreed to put on hold the

application to proceed against under Schedule 5 providing there are no

further assaults on staff or young people.
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TS TO TAKE ACTION AGAlNSTAyou PERSON

requested that unit staff must make the case for action to be taken
against a young carson and take responsjbjhty for providing an indepth report to
substantiate the case. It is the responsibility of the Primary Worker and the Team
Leader to provide a detailed report outlining the rationale for the young person
being in their care, the interventions that have been thwarted by their behaviour and
finally a detail list of incidents necessitating such action. To date reports generally
have conta ned insufficient information necessitating Senior Staff to substantiate the
application

said this was symptomatic of a wider problem there was an attitude in
some cases that Primary Workers were responsible for a number of key children
solely and were deficient in their knowledge and input into the care of me remainder
of the group. queried as to whether the Primary Worker system needed
mqcification in light of these concerns. agreed that the matter

Jired further discussion placed it on the agenda for next weeks Team Leader&
Meeting. Meantime asked Team Leaders to discuss the issue with
their teams in preparation for the debate.

Assaults on Staff

received notification to s

in Court on the 14 March 1995 for a

members) and (young person) is charged with assault on

(staff member). clarified the reporting procedures in Care in relation

to alleged assaults against staff or young person. said that it was

each individual’s right to report an assault on them to the Police, however, where

the Centre report an incident to Police this decision should be taken by one of the

Senior Care Team.

queried what the procedure would be if an alleged assault occurred

during the weekend period. said that he would not be opposed to

being contacted at home in such cases. Both and felt the

same. stressed the need for staff to adhere to guidelines in the

event of an incident, ie to inform the appropriate person, observe and record any

injuries with independent witness present (ie staff member from another unit) and

organise medical examination I treatment, if necessary.
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21. The Head of Education, Mr Cromey introduced a points system for education to 
encourage them.  ‘Contracting’ was also introduced in classrooms for 
particularly disruptive pupils.  This involved drawing up an agreement with the 
pupil to enable them to earn points if their behaviour in class improved. 

22. I recall that the average teacher to pupils’ ratio of the classes were in the region 
of: 1:6/8 in the main school; 1:5 in the short term reception classes and 1:3 in 
Shamrock House to reflect the varying demands and issues in each setting.  
Ancillary staff were also available to assist with particularly disruptive pupils.   

23. There were Monday morning meetings with all teachers to discuss relevant 
issues and what was to be achieved for that week.   

24. The school day started at 09:00 with assembly that was designed to provide 
positive messages and motivate the young people.  This was held in a building 
called the “Chapel” although the services did not focus on religion.  

25. This was followed by teaching until the classes broke up for lunch, which was 
served in the Units followed by further classes in the afternoon until about 
16:00.  The young people then returned to their units where they had dinner 
and undertook evening activities.    

26. Each young person had an educational assessment on literacy and numeracy 
on entrance to provide a baseline with routine follow up assessments.  Many 
on re-test showed a significant improvement.   

Support for the children 

27. If a young person was unhappy, he or she could talk to numerous people – key 
workers, team leaders, teachers, matrons/medical staff, chaplains, board 
members and staff at all levels. In addition, staff were instructed to report 
complaints by any of the residents to line management10.   

28. In addition, staff from the Adolescent Psychological Research Unit (APRU)11 
headed by  assisted by four psychologists, attended Rathgael 
every day and  a psychiatrist, visited the school weekly.  
Individual cases were referred to the APRU by the team Leader in Rathgael.  
Often, the Individual Assessment Treatment Profile process would flag up 
individuals who would benefit from working with the APRU.  The APRU would 
have engaged in one-to-one work with individuals in response to their needs.   

29. I also ran group counselling sessions (I was a trained Counsellor) consisting of 
10-12 boys.  This was confidential unless criminal issues were raised.   

                                                 
10

 RGL-46333 
11

 RGL-27433 
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Relationship with the Department 

43. Rathgael was a statutory body and was therefore held responsible to the NIO.  
NIO officials focused on finance and macro matters whilst the SSI would have 
focused on the care of the young people.  

44. Minutes from the Monthly Management Board meetings 19 20 21 and sub-
committees (Finance and Property, Review (monthly review of children’s 
cases), Staff and Runkerry) were provided to the NIO. 

45. The Director’s Report22 also issued monthly to the NIO and covered routine 
reporting on issues such as disciplinary issues and anything that may result in 
publicity plus more serious issues, including allegations of abuse. There were 
no Key Performance Indicators to report against. 

46. My Senior Management team and I developed a five-year business plan 
(commissioned to Price Waterhouse).  This was presented to John Ledlie, the 
then Deputy Under Secretary at the NIO – this reflected the division between 
care and justice young people and what the Centre aimed to achieve.  This 
was reported against annually. 

Relationship with other Training Schools 

47. The staff of Rathgael had good relationships with all the other Training 
Schools.  We were able to discuss issues that impacted across the institutions. 

Rewards and points / disciplinary systems 

48. A points system had been developed by Mr Cromey in the Education 
Department to reward good behaviour.  This could result in a small monetary 
reward being awarded but also resulted in personal pride and positive 
reinforcement of good behaviour.  Just having good behaviour recognised was 
a reward for the young people.  The points were discussed with them at their 
weekly meetings. 

49. Conversely, sanctions were deployed in response to bad behaviour.  This 
could have meant a young person may not have been allowed to go on an 
outing, for example. 

Corporal punishment 

50. I am aware that in the 1970s permissible use of the cane in the Junior School 
took place.  This would have been administered by Senior Staff and entered in 

                                                 
19

 RGL-22772 – RGL-22777 
20

 RGL-22955 – RGL-22957 
21

  RGL-22969 – RGL-22975 
22

 Exhibit 5 – Letter from Mr Ledlie to C Whyte re Director’s Report dated 30 July 1992 
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46. Mentions Meeting were held on Friday afternoons during which marks were 

allocated to individual young people and House Points awarded for good 

behaviour or taken away for inappropriate behaviour (cross reference with 

paragraphs 48 – 49 of Mr. Whyte’s statement).  Individual marks were allocated 

to young people for good behaviour in class and unit, performance in school 

and workshop, house cleaning and tidiness of rooms. House points would have 

been awarded for sporting activities such as five-aside football, snooker and 

table tennis.   

47. The Mentions meetings were attended by all young people and staff on duty 

held in the Common Rooms of each Unit.  This is what the disciplinary system 

was based on and it was very much part of the culture - all young people were 

made aware of this as part of their introduction to Rathgael.  This system 

developed over the years resulting in a more assessment profiling approach 

and ultimately became the bronze, silver and gold awards scheme.  

48. The award of points allowed a young person full pocket money, full home leave 

and full participation in sporting and weekend activities.  There was also the 

recognition of their good behaviour that was afforded by being awarded 

individual and house points in the first place. 

49. If a young person ended up in a negative points situation this could have 

resulted in sanctions such as reduction of pocket money, withdrawal of home 

leave, withdrawal of sporting activity and early beds.  

50. The Mentions meetings were also used to discuss home leave and activities for 

the forthcoming weekend.  They generally afforded an opportunity for young 

people and staff to discuss routine matters within the Unit.  

51. There was a less formal time-table during holiday times. Lengthy leave periods 

for young people would have been negotiated.  I recall that leave would have 

been granted to those assessed as being eligible and with a suitable home 

base. These would have been in two-week blocks thus reducing the risk of 

returning to inappropriate behaviour.  This leave would have been supervised 

and monitored by house staff using home visits and was part of the overall 

assessment of a young person’s progress.  For those periods outside term time 
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46. Mentions Meeting were held on Friday afternoons during which marks were 

allocated to individual young people and House Points awarded for good 

behaviour or taken away for inappropriate behaviour (cross reference with 

paragraphs 48 – 49 of Mr. Whyte’s statement).  Individual marks were allocated 

to young people for good behaviour in class and unit, performance in school 

and workshop, house cleaning and tidiness of rooms. House points would have 

been awarded for sporting activities such as five-aside football, snooker and 

table tennis.   

47. The Mentions meetings were attended by all young people and staff on duty 

held in the Common Rooms of each Unit.  This is what the disciplinary system 

was based on and it was very much part of the culture - all young people were 

made aware of this as part of their introduction to Rathgael.  This system 

developed over the years resulting in a more assessment profiling approach 

and ultimately became the bronze, silver and gold awards scheme.  

48. The award of points allowed a young person full pocket money, full home leave 

and full participation in sporting and weekend activities.  There was also the 

recognition of their good behaviour that was afforded by being awarded 

individual and house points in the first place. 

49. If a young person ended up in a negative points situation this could have 

resulted in sanctions such as reduction of pocket money, withdrawal of home 

leave, withdrawal of sporting activity and early beds.  

50. The Mentions meetings were also used to discuss home leave and activities for 

the forthcoming weekend.  They generally afforded an opportunity for young 

people and staff to discuss routine matters within the Unit.  

51. There was a less formal time-table during holiday times. Lengthy leave periods 

for young people would have been negotiated.  I recall that leave would have 

been granted to those assessed as being eligible and with a suitable home 

base. These would have been in two-week blocks thus reducing the risk of 

returning to inappropriate behaviour.  This leave would have been supervised 

and monitored by house staff using home visits and was part of the overall 

assessment of a young person’s progress.  For those periods outside term time 
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Relationship with the Department 

43. Rathgael was a statutory body and was therefore held responsible to the NIO.  
NIO officials focused on finance and macro matters whilst the SSI would have 
focused on the care of the young people.  

44. Minutes from the Monthly Management Board meetings 19 20 21 and sub-
committees (Finance and Property, Review (monthly review of children’s 
cases), Staff and Runkerry) were provided to the NIO. 

45. The Director’s Report22 also issued monthly to the NIO and covered routine 
reporting on issues such as disciplinary issues and anything that may result in 
publicity plus more serious issues, including allegations of abuse. There were 
no Key Performance Indicators to report against. 

46. My Senior Management team and I developed a five-year business plan 
(commissioned to Price Waterhouse).  This was presented to John Ledlie, the 
then Deputy Under Secretary at the NIO – this reflected the division between 
care and justice young people and what the Centre aimed to achieve.  This 
was reported against annually. 

Relationship with other Training Schools 

47. The staff of Rathgael had good relationships with all the other Training 
Schools.  We were able to discuss issues that impacted across the institutions. 

Rewards and points / disciplinary systems 

48. A points system had been developed by Mr Cromey in the Education 
Department to reward good behaviour.  This could result in a small monetary 
reward being awarded but also resulted in personal pride and positive 
reinforcement of good behaviour.  Just having good behaviour recognised was 
a reward for the young people.  The points were discussed with them at their 
weekly meetings. 

49. Conversely, sanctions were deployed in response to bad behaviour.  This 
could have meant a young person may not have been allowed to go on an 
outing, for example. 

Corporal punishment 

50. I am aware that in the 1970s permissible use of the cane in the Junior School 
took place.  This would have been administered by Senior Staff and entered in 
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a Punishment Book. I personally never administered or observed corporal 
punishment.   

 
51. When corporal punishment was abolished in state schools a Directive issued 

stating that there was to be no more corporal punishment in Training Schools 
so this practice stopped.  Withdrawal of privileges became the main form of 
discipline – pocket money, TV, swimming pool, home leave and outings.  This 
was part of the weekly Mentions Meeting.  Major incidents would have involved 
Senior Staff, family Social Worker and Probation Officer if appropriate. 

Absconding 

52. The “Pindown Report” 199123 was the subject of an SSI Inspection report at 
Rathgael24.  There was no “pindown” at Rathgael as it was against the rules 
although it was recognised that running away was an endemic problem in open 
establishments.   

53. Every time a young person absconded, this was reported to the local police.   
Rathgael received of a lot of criticism because of the high level of absconding.   
In response to criticism by the North Down MP Jim Kilfedder, the Spectator 
newspaper ran an article on the school on 22 September 199125.  Statistics at 
the time of the article in relation to absconding showed that in the previous six 
months, 54% had not absconded; 34% had absconded but many were just late 
back from home leave, a training programme or work whilst some were absent 
for a day or two; only 12% were persistent and serious absconders – these 
were the cause of most concern. 

54. The young people were counselled on the likely consequences of absconding 
and sanctions, such as depriving them of taking part in activities or freedom of 
movement were applied.  In addition a number of measures were in place to 
reduce absconding in relation to: carrying out detailed research to ensure 
improvements, if any, could be measured; provision of a residential programme 
for homeless children outside North Down; and, continuation of work on 
providing a semi-secure building to enable the more serious absconders to be 
locked in their rooms at night. 

55. Fofany Cottage, which opened on 27 May 1994,26 was established as a result 
of Rathgaels’ Mourne Cottage Project with the support of the Prince’s Trust 
Young Offenders Group committee.  The aim of the project was to provide a 
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https://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/yourcouncil/dataprotectionandfreedomofinformation/publicationsscheme/
The-Pindown-Experience-and-the-Protection-of-Children.pdf 
24

 RGL-23801 – RGL-23805 
25

 RGL-27433 
26 Exhibit 6 - Fofany Cottage Project – the Official Opening – 27 May 1994 
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15. Rathgael dealt with some of the most disturbed children in Northern Ireland6 7 
8.  Over time the emphasis was increasingly on community treatment.  There 
was very little violence in Rathgael and none against staff until the last few 
years when an increase in incidents could be seen. 

16. When I arrived in Rathgael in 1973, all house master and house mother teams 
were husbands and wives who lived adjacent to the residents.  There were no 
female staff other than domestic, kitchen and nursing. 

17. There is no doubt that there was a difficulty in getting the balance right 
between care and control.  This was a professional challenge that evolved as 
Rathgael developed from being a Reform School to a more caring and 
educating establishment.  All staff were encouraged to follow this goal and I 
had aspirations for the school to become a Centre of Excellence in the 
treatment of children and young people. 

 

Services provided by Rathgael  

18. Rathgael provided a range of services to the children as summarised below. 

Education9 

19. Education was headed by a Deputy Director, Head of Education assisted by 
two deputies and teachers.  The range of classroom education in the Junior 
School was similar in most aspects to the curriculum of junior intermediate 
schools in the community.  The curriculum was designed in response to the 
needs of the young children and covered subjects including literacy, 
mathematics, geography, history and physical education.  Timetables were 
geared around what was available in mainstream schools as best as possible 
and the Teachers Union was represented to ensure teachers were aware of 
what was going on in mainstream schools.   

20. The children in the Senior School were of school age and older so both 
classroom and trade training was provided.  Classroom education was optional 
for young people over school age. The trade departments provided training in 
building, metalwork, motor engineering, painting, brick laying, decorating, 
joinery, catering and horticulture to both boys and girls.  City and Guilds was 
introduced in the 1980s so that the young people could receive training and 
skills and an opportunity to work towards qualifications from a recognised body. 

                                                 
6
RGL-24845 

7
 Exhibit 2 - A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 

Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, p32 
8
 RGL-27433 

9
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1 Q.  -- and the process of either taking cigarettes off you

2     --

3 A.  Uh-huh.

4 Q.  -- or cutting cigarettes down so there was less of them

5     as part of the punishment system, the rewards and

6     privileges system, to try and get behaviour.  You were

7     saying to me earlier -- do you want to just explain to

8     the Panel that that was --

9 A.  That wasn't part of rewards.  That was her way of doing

10     it.  I mean, these -- well, me and other residents in

11     there had an addiction of nicotine and to get your

12     cigarette maybe cut down to there (gesturing), it was

13     only going to cause tensions in the unit.

14 Q.  So she was the only person who did this?

15 A.  Yes.  She was the only person that cut them down.

16 Q.  Right.  Did other people take them off you completely?

17 A.  Other members of staff would have confiscated them, but

18     you would have been able to earn them back that way, but

19     she actually cut them.  There was no coming back.

20 Q.  It is that, the doing -- the cutting of the cigarettes,

21     that you regarded as --

22 A.  Yes.  It would have caused tensions, because if you were

23     going in to have a smoke, you maybe had that left in

24     your cigarette (gesturing).

25 Q.  In paragraph 30 of your --
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Board and to me, as Director.  The recommendations were generally accepted 
and implemented.   

63. I do, however, recall challenging one recommendation in relation to night 
supervisors.  Following one inspection, the SSI was keen to remove night 
supervisors (these were unqualified staff) and bring in qualified sleep over staff.  
There were at least three suicide attempts at Rathgael that I was aware of but 
none were successful due to the vigilance of the night supervisors. On one 
occasion, the night supervisor had checked in on a young person and, 
although the young person was attempting to conceal that he had cut himself, 
the supervisor detected blood dripping onto the floor.  The emergency services 
were called immediately and the young person was taken to hospital.  The 
recommendation to remove night supervisors was not implemented. 

64. There were follow up inspections to ensure the recommendations had been 
implemented and I do not recall any issues as a result of these inspections. 

65. I cannot recall if any Social Work Advisory Group (SWAG) inspections took 
place in the in 1970’s and early 1980’s but I am aware that they would have 
visited and provided advice from time to time. 

Self-harm 

66. In addition to the suicide attempts I was aware of as outlined in paragraph 63, 
there were incidents of children cutting themselves and swallowing glass.  The 
young persons involved in such incidents would have received medical 
attention and been taken to hospital if required.28  29  

67. Due to serious concerns about self-harm I set up a Self-injury Monitoring 
Group that I chaired on a monthly basis.  It was attended by our medical nurse, 

 (APRU) and other relevant staff.  The purpose of the group 
was to monitor patterns of self-injurious behaviour.  Where we were concerned 
about particular individuals or a group we would make the staff aware and 
place the child or children under closer supervision or assign extra staff to a 
particular unit. 

Peer abuse / bullying 

68. Bullying went on at peer level – this was monitored, reported and action was 
taken.  Unfortunately, it is an endemic problem in all institutes and impacted 
both staff and other children. 

 

 

                                                 
28 RGL-46319 
29

 RGL-46326 – RGL-46327 
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never to the same extent.  This demanded specialist training for teaching and 

residential staff.  In the case of Training Schools this was provided by the 

APRU.   The APRU also worked one-to-one with young people who were 

presenting with any form of self-harm behaviour. This would have manifested 

itself in numerous ways and Rathgael staff, including medical staff, were 

trained to detect and report them.  Often, self-harming resulted in a transfer to 

one of the two specialist Units, Shamrock House or Fox Lodge, where such 

behaviour was more easily monitored and managed.  APRU worked with 

individuals in these units on a daily basis and supported staff in respect of best 

practice in the treatment of these young people. 

68. Given the profile of children being admitted to Training School, a high 

proportion had been abused prior to admission and their behaviour was often 

very much associated with that hurt and their sense of low self-worth and even 

lower self-esteem.   

69. As the Key Worker model developed, there were regular opportunities to 

address the individual needs of young people.  Also, it would not be unusual in 

the care environment for other young people to detect and report incidents of 

bullying and other behaviours. 

70. VOYPIC, the Voice of Young People in Care 24
 in Northern Ireland was 

established in July 1993 and other peer support groups would have been used 

to address this emerging issue and other issues relating to young people in 

care.  These support mechanisms formed part of the wider after care structure 

available to the young people. 

Aftercare 

71. The 1952 Training School Rules25 were innovative in that they gave priority to 

“placing out and aftercare” as integral to the care of young people (Rules 46 – 

49).  The Rules gave the Management Board the power to place out children 

on license to schools, suitable employment and to seek appropriate 

                                                 
24

 Exhibit 13 - http://www.voypic.org/about-us 
25

 SPT-80001 - 80062 
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1 Q.  Do you want to tell the Panel what you think should have

2     been done?

3 A.  I think the child should have been -- me as a child,

4     I should have been talked to, maybe, you know, talked

5     round or something, just not put up the stairs out of

6     the way as if -- it was inhuman just getting put away,

7     just locked up.  That was it.

8 Q.  Okay, and the -- very quickly a case conference takes

9     place then with the various people involved in designing

10     a care plan for you and that initial case conference

11     takes place on 14th December 1993.

12 A.  Uh-huh.

13 Q.  We can look at 882, please, which shows the type of

14     people who were involved in the care plan.  So you had

15     the residential social worker from 

16       You had the field social worker, who was Social

17     Services in that area, .  Then you had RG41,

18     who was the  in Rathgael.  I think

19     you remember RG41.

20 A.  I remember RG41.

21 Q.  Then you were able to give me the first name of

22       It was 

23 A.  Uh-huh.

24 Q.  Who was the residential social worker, key worker

25     working with you at the time.  I'm not going to go

RG 233

RG 234 RG 234
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1     that you received, but, as I have explained to you --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- the Inquiry is limited in what it can look at --

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  -- and what it can hear from you, but that's not to say

6     that your entire statement has not been considered and

7     read by the Panel.

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  But is there anything about your time in Rathgael that

10     you feel that we haven't covered or anything more that

11     you wanted to say about Rathgael in particular?

12 A.  There was no due care and attention.  There was nothing,

13     you know, specific to any individual.  It was all --

14     I can nearly say it was just all basically sitting about

15     doing nothing, the children.  There was no activities.

16     Like in Shamrock House we were all just sitting in the

17     living room watching TV.  That's what I did for eight to

18     nine months, and then try to go to school in the

19     Shamrock, and, you know, you've got other kids kicking

20     off and being frustrated about what they can do and what

21     they can't do.  Then there's no teacher.  The teacher

22     has been taken out of the classroom for a while, you

23     know, dealing with that situation and you are still left

24     there sitting.

25 Q.  Well, HIA198, you will be glad to know that that's all
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Control and Restraint 

69. In England and Wales staff dealing with young offenders were trained in control 
and restraint (C&R) by the prison service, for example at Aycliffe in Durham.  
However, this resulted in children being hurt so this approach was not taken 
forward in Rathgael.  In the 1990s, C&R training more appropriate for use on 
young children was provided to teachers, social workers and other staff in 
Rathgael by an agency other than NIPS.  I recall this had been approved by 
the SSI. 

70. I don’t recall guidance from the NIO as this would have been a matter more for 
the SSI. 

Transfer of Children30 

71. If it was necessary to remove a young person from Rathgael to Millilse or the 
Young Offenders Centre31 because they were a serious danger to others and 
themselves, permission would first be sought from the NIO; an order would be 
signed by a Lay Magistrate, which was then presented to the police to effect 
the move.  I recall doing this twice.  

 

Complaints / Allegations of abuse 

72. There was a complaints procedure in place and less serious issues were 
generally handled at house level by Key Workers and House Team Leaders.   

73. Serious allegations had to be reported to senior managers.  The first step was 
to establish the facts (e.g. was the staff member allegedly involved actually 
there).  If there were reasonable grounds for suspicion, the issue was routinely 
reported to the local police, NIO and Rathgael Board of Management.  The 
member of staff was placed on precautionary suspension pending the 
investigation. 

74. My responsibilities with regards to responding to complaints and allegations 
were very clear – the welfare, care and control of the children under my 
responsibility was of primary importance and, therefore, policies and 
procedures had to be followed to deliver this. 

 
Aftercare 

75. There was a Training School Aftercare Group established by SSI at which each 
Training School was represented.  The purpose of the group was to implement 

                                                 
30

 RGL-100635 – RGL-100637 – schedule 5, 10(1) Children and Young Persons Act (NI) 1968 
31
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30. Young Teenage Mothers were referred to Parents and Children Together 
(Barnardos) and Thorndale Family Centre (Salvation Army)  

31. In 1982, I helped introduce Independent Assessment Treatment Profiles12 13 in 
conjunction with the APRU for each resident.  This innovation enabled staff to 
assess and treat each person individually and covered issues such as family 
background, education, social skills, and physical and psychiatric problems.  
An interdisciplinary approach was adopted, which involved social workers, 
teachers, psychologists, medical staff and the school’s consultant psychiatrist 
working together to identify and ease each young person’s particular problems.  
Although this proved to be an effective model for a lot of kids, it was very 
challenging to deliver effectively to all.  This approach had particular success in 
reducing and eliminating individual problems.  The Social Services 
Inspectorate agreed this approach as a suitable model. 

Community Service Programme 

32. I could see the benefits of community-based treatments whilst recognising that 
some young people would benefit better from a residential experience. 

33. In 1974, I approached the then Director of Rathgael,  with a 
proposal to establish the Community Service Programme (CSP)1415 .  This 
involved the young people being placed in a variety of Community-based 
projects aimed at turning them into ‘treaters’ rather than being treated 
themselves.  agreed to this proposal which I then implemented.  For 
example, they would work with kids in the Rudolf Steiner village at Glencraig 
on activities such as gardening and sport.  They also went to Kilcooley Primary 
School to teach the children how to play football.  Other projects attended by 
the young people included the Physically Handicapped and Able-Bodied 
(PHAB) Club in Bangor, the Avoca Playgoup, Beacon House Club and 
swimming with the handicapped.   

34. The young people were supervised by two Community Service Volunteers 
(CSVs) who were also resident at the school for a minimum period of six 
months.  The Volunteers were selected by the CSV Organisation in conjunction 
with Rathgael’s Community Service Supervisor. These activities put the 
Rathgael residents into a caring role.  Only two abscondings and two alleged 
thefts were recorded during the first five and half years of the programme in 
which over 150 boys had participated.  This was regarded as an indication of 
the respect the young people had for the programme and how much they got 

                                                 
12

Exhibit 3 – Initial case conference  – 14 Dec 1993 
13

 RGL-46505 – RGL-46508 
14

 Exhibit 3 – A Social Psychological Evaluation of a Community Service Programme for Young Offenders in a 
Northern Ireland Training School, thesis presented for the degree of Master of Social Science, D. Campbell 
Whyte, August 1981, pp33-42   
15
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Occasionally, Residential staff would have also slept in the ‘link rooms’ when 

required, for example when a child needed additional supervision during the 

night, perhaps because they were upset, or possibly at risk of self-harming. 

 
Night supervisors  
Awake all night 10.30 – 7.00/7.30 

Night supervisors were not qualified but they were trained to supervise the 

young people at night to ensure their safety. Regular checks were carried out 

on each dorm, with particular attention given to those requiring special 

attention. Additional sleep-in staff were available in the event of an emergency 

and senior staff were on call. 

 
55. Teaching and ancillary staff also worked in the residential Units in the evenings, 

weekends and holiday periods. 

56. In addition to the routine daily life at Rathgael, special occasions such as 

birthdays were celebrated as well as Christmas, Easter, Halloween and school 

concerts. 

57. Day to day life was recorded and administered through the maintenance of 

daily and night sheets for each unit.  These were filled out by unit staff and 

covered all aspects of life such as numbers in Unit, names of absconders, court 

appearances, medical appointments, visits, work placements, etc.  The Friday 

daily sheets would also have covered weekend home leave arrangements.   

58. Night sheets detailed who was on duty, what young person was in each room, 

issues that required observation during the night, for example those who had 

been ill during the day or fretful.  These would have been filled in at different 

times during the night and then the relevant issues discussed with day staff 

when they came on duty.  

59. Incidents sheets were filled in separately by residential or teaching staff 

detailing the incident, those involved and the action to be taken (e.g. removal of 

marks or a period of time-out in their bedrooms or to go for a walk with a 

member of staff).  Depending on the seriousness of the issue, an incident could 

be brought to the attention of the relevant senior staff.  Other documents 
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21. The Head of Education, Mr Cromey introduced a points system for education to 
encourage them.  ‘Contracting’ was also introduced in classrooms for 
particularly disruptive pupils.  This involved drawing up an agreement with the 
pupil to enable them to earn points if their behaviour in class improved. 

22. I recall that the average teacher to pupils’ ratio of the classes were in the region 
of: 1:6/8 in the main school; 1:5 in the short term reception classes and 1:3 in 
Shamrock House to reflect the varying demands and issues in each setting.  
Ancillary staff were also available to assist with particularly disruptive pupils.   

23. There were Monday morning meetings with all teachers to discuss relevant 
issues and what was to be achieved for that week.   

24. The school day started at 09:00 with assembly that was designed to provide 
positive messages and motivate the young people.  This was held in a building 
called the “Chapel” although the services did not focus on religion.  

25. This was followed by teaching until the classes broke up for lunch, which was 
served in the Units followed by further classes in the afternoon until about 
16:00.  The young people then returned to their units where they had dinner 
and undertook evening activities.    

26. Each young person had an educational assessment on literacy and numeracy 
on entrance to provide a baseline with routine follow up assessments.  Many 
on re-test showed a significant improvement.   

Support for the children 

27. If a young person was unhappy, he or she could talk to numerous people – key 
workers, team leaders, teachers, matrons/medical staff, chaplains, board 
members and staff at all levels. In addition, staff were instructed to report 
complaints by any of the residents to line management10.   

28. In addition, staff from the Adolescent Psychological Research Unit (APRU)11 
headed by  assisted by four psychologists, attended Rathgael 
every day and Dr Clenaghan, a psychiatrist, visited the school weekly.  
Individual cases were referred to the APRU by the team Leader in Rathgael.  
Often, the Individual Assessment Treatment Profile process would flag up 
individuals who would benefit from working with the APRU.  The APRU would 
have engaged in one-to-one work with individuals in response to their needs.   

29. I also ran group counselling sessions (I was a trained Counsellor) consisting of 
10-12 boys.  This was confidential unless criminal issues were raised.   

                                                 
10
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young people that was adopted by the Management Board and endorsed by 

the Secretary of State. 

Placement of Young People in Training Schools 

10. The majority of young people were admitted to Rathgael as a result of 

difficulties experienced in the Care and Education systems.  Generally, they 

were admitted on a short-term, interim basis to the Training School as a result 

of a crisis in their personal or family life, or committed by the Juvenile Court 

because no alternative placement was available. Some were admitted by 

reason of their offending behaviour.  The Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 

1968 made it difficult to be flexible and innovative, in relation to length of 

placement and a planned return to their community.  An indeterminate order 

was issued that resulted in uncertainty and was often added to by subsequent 

Training School Orders as a result of further offences effectively extending their 

period of detention and delaying their release on license to the community.  I 

recollect many young people reaching their peak within the first year of their 

detention and thereafter regressing as a result of the uncertainty of future 

placements.    

11. Rathgael was a regional resource and as such often dislocated young people 

form their community and family.  Being admitted from the four health and 

Social Services Boards and five Education and Library Board areas, although 

there was financial assistance available it was difficult for families outside the 

greater Belfast area to visit Rathgael on a regular basis.  This also meant that 

young people going on home lave had to travel long distances on their own.  At 

no time in the Centre’s history was there a direct bus service to the Rathgael 

Road.    

12. My impression was that there was often reluctance on behalf of the Magistrate 

to commit young people to Training Schools but they were afforded no other 

option.  In real terms, the Training School was the only option.  Few specialized 

units were being developed in Northern Ireland and child and adolescent 

psychiatry was totally inadequate.  The substantive response to this was the 
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the placing out in aftercare element of the 1952 Training School Rules32 (also 
referenced in the Children and Young Persons Act (NI) 196833).  This was all 
embracing and progressive legislation that provided for statutory aftercare for 
all young persons leaving Training Schools and ultimately influenced The 
Children (NI) Order 199534.  Aftercare was provided across Northern Ireland to 
every child that left Training School. 

76. A formula was used to calculate how long aftercare applied to each young 
person but it would have been for a minimum of one year and up to three years 
minus one day. Factors such as their age and why they had been assigned to 
a Training School were used to determine this.  A Review Committee met 
monthly to discuss the progress of each child and to consider their discharge 
on License. 

77. The primary function of aftercare on discharge was to ensure that each young 
person was housed in approved accommodation; this could be their family 
home, the children’s home they had come from or boarding out, depending on 
what age they were discharged from the Training School.  For older individuals 
leaving Training Schools, there was initially an approved landlady scheme that 
was replaced by supported housing.    

78. A further function of aftercare was to help secure education or employment for 
each young person, depending on age and, return to mainstream education for 
the younger individuals.  Young persons were generally supported up to the 
age of 18, with some receiving support up to the age 21 in exceptional 
circumstances where they undertook A’ levels and went on to attend university. 

79. Youth Training Programmes were run by the employment agencies in the 
1970s and 1980s and provided supervised work placements for young 
persons.   

80. The legislation was robust in that it required aftercare to be monitored and 
included the ultimate sanction of recall if progress was not satisfactory35

. 

81. The Eastside project was a product of the Black Report (1979)36 providing 
support for young people as an alternative to going to a Training School and 
after they had been discharged from a Training School.    It was established by 
the NIO in conjunction with east Belfast and Castlereagh Unit of Management 
of the Eastern Health and Social Services Board and opened in the early 
1980s.  It is now located in Dundonald and prompted the establishment of the 
Northside project and Whitefield projects throughout Northern Ireland.     

                                                 
32 SPT-80063 – SPT-80073 - para 49-49, Training School Rules 1952 
33 SPT-100587 – s89 Children and Young Persons Act (NI) 1968 
34 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nisi/1995/755/contents/made 
35 SPT-100587- Ibid s89(3)  
36 SPT-100717 – SPT-100785 
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out from participating in it.  The number of young people who volunteered 
generally exceeded the number of projects so some had to wait until a place 
became available.  Some young people may have been excluded from specific 
projects because, for example, a boy with a history of sexual offending would 
have been excluded from nursery group work or a non-swimmer would have 
been excluded from the swimming project. 

35. The CSP was introduced when Rathgael School was undergoing a number of 
changes.  Over time, child-care practices, counselling, individual assessment 
and treatment approaches were replacing the more custodial and punitive 
practices that had previously been in place.  There was also a growing 
realisation that isolating boys from the community was inconsistent with the 
treatment policy which aimed to rehabilitate and prepare boys for return to their 
own communities better equipped to cope and to lead productive and trouble-
free lives. The programme developed as a voluntary option for both school-age 
and over school-age young people and became established as both a 
curricular and extra-curricular activity.  It was still running in 199116 but I am not 
sure when the programme stopped running. 

Children on license or extended leave 

36. Rathgael was legally responsible for its care children, including those who had 
left the centre on licence or on extended leave.  There was a small Community 
Care department that supervised those young children, including the East Side 
Project17, which offered 24 hour support to young people who had settled in 
east Belfast.  This project won a national award in 1984 and went on to take 
referrals from all over Belfast.  The centre also ran three houses for young 
people who left Rathgael with nowhere to go. 

Leisure and recreation 

30. Evening activities included classes in photography, art and typing.  
Alternatively, the young people could play pool, do hairdressing or watch 
television.  They also had opportunities to participate in specific projects.  For 
example, in 1976, the young people, under supervision, converted an old 
Ulsterbus into a play bus, which was used by the Voluntary Service Bureau in 
the community for children to play in.  This involved the young people using 
the metalwork, painting and motor engineering skills they had learnt in class. 
The play bus formed part of the Community Service Programme referred to 
above and provided an opportunity for a young person to act as an Assistant 
Playbus leader in support of the two ladies who were in charge.  For this 
project it was normal practice for the volunteer to have come from one of the 
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accommodation.   It also ensured that adequate arrangements were made for 

the aftercare of every pupil until their license expired and to the appointment of 

a suitable person to carry his or her aftercare.  

72. The Rathgael Board interpreted this by establishing an Aftercare Team which in 

time evolved into a social work department with a Community Care Strategy 

with a Community Care Team. This eventually ensured that young people were 

supported from admission to discharge, for example the appointment of an 

Intake social worker as part of the Community Care Team.  From recollection, 

the Community Care Team was responsible for the following: 

i. To provide the supervision and support for each young person being 

released from the Centre, having been introduced to them as early as 

possible within their stay at Rathgael.  This was vital in the individual cases 

that required placements in residential care, foster care or supported living; 

ii. To liaise with schools, and negotiate their return when appropriate and to 

provide support both to the young person and to the school for the duration 

of their supervision; 

iii. To arrange employment, work schemes and placements to those beyond 

school leaving age; 

iv. To liaise with Social Services and Probation Service in relation to any joint 

working and/or with the family;  

v. To provide reports to other agencies in relation to progress whilst under 

supervision; and 

vi. To provide court reports in the event of reoffending or other appearances 

before the juvenile bench. 

73. Young people were allocated to a member of the Community Care Team for 

the duration of their license and supervision on release.  The purpose of this 

was to provide a stable transition from care to the community and fulfilled the 

statutory requirement to ensure the young person could see out the balance of 

their sentence under supervision in the community.  This was often done on a 
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1     ,   He was very -- he would have

2     been -- worked with the leadership or whatever of

3     Rathgael.  He would have came and saw me for some months

4     after I got out.

5 Q.  And when you say came to see you, was he just asking how

6     you were getting on --

7 A.  Yes, yes.

8 Q.  -- or was he offering you advice about anything, jobs or

9     whatever?

10 A.  No, he was just checking -- he was actually just

11     checking to see I was okay, and actually at one time

12     I was in court again for disorderly behaviour, and he

13     came to the court case to -- the court with me, you

14     know, to support me.

15 Q.  I see.  What was his name again?

16 A.  I think it was .  Is it ?

17 MS SMITH:  I think the name might be Conway.

18 A.  .

19 CHAIRMAN:  And was it your impression that they were really

20     doing that in their own time or as part of an official

21     programme?

22 A.  No, I think RG18 was probably doing it on his own time,

23     but I think , I think he was doing that as

24     a follow-up from Rathgael itself.

25 Q.  Thank you very much.
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Rathgael Centre for Children and Young People
(Rathgael and Whteabbey Schools Management Board)

Director
Rathgae Centre
169 Rathgaet RoadTel: Bangor (0247) 454276
BANGOR
Co. Down
BTI9 ITA

5th February. 1 987.

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT RE

At the N.A.l, Review held in Lisburn Social Services Office on 30th July. 1986it was agreed that Rathgael Centre would pursue an appointment forwith However, during the following four weeks displayedvery marked mood swings, had cut her wrist badly and on another occasion hadthreatened to take her own life. This was prevented by intensive counselling. Inview of this felt that) would he more suitable to assess moods.

At a Case Conference held in Rathgael Centre on 21st August, 1986(Senior Social Worker — Lisburn Social Services) advised thatwere even more definite that they did not want back or have anythingto do with her especially after the Runkerry incident.

Later that afternoon, as a result of staff concern that was extremelydepressed and suicidal, talked with and decided to contactAfter talking to for approximately three hoursdecided that she was not clinically depressed hut confirmed that she may be suicidal.He arranged to see again on 1st September. A member of staff wasassigned to and a fifteen minute observation sheet was kept [or the nextfew days.

Earlier in the evening had requested speaking to her parents and hada closely monitored telephone conversation with her father who had to be persuadedto talk to her. However, the conversation would seem to have achieved nothingand left extremely angry.

At a further Case Conference on 29th August it was agreed that wouldreturn to House 1 on 1st September. settled well in the Unit and wasreadily accepted by the other girls. Gradually her self-esteem increased and shebecame less nervous. h continued to talk openly with her Primary Workerduring the weekly formal and informal counselling sessions.

Having met with on 1st September and on another occasion a few weekslater, advised that he no longer needed to see unless sherequested to see him.

Following a joint home visit to
by

andWorker) on 16th September, it was agreed by both agencies that wouldvisit her grandparents on 20th September. Her Primary Worker would transporther both ways and initially would be left in their care for one hour.This proved successful as both grandparents openly showed their love and affectionfor Gradually the time she spent with them increased and during theperiod from October to mid-November she was spending seven hours each Saturdayfrom 11.00 a.mn. - 6.00 p.m. in their care. Rathgael staff continued to transportboth ways.
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loilowit a request by to stay at her home ovm night rowFriday te Saturday and having reeds ed appi oval for this from senior staff t Pattigad.
the visits comni need on 25t1 No\ er her.The s ist rs acre closely monitored by the Primary Worker who called a ith the grand-parent Jor mally and slso a nod out frequent home visits,

On 251 eritber at an Internal Es view held in Rathgel and attended beit was oLed that sell—es teem ftd in reascd and so aisv had her onfidence the visits to her grandparents were discussed and viewed positively inthat had neither absi onded not injured herself since August. A i equestby for a iteeting a i th her paren is was also agreed at the Re ca havinghad p.ni w conuliatien with par cr1 s had not v istied hersince ugist.

A5 did not wisP to visit the IaOl hui and tat stated nt LI
he sveuld no’ vist Rathgaei again, it was decided that the moeting should takepla e in an otfPe at Lisburn Social Services on 2nd December. statedcleat lv from the time of het request that she did not want to be mit alone a ithher parents and this was adhered to. ln view of the detrimental eltei t ret parentshave had on tier in the past, all concerned felt that a preliniinarv div ussion shouldtake place between her Primary Worker, (banter Resident itSocial \Vorker) and to di aw up guidelines in order to prevent this.
Both meetings took place — the first found invaluable in coping ith thesecond as we had role-played some of the discussion we felt might arise.tried, unsuccessfully, to anger and annoy He continually boasted aboutpresents etc., bought for the other two children and attempted to blairieabsence from the home as the cause of her brother’s lack of achievement at school.However,

‘rescued’ by diverting herfather’s attention to another aspect of the conversation. remained calmalthough initially she had been nervous. Afterwards verbalized her surpriseand pleasure at her ability to cope with her parents’ attitude to her.
It was agreed at the close of that meeting that would arrange withto bring the other two children to visit at Rathgael belore Christiriasas was keen to meet with her siblings. However, the visit never tookplace as did not contact

On the 10th December, following a discussion had with another girl inthe Unit who was having difficulty coping with an incestuous relationship,asked her Primary Worker if it would help if she told the other girl about the incidentinvolving her father’s friend and herself. was advised to think carefullybefore doing this and was made aware of possible consequences. waskeen to help the girl and assured the Primary Worker of her ability to cope. Agroup discussion took place that evening between her Primary Worker,(Senior Residential Social Worker) (both attended at request)and the other girl. talked openly and confidently and at one stage urgedthe other girl to behave in a more serious arid responsible manner.

self-esteem and confidence continued to increase - so much so thatshe participated in the school Christmas Concert in three different iterris. Theseinvolved singing, dancing and acting.

Over the Christmas/New Year holidays spent several periods of leaveat her grandparents which usually included two overnights.

commenced the New Year by looking positively at her life, Almost everyday she was involved in an activity of her choice, On Tuesday morning she helpedat the local Play Group with the C,S,\1, (Community Service Volunteer) student
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attacherf LII Rathgael (entre. On ‘Aednesday eening she was to cotn’iiein e rraltclasses n Bangor Technical College on 28th January Thui sda> ‘scni% wasspent Cii cuit Training with staff arid seine upiJs in the school arid I; idat toSunda she sas at her grandparc nts.

Oii her ret un Itom leave n 18th lanuart scratchi’ I (r wr its.this -ltd not come k staff attention until .‘i. evenig ti’ t1-u. 19th shcn. I%’litnsiiigan argimient with another gal. it. was drawn to stall attcntioi by Uit- girls thathad broken glas in her pesesslor. and intended to use it. llii’ ‘asobtained aftet lengthy talks with by both gitls and stall. rhe nextmorning was advised of this and ht instruc ted stall to rannitorbehut ioui and shouid there be ant deterioration then i place should besought in Shainroc k House (Sn u—sc cure I Inn).

Dun,g disii.,sioii betwctn and nra I rirnanr ‘Acaker on the 20th Ianuarssdid that she told herself she was going to cut her wrist at ci that waswh sht did it She did not seem depressed and chatted for sonic time.

On the esenings of the 21st and 22nd Ms Paul was on duty and spent a lot oftime with who was cheerful and participated in activities with theother girls and staff. On 22nd she and went shopping for clothes totand later participated in Circuit Training. She returnedto the Unit in good form and enthusiastically joined in the lovial intetac tionprevalent in the Unit that evening.

The following day went on leave to her grandparents. Again she appearedhappy and chatted to Ms paul prior to leaving on the Centre’s minibus. Forthe past two weeks had travelled by minibus with other residents toCentral Station in Belfast. There she boarded a train to Finaghy. On her returnon Sunday morning she travelled by train from Finaghy to Bangor and was collectedat the Station by a member of Rathgael stall. was given this freedomin response to her excellent behaviour over the past few months when she hadproven she could be trusted not to abscond. This decision was taken after consultation with Mr. Curran, Senior Staff at Rathgael Centre and Kate Anderson.died at her grandparents’ home on Friday, 23rd January, 1987.

MAUREEN PAUL
Primary Worker
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estates it operated in and was the only project in which a volunteer travelled 
unsupervised to and from the project. 

31. The school also ran a number of sporting competitions, mostly for football, 
pool and gymnastics.  In fact, there was a Rathgael Gymnastics Club, which 
consisted of boys mainly and would put on shows.  The Bangor Rotary Club 
would arrange for residents from nursing homes to come into the school so 
that young people could put on a show for them.  

Medical and dental  

32. There were daily “Sick Bay Parades” and a qualified Doctor came in every 
week in support of the Medical Department that was on-site.  In addition, there 
were twice yearly medical examinations.  This was staffed by a matron and 
two qualified nurses.  First aid provision was available on site 24 hours a day 
so if a resident suffered an injury they could see a nurse or to be brought to a 
hospital, depending on the circumstances.  The medical services were also 
subject to inspection.   

32. A dentist also came in regularly but this did not work as well as the young 
people attending their own dentists so this practice stopped.   

Food and clothing 

33. The young people were required to wear a uniform in the early days of 
Rathgael until the early 1980s at which point they wore their own clothes.  
There was a laundry department where some of the older residents would also 
work under supervision. 

34. There was a kitchen with three cooks supported by some of the older residents 
that provided food to all of the Units.  The young people could also prepare 
supper and snacks for themselves in the kitchen facilities provided in the Units. 
A hot breakfast, lunch and dinner were available, and the diet was varied.  
There were complaints about this in the 1970s and early 198s but steps were 
taken to improve the standard of food provided and the chef was replaced. 

Staffing and personnel aspects 

35. Rathgael consisted of Care and Youth Treatment staff supported by 
administrative, medical and legal personnel in addition to those servicing 
facilities and accommodation, e.g. the laundry and kitchen.   

36. All the teachers were qualified.  The care and youth treatment staff were either 
qualified in the Certificate of Qualification in Social Work (CQSW) or Certificate 
of Social Services (CSS) Social Workers.   Unqualified care and youth 
treatment staff were also recruited but were required to become qualified within 
five years. 
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short-term accommodation for young people who had nowhere to go on leave 
weekends or during holiday periods.  

NIO funding and impact of cutbacks 

56. In the early days of Rathgael, funding was adequate, perhaps generous.  For 
example, when I started in 1973 I was brought in to teach boys who were now 
required to stay on at school for a further year because the school leaving age 
had gone up by a year27.  I was given whatever resources I required to set up 
the classroom for these boys.   

57. The budget cuts started to impact in the 1980s.   

58. The cutbacks resulted in staff redundancies with the senior management team 
being reduced by about 50%, though I do recognise that Rathgael was rather 
top heavy at the time.  I attempted to protect the resources directly involved in 
caring for the young people but this was not always possible.  In total I made 
20 members of staff redundant from various departments. This had the 
unfortunate knock-on effect that some workshops were closed (for example, 
painting and bricklaying).  There is no doubt that this was a loss for the young 
people.   

59. I recollect that these were purely financial decisions as a result of the 
importance of the workshops not being recognised by the funders but I can’t 
remember how these decisions were made. 

Training 

60. The Rathgael staff generally was highly qualified and motivated.  They were 
trained in all relevant aspects of their work, including the general care of the 
young people in line with the ethos of the Centre.  Staff were also required to 
keep up to date with best practice.  We attended local and national 
conferences that were relevant to our work; this was funded by NIO out of the 
Rathgael budget.  Newly appointed unqualified staff had to become trained 
within five years from the date of their appointment.  If unsuccessful, 
management could dispense of their services. 

Inspections 

61. The SSI provided expertise in relation to the care of the young people and 
inspections took place regularly.  I can recall recommendations being made 
and there should be follow up inspections a year later.   

62. I think we were told in advance of impending inspections.  I do not recall any 
spot inspections.  The inspection reports were provided to the Management 
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1     order in the Inquiry statement.  So if we work through

2     the chronology, we will come across these individuals

3     and you can explain the set-up, but can you assist the

4     Panel?  In each of the units that you went to you would

5     have had two members of staff, two male members of staff

6     generally, who were in charge of running the unit.

7 A.  Uh-huh.  There was two members of staff in like every

8     house.

9 Q.  And just to bring some definition for the Panel when we

10     are talking about some of the particular individuals,

11     you remembered as we talked and looked at these records

12     that RG202 worked with a man called .

13 A.  , yes.

14 Q.  And you were saying to me when we looked at some of the

15     records that jogged your memory,  was

16     a very decent guy --

17 A.  Uh-huh.

18 Q.  -- who spent a lot of time helping you --

19 A.  Helping out, yes.

20 Q.  -- and working with you.  We will see him in some of the

21     records.  That as far as RG39 and his unit -- and you

22     say he perhaps moved around at times --

23 A.  That's right.

24 Q.  -- was in one unit and then ran another unit, but

25     a  worked alongside him --

RG 208

RG 209

RG 208

RG 208
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Board and to me, as Director.  The recommendations were generally accepted 
and implemented.   

63. I do, however, recall challenging one recommendation in relation to night 
supervisors.  Following one inspection, the SSI was keen to remove night 
supervisors (these were unqualified staff) and bring in qualified sleep over staff.  
There were at least three suicide attempts at Rathgael that I was aware of but 
none were successful due to the vigilance of the night supervisors. On one 
occasion, the night supervisor had checked in on a young person and, 
although the young person was attempting to conceal that he had cut himself, 
the supervisor detected blood dripping onto the floor.  The emergency services 
were called immediately and the young person was taken to hospital.  The 
recommendation to remove night supervisors was not implemented. 

64. There were follow up inspections to ensure the recommendations had been 
implemented and I do not recall any issues as a result of these inspections. 

65. I cannot recall if any Social Work Advisory Group (SWAG) inspections took 
place in the in 1970’s and early 1980’s but I am aware that they would have 
visited and provided advice from time to time. 

Self-harm 

66. In addition to the suicide attempts I was aware of as outlined in paragraph 63, 
there were incidents of children cutting themselves and swallowing glass.  The 
young persons involved in such incidents would have received medical 
attention and been taken to hospital if required.28  29  

67. Due to serious concerns about self-harm I set up a Self-injury Monitoring 
Group that I chaired on a monthly basis.  It was attended by our medical nurse, 

 (APRU) and other relevant staff.  The purpose of the group 
was to monitor patterns of self-injurious behaviour.  Where we were concerned 
about particular individuals or a group we would make the staff aware and 
place the child or children under closer supervision or assign extra staff to a 
particular unit. 

Peer abuse / bullying 

68. Bullying went on at peer level – this was monitored, reported and action was 
taken.  Unfortunately, it is an endemic problem in all institutes and impacted 
both staff and other children. 
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37. There were also Night Supervisors.  These were unqualified staff who were 
responsible for keeping an eye on the young people at night and, therefore, 
had to stay awake all night.  They would produce a report each morning for the 
day staff coming in.  I recall one Night Supervisor being disciplined because he 
had fallen asleep whilst in duty.  A senior member of staff was also on duty on 
site until 22:30 every evening.  As Director, I would also have been contactable 
out of hours.   

38. There were staff houses situated on campus but separate from the young 
people.  I chose not to take one as I was keen to keep my personal life 
separate from work. 

Home leave 

39. The amount of home leave a young person received and the date of their 
ultimate release depended largely on progress in Rathgael.  Progress in terms 
of education and response to education was continually monitored and 
recorded by a system of marks and grades. 

Transfer of Girls from Whiteabbey18 

40. A fire had been started in Whiteabbey Training School in 1985 by some of the 
residents and it was fortunate that no one was seriously injured or killed.  This 
triggered the closure of the Training School with Rathgael and Whiteabbey 
being amalgamated. 

41. I had pressed for a phasing out of Whiteabbey with girls being allowed to leave 
from there when appropriate and new residents being sent to Rathgael so that 
they had no previous experience of Whiteabbey.  However, the decision was 
made by the Rathgael/Whiteabbey Joint Management Board and sanctioned 
by the NIO to immediately close Whiteabbey and transfer the girls to Rathgael.  
This resulted in a culture change for the girls, boys and staff alike that was 
initially difficult to manage. 

42. There was limited time to prepare for the arrival of the girls and they did not 
want to be there.  The girls were initially put together in one unit but this proved 
to be a mistake and resulted in some very disruptive and challenging behaviour 
– they probably felt that they had been forced to go there and may well have 
been scared.  Everyone had to adjust, which took a long time and it is my 
opinion that it should have been planned better. 
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much members of the Rathgael Community and developed greatly over the 

years.  As well as conducting regular Assemblies, they provided Pastoral Care 

to both young people and staff alike.  This met the statutory requirement set out 

in section 31 of the Training School Rules.7 

Education 

19. I note from their statements that some Applicants (for example, HIA172 and 

HIA198) are critical of the standard of education provided at Rathgael.  HIA 172 

was admitted at the age of 12, which would assume that he had basic English 

and Math’s on admission.  His comments would also infer that he returned from 

Pepper Harrow unable to read and write, which in my opinion is difficult to 

comprehend.    HIA198’s recollection of Shamrock does not align with my 

experience – staff to pupil ratios were low and individual teaching plans were 

developed and followed.  Additional activities such as colouring in, crosswords 

and television would  have also been part of the normal routine. .  Mr Whyte’s 

statement at paragraphs 19 - 26 also discusses provision of education at 

Rathgael.   

20. Further to that, high ability young people, mostly Care residents, attended local 

schools in the Bangor area, e.g. Gransha High and Bangor Girls High School, 

to allow them to continue mainstream education and obtain qualifications.  The 

individual’s parent school would have linked with the donor school to ensure 

continuity of education.   

21. With regards to school refusers, I am of the opinion that Rathgael introduced 

many to a positive education experience for the first time, introducing them to a 

school routine and afforded them an opportunity to progress with their own 

personal development.  It must be stated that many of the young people had 

been admitted having been excluded from school or having a negative 

experience of education, some of whom were unable to read or write.  

Assessments will show that many were admitted with low attainments, many of 

which were related to absenteeism as opposed to intelligence levels.  The older 
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Control and Restraint 

69. In England and Wales staff dealing with young offenders were trained in control 
and restraint (C&R) by the prison service, for example at Aycliffe in Durham.  
However, this resulted in children being hurt so this approach was not taken 
forward in Rathgael.  In the 1990s, C&R training more appropriate for use on 
young children was provided to teachers, social workers and other staff in 
Rathgael by an agency other than NIPS.  I recall this had been approved by 
the SSI. 

70. I don’t recall guidance from the NIO as this would have been a matter more for 
the SSI. 

Transfer of Children30 

71. If it was necessary to remove a young person from Rathgael to Millilse or the 
Young Offenders Centre31 because they were a serious danger to others and 
themselves, permission would first be sought from the NIO; an order would be 
signed by a Lay Magistrate, which was then presented to the police to effect 
the move.  I recall doing this twice.  

 

Complaints / Allegations of abuse 

72. There was a complaints procedure in place and less serious issues were 
generally handled at house level by Key Workers and House Team Leaders.   

73. Serious allegations had to be reported to senior managers.  The first step was 
to establish the facts (e.g. was the staff member allegedly involved actually 
there).  If there were reasonable grounds for suspicion, the issue was routinely 
reported to the local police, NIO and Rathgael Board of Management.  The 
member of staff was placed on precautionary suspension pending the 
investigation. 

74. My responsibilities with regards to responding to complaints and allegations 
were very clear – the welfare, care and control of the children under my 
responsibility was of primary importance and, therefore, policies and 
procedures had to be followed to deliver this. 

 
Aftercare 

75. There was a Training School Aftercare Group established by SSI at which each 
Training School was represented.  The purpose of the group was to implement 
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21. The Head of Education, Mr Cromey introduced a points system for education to 
encourage them.  ‘Contracting’ was also introduced in classrooms for 
particularly disruptive pupils.  This involved drawing up an agreement with the 
pupil to enable them to earn points if their behaviour in class improved. 

22. I recall that the average teacher to pupils’ ratio of the classes were in the region 
of: 1:6/8 in the main school; 1:5 in the short term reception classes and 1:3 in 
Shamrock House to reflect the varying demands and issues in each setting.  
Ancillary staff were also available to assist with particularly disruptive pupils.   

23. There were Monday morning meetings with all teachers to discuss relevant 
issues and what was to be achieved for that week.   

24. The school day started at 09:00 with assembly that was designed to provide 
positive messages and motivate the young people.  This was held in a building 
called the “Chapel” although the services did not focus on religion.  

25. This was followed by teaching until the classes broke up for lunch, which was 
served in the Units followed by further classes in the afternoon until about 
16:00.  The young people then returned to their units where they had dinner 
and undertook evening activities.    

26. Each young person had an educational assessment on literacy and numeracy 
on entrance to provide a baseline with routine follow up assessments.  Many 
on re-test showed a significant improvement.   

Support for the children 

27. If a young person was unhappy, he or she could talk to numerous people – key 
workers, team leaders, teachers, matrons/medical staff, chaplains, board 
members and staff at all levels. In addition, staff were instructed to report 
complaints by any of the residents to line management10.   

28. In addition, staff from the Adolescent Psychological Research Unit (APRU)11 
headed by  assisted by four psychologists, attended Rathgael 
every day and Dr Clenaghan, a psychiatrist, visited the school weekly.  
Individual cases were referred to the APRU by the team Leader in Rathgael.  
Often, the Individual Assessment Treatment Profile process would flag up 
individuals who would benefit from working with the APRU.  The APRU would 
have engaged in one-to-one work with individuals in response to their needs.   

29. I also ran group counselling sessions (I was a trained Counsellor) consisting of 
10-12 boys.  This was confidential unless criminal issues were raised.   
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Adolescent Psychology and Research Unite
Lisnevo School, MUlisle 861846 Rathgael Centre, Bangor 454276 St. Joseph’s School, Caledon 568525St. Patrick’s School, Belfast 301123 Whitefield House, Belfast 301611

Enquiries ro:—UNIT SECRETARY, WHITEFIELD HOUSE, 2 THE HAWTHORNS, BELFAST BT1O ONR

1
12th 3op c eber 1 89

Mrs. 8, Heasley
ç’o Mcc5J.inn

paar 4rs. Heasley,

I hopa you will not mind me contacting you letter.
My name is Michael Lenaghan and I work at Rathqael Centre, Bangor. As part of
my work I have been asked to meet with and to talk with Michelle.
If it is possible I try to meet, even once, with the parent or parents of the
boys and girls I talk with. I was wondering if I could call out with yousometime?

Would it be possible for me to call out on Wednesday 20th September at around
11.00 a.m.? If this time or date does not suit you could you leave a message
at Rathgael (0247) 454276 (ext. 204). Many thanks.
Yours sincerely,

1 /,‘ ( /
/(.C)

Michael Lenaghan
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Control and Restraint 

69. In England and Wales staff dealing with young offenders were trained in control 
and restraint (C&R) by the prison service, for example at Aycliffe in Durham.  
However, this resulted in children being hurt so this approach was not taken 
forward in Rathgael.  In the 1990s, C&R training more appropriate for use on 
young children was provided to teachers, social workers and other staff in 
Rathgael by an agency other than NIPS.  I recall this had been approved by 
the SSI. 

70. I don’t recall guidance from the NIO as this would have been a matter more for 
the SSI. 

Transfer of Children30 

71. If it was necessary to remove a young person from Rathgael to Millilse or the 
Young Offenders Centre31 because they were a serious danger to others and 
themselves, permission would first be sought from the NIO; an order would be 
signed by a Lay Magistrate, which was then presented to the police to effect 
the move.  I recall doing this twice.  

 

Complaints / Allegations of abuse 

72. There was a complaints procedure in place and less serious issues were 
generally handled at house level by Key Workers and House Team Leaders.   

73. Serious allegations had to be reported to senior managers.  The first step was 
to establish the facts (e.g. was the staff member allegedly involved actually 
there).  If there were reasonable grounds for suspicion, the issue was routinely 
reported to the local police, NIO and Rathgael Board of Management.  The 
member of staff was placed on precautionary suspension pending the 
investigation. 

74. My responsibilities with regards to responding to complaints and allegations 
were very clear – the welfare, care and control of the children under my 
responsibility was of primary importance and, therefore, policies and 
procedures had to be followed to deliver this. 

 
Aftercare 

75. There was a Training School Aftercare Group established by SSI at which each 
Training School was represented.  The purpose of the group was to implement 
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personal to the individual young person were kept on file – these would have 

detailed issues such as educational attainment, medical records, home visits 

and visits by family, excursions and review reports.   

Rathgael Management Board 

60. Mr. Whyte’s statement describes the relationship between Rathgael and the 

NIO at paragraph 40.   Further to this I wish to add that the relationship 

between the Management Board and the NIO and with other training Schools 

was good – it had a familiarity and openness that enabled positive working 

whilst allowing challenges to be made when appropriate.  It is my opinion that 

the Training Schools and NIO had ready access to advice form SWAG, and 

then SSI when required and that contact was frequent.  The progress and 

innovative practice that we embarked on after the Black Report was published 

in 1979 was encouraged and supported by the NIO. The Eastside Project with 

its supported housing scheme was an example of this innovative approach to 

exploring alternatives to custody.   

61. A further example of providing an alternative to custody to the Courts is the 

Portcamman Project20 - this was available to young probationers and afforded 

them with opportunities to address their offending behaviour outside the 

custody environment by increasing self-confidence and self-esteem, improving 

social and life skills, providing exciting and satisfying physical challenges, 

individual and group counselling, and introducing new vocational and 

educational skills. 

62. Further to paragraphs 43 – 46 of Mr. Whyte’s statement, the Management 

Board was appointed by the Secretary of State for a three year term, with a 

maximum of two terms allowed.  From recollection, the board consisted of 

representatives from a cross section of the community, including clergymen, 

councillors, trade union representatives and independent individuals with an 

interest in youth care.    
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63. The Board met monthly with the exception of July and August and had three 

sub-committees – Finance, Staff and Review.  Board members visited the 

school on a monthly basis, recording their visits, the departments visited and 

who they spoke to 21 .  These were monitoring visits that allowed Board 

members the opportunity to observe first hand different aspects of life at 

Rathgael.  They often visited the classrooms and interacted with both pupils 

and teachers; the residential units speaking to young people and staff; and 

ancillary areas such as the kitchen and sickbay to ensure conditions were fit for 

purpose.  The visits would also have included a tour of the grounds and major 

facilities such as sports hall, swimming pool and playing fields.  Some of these 

visits may have taken place in the evening to allow Board members time to 

interact with the young people and staff outside routine school hours.  Many 

Board members would have attended special events, such as Sports Day, 

school concerts and Carol Service. 

64. The Board had oversight of the implementation of innovative thinking.  Mr. 

Whyte’s statement already discusses the Community Service Programme at 

paragraphs 32 - 35.  Further examples include the participation by young 

people in the Duke of Edinburgh Awards scheme, Circus Skills, Mourne 

Ramble Scheme, organised by the Community Relations Branch of the RUC, 

Princes Trust (Employment Programme)   and activities at the Runkerry 

Outdoor Pursuit Centre.  These were available to all young people in Rathgael 

and other Training Schools and fully funded by the NIO.  

Review Committee 

65. I was Secretary to the Review Committee from 1978 to 1995.  The Review 

Committee met monthly and discussed all committals and complied with Rules 

46 – 49 of the Training School Rules 195222.  All young people had to be 

reviewed after a year and then on a six-monthly basis thereafter.  Detailed 

reports were submitted to Board Members in advance of the meeting from 

teachers, care staff, psychological staff and medical staff if required.  
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Staffing and personnel aspects 

28. I have read and noted the comments at paragraphs 35 - 38 in Mr. Whyte’s 

statement.   Many staff would have transferred from Malone to Rathgael, many 

of whom had been appointed in preparation for the move.  All senior staff in the 

school in those early days came from a teaching background, and the house 

staff from children’s homes and positions in the youth work sector, with some 

former RUC officers, army, navy and prison officers. 

29. Working with some of the most disturbed and troubled individuals in Northern 

Ireland was demanding in so many ways with both verbal and physical assaults 

on staff not uncommon.  Some staff dealt with this better than others but 

professionally their task was to deal with such behaviours and explore ways to 

modify and prevent the behaviour being repeated.  An indicator of staff stress 

was the high level of staff sickness at particular times in the life of the Centre.  

To further monitor staff sickness and to explore ways of reducing stress, 

particularly in relation to the integration of Whiteabbey and Rathgael, a group 

was established by the Management Board on 3 January 19849.  This provides 

an insight to the levels of staff stress at the time. 

30. Extracts from Board minutes over the years10 clearly demonstrate that staff 

were regularly subject to assault by young people.  Few reported these 

assaults to police and chose to deal with it as an internal matter in line with the 

internal disciplinary policy.   

Transfer of Girls from Whiteabbey11 

31. The Board agreed that the amalgamation of Rathgael and Whiteabbey would 

take effect by 3 June 1985.   Personally I recall working from Whiteabbey 

School on a weekly basis to negotiate the placement of as many girls as 

possible before the planned transfer.  The objective of this was to minimize the 

number of girls having to be resettled in the new environment of the Rathgael 

site.  Ideally the courts would have had the opportunity to refer girls directly to 
                                                 
9
 1984 Management board minutes 

10
 RGL-22790 – 22797 

11
 Exhibit 5 - Rathgael and Whiteabbey Schools Management Board – Amalgamation of Rathgael and 

Whiteabbey Schools – May 1985 
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Relationship with the Department 

43. Rathgael was a statutory body and was therefore held responsible to the NIO.  
NIO officials focused on finance and macro matters whilst the SSI would have 
focused on the care of the young people.  

44. Minutes from the Monthly Management Board meetings 19 20 21 and sub-
committees (Finance and Property, Review (monthly review of children’s 
cases), Staff and Runkerry) were provided to the NIO. 

45. The Director’s Report22 also issued monthly to the NIO and covered routine 
reporting on issues such as disciplinary issues and anything that may result in 
publicity plus more serious issues, including allegations of abuse. There were 
no Key Performance Indicators to report against. 

46. My Senior Management team and I developed a five-year business plan 
(commissioned to Price Waterhouse).  This was presented to John Ledlie, the 
then Deputy Under Secretary at the NIO – this reflected the division between 
care and justice young people and what the Centre aimed to achieve.  This 
was reported against annually. 

Relationship with other Training Schools 

47. The staff of Rathgael had good relationships with all the other Training 
Schools.  We were able to discuss issues that impacted across the institutions. 

Rewards and points / disciplinary systems 

48. A points system had been developed by Mr Cromey in the Education 
Department to reward good behaviour.  This could result in a small monetary 
reward being awarded but also resulted in personal pride and positive 
reinforcement of good behaviour.  Just having good behaviour recognised was 
a reward for the young people.  The points were discussed with them at their 
weekly meetings. 

49. Conversely, sanctions were deployed in response to bad behaviour.  This 
could have meant a young person may not have been allowed to go on an 
outing, for example. 

Corporal punishment 

50. I am aware that in the 1970s permissible use of the cane in the Junior School 
took place.  This would have been administered by Senior Staff and entered in 
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short-term accommodation for young people who had nowhere to go on leave 
weekends or during holiday periods.  

NIO funding and impact of cutbacks 

56. In the early days of Rathgael, funding was adequate, perhaps generous.  For 
example, when I started in 1973 I was brought in to teach boys who were now 
required to stay on at school for a further year because the school leaving age 
had gone up by a year27.  I was given whatever resources I required to set up 
the classroom for these boys.   

57. The budget cuts started to impact in the 1980s.   

58. The cutbacks resulted in staff redundancies with the senior management team 
being reduced by about 50%, though I do recognise that Rathgael was rather 
top heavy at the time.  I attempted to protect the resources directly involved in 
caring for the young people but this was not always possible.  In total I made 
20 members of staff redundant from various departments. This had the 
unfortunate knock-on effect that some workshops were closed (for example, 
painting and bricklaying).  There is no doubt that this was a loss for the young 
people.   

59. I recollect that these were purely financial decisions as a result of the 
importance of the workshops not being recognised by the funders but I can’t 
remember how these decisions were made. 

Training 

60. The Rathgael staff generally was highly qualified and motivated.  They were 
trained in all relevant aspects of their work, including the general care of the 
young people in line with the ethos of the Centre.  Staff were also required to 
keep up to date with best practice.  We attended local and national 
conferences that were relevant to our work; this was funded by NIO out of the 
Rathgael budget.  Newly appointed unqualified staff had to become trained 
within five years from the date of their appointment.  If unsuccessful, 
management could dispense of their services. 

Inspections 

61. The SSI provided expertise in relation to the care of the young people and 
inspections took place regularly.  I can recall recommendations being made 
and there should be follow up inspections a year later.   

62. I think we were told in advance of impending inspections.  I do not recall any 
spot inspections.  The inspection reports were provided to the Management 
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flflRODUGFION

The inspection of Rathgael Training School, known s the Rathgael

Centre for Children and Young People as carried out by the Social

Serjces Inspectorate of the Department of health and Social Services

inder the powers contained in Section 168 Children and young Persons

Act (NI) 1968 and Rule 55 of the Training School Rules (SRO) 1932

o l3 The irspectior was carried out at the icques of the Nor he r

Ireland Office, The team comprised of Dr K F NcCoy,

is J Chaddo k Mr D P OBrien and ‘r C W Donne’l The inspection

took place during the period of 14 September e 2 October 1987. The

inspection cOvered ‘11 times of the day and incuded the eekends

The Inspectors would like to record their sincere thanks and

appre’ia ion to the Management Boa d the Diretor Mr Tom Baxter and

all the staff for their cooperation. A special word of thanks is due

to the boys and girls f Rathgael Centre for the manner in hich they

‘nade the Inspectors wecome and their willingness to co operate fully

in the inspection.
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LO HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Li In a booklet, “The Roots of Rathgaei’, a former Principaltraced the history of thE school from the
beginnings of the old Reformitories and Industrial schools
of the mi&l9th Century to the opening of Rathgael on its
present site in January 1968. The new school reflected a
considerable change in architectural thinking. in 1956
the Malone and Whiteabbey Training Schools Act led to the
amalgamation of the existing Junior school (Balmoral
Training School) and the Senior school (Malone Training
School) The effect of the Act was to place the Boys’
school and the Girls’ Training School t Whiteabbey under
the control of a new Board of Management.

L2 The original membership of the Board consisted of 4
members of Belfast Corporation, because of the previous
control of the old Balmoral Training School, several
members of the principal religious denominations and
members of the trade unions and business community. In
addition there were representatives from the, then,
welfare and education agencies. The Board of Management
was appointed by the then, Ministry of Home Affairs and
this responsibility today rests with the Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland.

L3 From 1956 the Board was responsible for the Management of
a 2 site operation, the boys’ school at Rathgael and the
girls’ school at Whiteabbeyon the north side of Belfast
Lough.- In 1985 a decision was taken to amalgamate, yet
further, the training school concept in Northern Ireland
with the closure of the girls’ school and the geographical
relocation of the school on the Rathgael campus. The
amalgamation was based on a more effective use of existing
resources and in pursuit of the concept of normalisation
by enabling boys and girls to share the same facilities
and to take part in co—education.

L4 Today the facility is known as the Rathgael Centre for
Children and Young people as the Management Board felt the
name more accurately reflected the nature of the work
carried out there. Following protracted discussions on
the future of the training schools, which stemmed from the
Report of the Black Committee, the Secretary of State
decided that, in future, training schools should be
segregated into 2 main parts ie Care and Youth Treatment.
The Secretary of State added that the greatest possible
degree of separation of young offenders and young people
in care should be pursued and that it would be necessary
to establish clear public identities for the “Care” units
as distinct for those for young offenders. A detailed
analysis of the extent of the segregation, its operation
and methodology will be examined later in this Report.
Currently both sides of the school are jointly managed and
share common resources as far as possible.

1.
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L5 Little remains today of the early beginnings oi the

training schools in Norhern Ireland. In th id—L9th

Century the activities of tne j cior school ore actuall

carraed out n boa i at old tal s 1 ng shi acqu red

rrom Lhe Admiralty anti known as roe t, ralrar which as

finally moored in the uusgrave channel a; the Twin

Islands. Some of the old nautical ;erminoiogv, together

with local place names associated wi.tc the early days of

the Industrial Schools remains to this day, Throughout

the Report those familar names 4ill ‘1erge as many of t

houses on the campus get heir tames prom the past

l6 Legally, Rathgael Centre for Children and Young People,

referred to hereafter as the Centre, is a training school

as defined in Section 137 of the Children and Young

Persons Act (Northern Ireland) 1968 It operates within

the existing legislation with children only being admitted

who are the subject of a Training School Order, a Place o
Safety Order, Interim Fit Person Orders and those remanded

by the Courts. The new arrangement of the split campus,

greater use of short—term care and extended leave is an

indication of the more enlightened thought that now

permeates the training school system and where the spirit

of the legislation is paramount to the welfare of the
children

2.
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o lifE CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS RESIDhNT

2 On 7 September 1987 there were 14 y ung persons o the
Rathgae oil However at that tae o ly 85 boys ad
g ris ere Li residence bu another s x boys iho were
participating in an outdoor pursuit urse at Runkerry
Certre, o Ar rir, were empora 1 y absent. Thirty nire
young persons se e living with rolatives while or
‘extended leave’ , and one gi we boarded out u h fostr
parents. Four boys had been transferred to the secure
unit at Lzsnevin training school and 4 others, who were
absent from Rathgael without permission, were deemed to
have absconded A further 8 young people (6 boys and 2
girls) who were living at home and travelling to the
Centre on weekdays were classified as “day attenders’.

22 One hundred and twenty—seven boys and girls were the
subjects of Training School Orders, 3 of Interim Detention
Orders and ii had been admitted to Rathgael on Place of
Safety Orders, Four others had been remanded pending a
court appearance.

2 3 The Centre had responsibility for 41 girls and 106 boys
whose ages range from 12 to 18 yars. However the
majority (114) were between 15 and 17 years old Prior to
being placed in Rathgael 92 of the young people were
living at home, 40 were in children’s homes and 3 were in
foster care.

2,4 The Youth Treatment side of the Centre was responsible for
66 boys all of whom had been committed to Rathgael for
offending and 4 boys who were charged with of fences and
remanded in custody. However the Care side had
responsibility for 41 girls and 36 boys of whom only 2 of
the girls were committed for offences prior to coming to
the Centre. Sixteen of this group came to Rathgael
following court proceedings instigated by the Education
and Library Boards for non—school attendance. Twenty one
girls and 22 boys had previously been in the care of one
of the Health and Social Services Boards and another 9
girls and 7 boys had been sent to Rathgael by the Courts
following proceedings instigated by social services. All
4 Boards had been involved ie Eastern — 33, Northern 21,
Southern 3 and Western 2

2 5 Further information about the residents, including some
reference to the nature of the problems with which they
confront the Rathgael staff, is given later in this
report

3,
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3 0 MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING

3.1 The Pthgael Centre is a large mut inc1onaL c’-mpi:-

compr ing rain y o resider i 1 c ion for o

Dersons and of facilities for e±Jca:icn and vocatior i

trainIng wLicn are availaDe cc Jer o re premisec

number of young people go out from ca Thntre each oa

ariety f crk schemes In afd t o th Centre a

for day attenders and is responsbe :r a large nunt

former rem dcnts ho ar o licence r ytended Lea

living within the community, e rainlv vth parents

guardians r relaies. Through re crc f a

questionnaire the inspectors colleted irformation .‘

sex age designation length of service previous a’c

experience, tralning and qualifications cf the RatLgaer

management the social orkers invoi’e in communit’: ra

and all staff contributing to the residential carp sL

Included in the latter group were teaceers and instruc:

ho perform extraneous duties in t e iouse units oc s

of school hours.

32 One hundred and seven returns were completed and the

following table indicates Lhe establishment of managme

fieldwork and residential staff at the rime of incpeci

It excludes night supervisors) administrative and

ancillary staff and those teachers who are not involved

the residential child care task

TABLE 1

DIRECTOR 1

SENIOR DEPUTY DIRECTOR 1

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 4

PRINCIPAL SOCIAL WORKER (HEAD OF COMMUNITY CARE) 1

SENIOR RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 8

WARDEN 7

RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 48

HOUSEMOTHER 11

SOCIAL WORKER (AFTER CARE) 3

INTAKE SOCIAL WORKER 1

TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR (EXTRANEOUS DUTIES) 15

The return included a social worker employed by the

Eastern Health and Social Services Board, who is secon

full-time to the East Side Project There were 2

vacancies a warden and a residential social worker, ar

when the are included there is an establishment of

fu11time staff of all grades working in the house u3

plus 15 others undertaking extraneous duties

33 The deployment of fulltime staff at unit level is sel

in the table overleaf:
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TABLE 2

HOUSE UNIT STAFF DEPLOYMENT

PESILNATIONS UNTT HI 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 H9A 1110
CAPACITY (14) (14) (15) (8) (12) (15) (15) (15) (11) (11) (10)

SENIOR RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

WARDEN 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 V 1

RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

RESJDENTTAL SOCIAL WORKER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

RESIDENTiAL SOCIAL WORKER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER V 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

HOIiSEHOTHER 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

NOUSEHOTHEP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

TOTALS 6 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 7 6 9

ESTADLISHED IN POST
TOTALS 76 74

V VACANCY
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34 All units have at least 3 staff grades and in half of :hs
there are 4 ie senior residential social iorker, warden
esidential social orker and housemother. In some cases

this applies to units wito only 7 staff .A scrutin of
the staff job descriptions (4ppendi A indicated tha
there was no significant difference between the role o
the senior residential social worker and warden grades.
The rationale for having 2 srior s aff appears to hay
been to allow separate leaders for teams working on
opposite shifts. The inspectors feel that more flexible
staffing arrangements could be a hi ved in the units if
therc were one team leader It is reconmiended that
each house unit should be led by a senior residential
social worker Housemothers appear to have a quasi
domestic role which restricts the contribution they ca
make to the growth and development of the boys and girls.
Therefore it is recommended that there should be 2
grades of staff within the units Warden and housemother
grades should be gradually phased out and replaced by
residential social worker grade.

Staff Establishment

3 5 Daily population returns made by Rathgael on weekdays
between August and October 1987 are set out in the table
overleaf. It is recognised that the number of residents
fluctuates over time and that some of these figures apply
to the summer holiday period when many of the boys and
girls were home on leave. This set of figures has been
used to give some indication of the occupancy in the
Centre during a relatively short period and serves only
for illustrative purposes. During discussions with staff
on some of the inferences being drawn from information
supplied by the Centre it became clear that the
information base was not as useful as first thought by the
Inspectors and it is recommended that the information
system within the Centre is reviewed and regularly
monitored.

3.6 In order to calculate the level of staffing required to
provide adequate supervision and care for the residents
and others who use the facilities of the Centre it is
necessary to determine the overall work load, Staffing
must be sufficient to meet the needs of not only all the
children resident on a given day but children placed in
other settings outwith the Centre who may be returned at
short notice. In addition there should be some (small)
capacity to cope with the unexpected. For these reasons
it is recommended that the number of staffed beds for
the school (ie the number of residential places to be
provided and covered by residential social workers) should
be calculated using the following criteria:-

a. children resident;
b children in hospital;
c children at home on leave;
d. children on extended leave for less than 3 months;
e. children who have absconded for less than 3 months;

plus
f. 2 contingency places.
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‘.7 Using historical data for the last a months the Direct

has calculated that the nuaber at staffed eds for the

Centre should be 130 distributed among house units as s

out below, This has tabled t e Irspectors o cal(Ulat

the level of staffing requsred for a tacili: of this

size However it must be stressed tht th umber of

to be covered by staff is a matter or agreement betweer

the Rathgael Management Board and the torthern Ireland

Offace.

Houses 1, 2, 3, 6 7 nd 8 (13 x b) 8 places

Houses 9 and 9A (11 x 2) 22 places

House 5 12 places

House 10 10 places

House 4 8 places

TOTAL 130 olaces

3.8 The Castle Priory method of calculating staffing

requirements involves the following equation:

Children!s Waking Week Capacity of Units

Staff Working Week Number of Children
requiring one staff

In addition to this basic formula account is taken of

staff leave entitlement and extra staff hours required

during the children’s school holidays.

3.9 The staff at Rathgael work a 39 hour week. The children’s

waking week is 75 hours during term time and the number of

beds in individual house units are set out above. It is

important to emphasise that the formula is designed to

arrive at an overall staffing complement for the facility

and not to prescribe staffing levels for each unit. It is

a matter for management to determine the level of staffing

required in each house unit in accordance with the needs

pertaining there at any point in time. However, there are

some significant differences in the needs of children in

various units which necessitate using different staffing

ratios to arrive at an overall complement. The ratios

used are one staff to 2 children in houses 4 and 10,

secure accommodation; one staff to 3,5 children in houses

5, 9 and 9A which contain the most recently arrived and

unsettled children; and onf staff to 4 children in houses

1, 2, 3, 6, 7 nd 8. the long term units,

3.10 Using these figures the staffing required for the groups

of houses referred to above are as follows:—

Houses 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 48.78

Houses 5, 9 and 9A 24.30

House 10 — 12.51

House 4 10.00

TOTAL 95.59

8
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In effect this means that if the unber of staffed bees a
the entre is agreed as 130 ter hou 6 be 96 ho1e t a’
staff or equivalert as senior reid’ntia1 social other
and reidetia1 ocia1 c e gr e hs s
recommended

11 Over a si m nth period sr o ‘ inspection h 5
full t me staff operating a muse ott oval me s so
residential social sorkers, ‘sa c ,s. rssdentiai so ii
workers amd hcusemotb,ers, orked a consijerabie nunter of
additional hours for which they ‘ere remunerated, l0
addition they were suoplemented by ather Rathgaei staff.
mainly teachers and instructors, doing extraneous duties
and by the employment of casual staff. Together these
groups accounted for 2lq of all hours worked in she
residential units over the 6 months ending 30 June
Altogether 96,175 hours of duty were recorded ie the whole
time equivalent of 95 staff working a 39 hour week, Jhen
compared cith the recommended staffing complement at
paragraph 3 10 above, the equivalent of one full time
staff is required to bring the staffing level up to Castle
Priory standard

3 12 The Inspectors examined the duty rosters used in the
Centre to assess how staff were deployed during the
working week, It was apparent that the majority of extra
duties undertaken by permanent staff and those performed
by the casual staff were worked mainly in the evenings and
at the weekends, The number of casual staff used was
considerable eg in the period 21 September—18 October
1987, 21 of them were used on the care side of the campus.
The Inspectors take the view that full time staff provide
a more comprehensive service to the residents and ensure
continuity of care. Therefore it is recommended that
the staffing arrangements at the Centre are reviewed so as
to provide a single corps of staff at unit level to cover
days, evenings and weekends.

3.13 The Inspectors found also that unit staff were not being
rostered in a manner which would allow the most efficient
use of their duty time in discharging the residential care
task to a mainly adolescent population. Frequently on
weekdays the same number of staff were rostered for duty
in the mornings, when the boys and girls were at school,
as there were in the evenings when the young people were
under the supervision of the residential workers. The
evening shift ends at 10 OOpm save for one member of staff
in each unit who remains until lO.3Opm after which the
night supervisors take responsibility for the residents.
In effect this means that generally the young people are
in bed by 9.3Oam. The Inspectors feel that this is much
too early for teenagers particularly on Friday and
Saturday evenings as they do not have to rise early the
following morning for school. Therefore it is
recommended that the duty rosters are revised to give
better staff cover in the evenings and to facilitate later
bedtimes for the boys and girls.

9,
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Length of Service

3.14 Table 4 indicates the length of time in the training

school service of staff employed at the Centre. This

reflects service given to the Rathgael and Whiteabbey

Management Board both in the former Whiteabbey and

Rathgael Training Schools before they merged and became

Rathgael Centre. Nevertheless the table demonstrates th

there is a very low staff turnover, 78% have more than 2

years service and 54% have more than 6 years service and

this should provide stability for the Centre and securit:

for the young persons living there. There is also an

exceptionally high correlation between staff length of

service and length of time spent in residential child

Level of Qualifications

3.15 The professional qualifications held by the Rathgaei sta

are set out in the table overleaf against their

designations.

Fiftytwo staff (49%) have professional qualifications i

social work or residential child care (21 CQSW, 5 CSS, 2

SCRCCYP, 24 CCRCCYP) 6 others hold a Certificate in

Education and one is a qualified nurse. Preliminary or

in’service courses in social care have been taken by

another 4 of the child care staff. Taken together this

means that almost 60% of the staff hold relevant

qualifications and this must be commended.

Hale/Female Balance

3.16 Two of the senior management group, a deputy director at

an assistant director are women. Of the 42 staff invol

at unit level on the Care side of the Centre 23 are wom

At first sight there would seem to be an imbalance of

male/female staff in favour of the women. However 7 oul

of the 23 posts are housemothers ie posts traditionally

held only by females, and this leaves 16 women and 15 m’

involved in the professional side of the residential

social work task.

3.17 There are 11 females and 21 male staff working at unit

level in Youth Treatment. Four of the women are

housemothers so this leaves a ratio of 2 male to 1 fema

staff, None of the 6 promoted posts ie senior resident

social workers or wardens, are held by women in Youth

Treatment. In some way this would seem to reflect the

historical position of Rathgael as a boys? training sch

with a predominantly male staff. However the Inspector

were encouraged to find male and female staff in each

house unit.
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TABLE 4

LENGTH OF SERVICE

DESIGNATIONS -

__________ __________ __________— _________- __________ ________

0—1 2—5 6—9 10—16 15—19 20—24 25+ TOTAL

DIRECTOR 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

SENIOR DEPUTY DIRECTOR 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

DEPUTY DIRECTOR 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 4

DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 4

SENIOR RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 0 1 0 6 2 0 0 9

WARDEN 0 0 0 S 2 0 0 7

RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 11 7 14 14 1 0 0 47

HOUSEMOTKER 2 1 2 4 1 1 0 11

FIELD SOCIAL WORKER (AFTER CARE) 0 o 0 3 1 1 0 5

TEACHER/INSTRUCToR .(EOA) I 2 7 4 0 0 1 15

TOTALS 14 11 24 42 12 3 2 106
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Thfli.E 5

Q U A L I F I C A T I 0 N S

DESIGNATIONS

-_________

__________ ___________ _________

CQSW CSS SCRCCYP CCRCCYP CERT ED SRN 1CSC PCSC

DTRECTOR 0 0 1 0 1 0 () 0

SENIOR DEPTFY IN (101 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

DEPUTY DIRECTOR 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0

DEPUTY ASSISTANT U RFCTOR 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
(“I

SENIOR RFSTDENTIAI SOCIAL WORKER 2 0 0 5 0 0 0 0

WARDEN 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0

RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 3 5 0 10 0 0 1 0

HOUSEMOTHER 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2

FiELD SOCIAL WORKER (AFThR CARE) 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TEACHER INSflUCIOK (EJA 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0

TOTALS 21 5 2 24 12 1 2 2
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Functional Management

3 18 The Pathgael Centres management eam is comprted of adirector, a senior dputa direct r, 2 ieputv Iiretor,assisant directors 2 deputy acsisc nc car cors and aprincipal social worker ‘head of comfnnnicv “ar. Thedeputj directors and the princioai onia worker areaccountable to the d’r Ct t for the ollowiog areasrespectively Care, Youth Treatment Education andCommunity Care Of these. Communaty car is che sma1es:with a principal social worker leading a team offieliworKers However he also has responsibility onbehalf of the Rathgael Board for the East fade Project artherefore he does not play an active role an theTlanagement of activity on the Bangor site.

3.19 The depoty director (Care) has 2 assistant directors ann 2deputy assistant directors, An assistant director and adeputy assistant director are involved in the day to daymanagement of 3 adolescent care units with 43 places forboys and girls while the other pair have broadly similarduties in respect of 2 short term units with 22 places anda secure unit with 10 places.

3.20 The deputy director (Youth Treatment) also has anassistant and a deputy assistant director who haveoversight of 5 residential units with 65 places for boysincluding a secure facility which can provide for up to 8residents. However at the time of the inspection the lastmentioned house unit was closed for structuralalterations. There are 3 senior staff responsible foreducation and they also participate in the rota for seniorstaff cover during the evenings and at weekends ie thereare always 2 seniors on duty or ‘on call”, one each on theCare and Youth Treatment sides of the Centre. This rotaincludes deputy directors, assistant directors, deputyassistant directors and senior residential social workergrades.

3.21 There appears to be a considerable overlap between the jobdescriptions of the deputy directors, assistant directorsand deputy assistant directors on both the Care and theYouth Treatment sides of the Centre. Indeed in some areasfor example “the development of individual careprogrammes” there appears to be some encroachment on therole of staff working in the units and in particular withthe senior residential social workers/wardens. TheInspectors felt that some third and fourth line managersspent a disproportionate amount of their time onadministrative, estate management and health and safetyfunctions. Though these may be important they should begiven a lower priority rating in the duties of seniorprofessional managers.

13
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3.22 In paragraph 3.4 above reference is made to the staffing

structure within the units and the inspectors have

recommended that each of these should be led by a senior

residential social worker. This grade already contributes

to the senior management cover of the Centre during

evenings and at the weekends. The Inspectors take the

view that senior residential social workers should also be

responsible for timecabling staff cover within the units

thus relieving the 3 deputy assistant directors of this

task. In view of the foregoing it is recoeaded that

the role, function and structure of the senior management

team should be reviewed by the Management Board.

Staff Supervision

3.23 It was disappointing to find that there was no regular

formal system of staff supervision at the Rathgaei Centre.

Almost 2 years prior to the inspection the deputy director

(Care) had drawn up procedures and guidelines for staff

supervision but the assistant directors and deputy

assistant directors had been unable to implement them. On

the Youth Treatment side of the Centre the groundwork for

a formal system of staff supervision had not been done.

Some residential staff throughout the Centre were unclear

about lines of accountability The Inspectors

recoimnend that individual supervision should be

introduced throughout the Centre with senior residential

social workers taking the lead within the house units.

Staff Training

3.24 The Rathgael management have a policy of recruiting

trained staff to fill any vacancies which may arise.

Where untrained staff are employed they are encouraged to

obtain professional qualifications and may be seconded to

full time training courses. Four staff have completed

post qualifying courses. Three of these were in child

care and one in management. An assistant director (Care)

was seconded to a post—qualifying course in management at

Queen’s University Belfast while the inspection was takir

place.

3.25 Every opportunity is taken to send the residential child

care staff on relevant short courses organised by the

Department, Boards, Voluntary Organisations, Universitie

etc. However management have also found it beneficial t

make arrangements for in—service training for groups of

staff through buying in the services of recognised

trainers/organisations involved in training. For examp

in the 12 months prior to the inspection the following

training courses were held within the Rathgael Centre a

attended by groups of staff:

14.
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Se uali i a h id are et ig” rhe Northern
Ireland Marriage
Guidance Council

‘Developrig a rhild Care e
the RatIgael Centre” Norh Down College ot

Further Education

‘Chi d S ua bu e” ‘err ance Nightirg Ic

‘Staff Suoerrsior ‘ueen’s Lniversity
3elfast

Staff Me tinge

3 26 A variety of meetings are held at the Rathgael Centre,
both at management and unit level, The director meets Hr
deputies twice weekly re on Mondays at 11 00 am and on
Thursdays at i (30 pm (mutes confirmed that these ate
held regularly for the purpose of sharing information,
reviewing policies, forward planning, etc. The deputy
director (Care) meets monthly with her assistant directors
and deputy assistant directors and again these meetings
aLe minuted. They focus on the development of policies
and procedures for implementation on the Care side of the
complex.

3 27 Senior staff meetings are held weekly on the Youth
Treatment side by the’ deputy director and these are
attended by all grades down to warden. Similar meetings
are held by the deputy/assistant director (Care) but here
there are separate meetings for short term and adolescent
care. At unit level all staff teams meet on Friday
afternoons between 2.00 pm and 4.00 pm. There is an open
agenda for the first hour followed by a brief review of
each young person’s progress within the units and then by
the formulation of an assessment/treatment profile on one
particular resident.

Night Supervision

3.28 A team of night supervisors take over from the residential
social work staff at 10.00 pm each evening and they cover
the Centre through to the morning rise at 7,30 am. At the
time of the inspection 9 of them, 5 men and 4 women, were
on site each evening though this may increase to 10 when
House 4 is commissioned. When they come on duty the boys
and girls are normally in bed and will have been settled
down by the evening shift. A minimum of 2 senior staff
are “on call” from their homes during the night and may be
contacted b’ the night supervisors in an emergency. None
of the rosidential social workers are requirea to perform
“sleeping in” duties,

15.
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3 29 Ther are 18 night a Iper’ sors, LUl me and 9 parttime (whole time oquisalent of l5 and 2 f these occuepronoted posts Ic senior night upervisor, fepucv seniorThey are all mature men end women iti an aterage age of44 years aithie a raage of 29 to 65 ;ears Seven of $rhave fairy long service, the others ar iess than 2 a-son the job, but none of hem are tualLfied :n socialrkichild care

3.,0 The inspectors take he viw that Th s nd girls with ap oblematc soial!emot onal histor,, hih an becomemanifest in extreme/disruptive benavour at any time, nedc have familiar staff, who know their case histories a dcare plans, availabl to them at all times. Therefore ftis recoended that at least one iesidential socialworker sleeps in each house anit ur’ng the night

3.31 When this measure is introduced the number of nightsupervisors on duty each night should be reduced from 9 cc5 and they should be located in the following areas:

1 to Unit 10;
1 to Units 9 and 9A;
I to Units 1, 2 and 3;
i to Units 5 and 6;
1 to Units 7 and 8.

A further (6th) night supervisor could be based in Unit 4when it re-opens. The night supervisors will providesecurity for the campus and act in support of the sleepingin staff. The gender of the night supervisors and thesleeping in staff should be co—ordinated to allow male andfemale staff to be available to the young people duringthe night.

Staff Effectiveness

3.32 In general the Inspectors were impressed by the staff’sprofessionalism and commitment to their work, However itwas also apparent that some of them were experiencingdifficulty in accepting new policies and innovativepractices which had beenintroduced to the Centre over thepast 2 years. They still subscribe to an older more rigidpractice framework and have a cynical attitude tocolleagues who have accepted new challenges withenthusiasm. This can confuse the residents and may alsoaffect their behaviour and could be described as ‘counterproductive’. It is recoended that managementmonitors this situation carefully and takes whateveraction necessary to find a remedy.

16.
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4,0 LOCATION AND PREMISES

4 1 Rthgael Centre is located on the outskirts of Bangor
a ‘out 2 miles from the niddle of the town It occupies
large site f approximately 75—80 acres and is bounded u3 sides by roads and on one side by a housing estate, ecanpus is surrounded by ron sec’i e fence of hedges
Jire—nettlng and brick rn olaces- Driving in through
main enrance the ‘mpression is or a pleasant tree—li -

drive,

4 2 ihe anits a e spread throughout ;hc grounds and are
modern flat—roofed structures built in the 1960s style,
The main office block is sited opposite the chapel The
are 2 large school blocks. The kitchen, ‘hich is
urrently being renovated is built on t e side of th

administrative b,ock. At the moment, tne kitchen is si’i
temporarily in a building opposite A plan of the sitcshown n 4ppendix 8.

.3 The grounds lose tn the buildings are ‘iell maintained
with lawns and mature trees. The central portion is theadministrative block with the modern chapel opposite Th
school blocks are adjacent. To the rear are outbuildings,
workshops, and garage Beyond this, is grassland and
trees.

4,4 In the main administrative block on the ground floor areoffices for 2 of the deputy directors, one assistant
director, one deputy assistant director, head of community
care, a walk—in safe for files and photocopier, other
offices, and at one end an office for part of the
community social work team. There is a small reception
area with seats, plus a window hatch on the other side of
which sits the receptionist/telephonist by the
switchboard. On the first floor, there is office
accommodation for the director, his secretary, a rest—room
for female staff and toilet, a dining room, kitchen,
boardroom, staff room where staff meet up for morning,
lunch and afternoon breaks. A surgery, dental surgery,
sick bay and storage room completes the accommodation.

4.5 Adjacent to this block, is the main school block which
includes classrooms, domestic science room, library area
and an art/craft/pottery centre. The deputy director and
the assistant director (Education) offices, together with
the staff room, are located on the ground floor.

Recreational facilities

4.6 A swimming pool and gymnastics hail is contained in the
school building within easy reach of the units. The gym
hail is equipped for gymnastics and has a stage suitable
for concerts, plays etc. The swimming pool is large,
oblong—shaped with changing rooms and showers.

17.
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O SHORT TERM CARE

5 1 There are 6 care units at the Rathgael Centre and thesc
provide 75 laces for boys and girls. Two reception/
assessment units with 22 places are juxtaposed with a 10
place close supe ision unit and located on the soutl s
of the site close to the Rathgael Road. On the other
of the Centre witl the admiristration and school bloc1 a
in between, lie 3 4dols ent Care Units wrth 43 niaces
boys and girls.

5.2 The general philosophy for the care units in Rauhgael is
“to meet the needs of individual children ... taking
into account their personality, stage of development and
particular difficulties” however each child’s need for
security “in the form of personal respect and control” i
also given consideration, The units should have
“sufficient structure to ensure smooth running and to
minimise friction arising from uncertainty and
manipulation’. A flexible but unified approach to the
young persons by the teams of staff operating within the
units is advocated. The remainder of Chapter 5 makes a
detailed examination of Short Term Care and the Adolescent
Care Units are dealt with in Chapter 6.

Description of Houses 9 and 3(A)

5.3 The Short Term Care Units, 9 (White) for 11 boys and 9A
(Abbey) for 11 girls are sited in the first building which

is seen on the left on entering the gates of the centre.
The building is a modern, sixties “box” style building,
where the paint work is beginning to peel. At the end of
the building is Shamrock House. In the central area there
are well furnished and equipped offices for management
staff, the intake social worker and psychologist.

Boys Units Ground Floor

5.4 There is a door through to the boys’ unit, which is always
kept locked, giving entry immediately into one of the
offices where there is a desk, chair and telephone. This
is most unsatisfactory as it is used as a corridor and it
is impossible for staff to have a confidential telephone
call about a resident. On the right is the boys’ unit
main office, with desk, chairs, locked filing cabinet and
telephone which has glass windows looking out on the play
room. This area contains two pool tables and is very
cramped. There are no windows, and the walls are covered
with posters and photographs. Leading off from here are
the toilets and showers which need modernising. For some
reason, the plumbing has never been satisfactory and there
are persistent leaks. Leading off the other side is the
entrance to the boys’ lounge which appeared very stark.
The use of beige curtains, grey carpet tiles and the
absence of a lightshade added to the starkness. There was
a bookcase with a few, tatty paperbacks but no newspapers.
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Although some attempt has been made, the room could ock
more homely with tie addition of pactures. plants and
cushions etc. It is recommended that thes’ be
pr vided to make it loo’.z. less institutionaLised, There

a snail office off he 1 uge her h secetar to th€.
unit is based. flis ro r house her typewriter, desk,
chatr and telephone and is kept locked.

5.5 There is a corridor linking the boys’ unit to the girls
unit The pay phone is 1ocat’ed here Open ng off the

c tudor he during oom ‘1 e b ys and girls eat
together long able Pb a it. hs were made f
plastic, torn ir place which is unhygienic Child en
seemed to spend as litt’e time as possible at the table
and rushed off as soon as they had eaten to continue what

they were doing. The atmosphere was not inviting. As
mealtimes ‘hould be a inc when news s exchanged and

somewhat of a social occasion it is recomtnended that
this room .hould be made more homely with bright poster
prints on the walls, small round tables instead of the
institutional’style long tables, bright seersucker
tablecloths and napkins and modern osen—totable china.

5 6 The kitchen has a counter where serving of the meals takes
place It is quite well—equipped with a Tricity cooker
and fridge/freezer. There is a sink containing some
institutional-looking draining baskets. At one end are

storage cupboards. There is no microwave cooker or heated

trolley for keeping meals hot. Arrangements regarding

hygiene appeared satisfactory. After each meal, the floor

is brushed and mopped over.

Girls Units Ground Floor

5.7 At the other end is the girls’ unit. Again there is a
play area with a pooi table. The walls are covered with

posters. There is the main office with an outside window
and glass partition and door, desk, locked filing cabinet,

telephone and chairs and a room which is used for small

meetings which contains a coffee table, chairs, and
cassette radio player. There are windows here looking

over to the drive. Opening off the pooi room are toilets

and showers.

5 8 Off the downstairs corridor is the girls’ lounge which is

furnished with chairs, carpets, curtains, electric fire

and fireplace, and television. There are a couple of
pictures on the wall and this room is more homely than the

boys’ lounge. Opening off there is a small room which is

used as an office and for visits in privacy by families.

It contains a desk, chair, locked First Aid cabinet and

telephone The door is usually kept locked, In both

units no pets are kept and no musical instruments are

played. Just round the corner is another kitchen with a

sink unit, Tricity Marquis Cooker automatic washing

machine and drier. All the personal washing is done here
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e er day Leading off opposite t e ate en door ar
sta up to the bedrooms

Girls’ Bedrooms

5 3 n the girls unit, there is a mixture of single and
shared rooms. There are times when staff feel that sharod
octcmmodation is useful although the meal would he for a
single room for each :hid There ore 2 rooms ront.ain:nt
3 beds, one containing 2 beds and 3 single bedrooms
There 15 a wardrobe and chest allocated to each child
whicn appeared to be sturdy, durable and attract joe
There were 2 bathrooms containing toilet, hand basin and
bath. The inspector. were told that these tacilities wero
adequate but when the children were gett1ng up it was
noted that the children used the downstairs toilets as
eli

3ov Bedrooms

S 10 On the boys’ side there are 6 single bedrooms one
bedroom with 2 beds and one with 3 beds Again there e e
similar wardrobes and chests. There were strip glass
sections in each door to enable staff to check on the
children. There were no curtains or lampshades in some of
the bedrooms and the duvet covers and pillow slips looked
decidedly washed up and old. The inspectors were struck
by the lack of personal possessions around and the
starkness of the bedrooms in contrast to bedrooms in
children’s homes. Few children appeared to have stamped
their individuality on their rooms with posters,
photographs, possessions etc. It seemed that children who
had been in the unit the longest had taken firmer
possession of their rooms through the placement of posters
and other such means of stamping their individuality.
However, perhaps the message of the starkness of the Short
Term Care units is unwelcoming and punitive and perhaps
this is the children’s response to this rather hostile,
unwelcoming atmosphere. The Inspectors feel that
particular care should be taken to make the Short Term
Care unit as welcoming as possible, to enable the children
to settle quickly and so to enable a more accurate
assessment of their personality and needs to be made, It
is therefore recoended that new bedlinen, curtains,
lampshades should be provided to give the bedrooms a more

homely feel.

5.11 It was noted that there appeared to be some difficulty in
controlling the temperatures in the units. At the time of
the inspection the heating had not been turned on, despite
the fact that the air temperature had dropped
considerably. This was drawn to the attention of
management and when the heating was turned on there was

still some difficulty in regulating the level of heat in

the Unit.
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5.12 It is noted that plans are in hand to refurbish the Shor’
Tern Care Units. This actually is long overdue. The unt:
is rather stark and depressing and it is hoped that the
suggestions ‘ade by the Inspectors will bring about, in
the short term, some improvement to the environment. I:
is to the credit of staff that they have managed to cree’e
a satsifactory standard of care in such unsuitable
conditions.

The Children and Young Persons Resident

Girls

t 13 At the time of the Inspection, mere were iO girls in
House 9(a) aged between 13 years 1 month to 16 fears 7
non ha with an average age of 15 years 2 onths None of
the childrer sere related. On the above date 9 girls
were i rcsidence and one had absconded T o girls were
the ,bjcts f T11jj Detention Orders ‘tt Place f
Safety Orders and 3 on Training School Orders Six girl
were from the Eastern Health and Social Services Board,
from the Northern Board, one from Southern Board and one
the responsibility of the Probation Service

5 14 Some of this group of girls had experienced several
placements during their careers in care Four children
had come from their own homes, 5 had been living in
children’s homes lust before their admission to the Centr
and one child had been n hospital. Only one of the 10
children had previously been in a Training School, Nine
children were receiving education at the Centre, only
one, the eldest, was not, as she had absconded. One had
been living at the Centre for 5 months, 2 for 3 months, 2
for 2 months, 3 for one month, and 2 had just been
admitted.

5.15 The future plans of the children at this stage were
tentative; 3 were transferring to a children’s home, 2 to
an Adolescent Care Unit; 4 had no plans made — one was an
absconder. There were no tentative plans made for 3 of
the more recent admissions as case conferences had not
been held.

Boys

5.16 On the day of the census, there were 11 boys in House 9
aged between 13 years 5 months and 17 years, with an
average age of 14 years 9 months. None of the children
were related. On the above date 9 boys were in residence,
2 were on extended leave. Four children were the subject
of a Training School Order, 4 were the subject of Place of
Safety Orders, and 3 the subject of Interim Detention
Orders. Four children were from the Eastern Health and
Social Services Board, 3 were from the Northern Board
while 4 were the responsibility of the Education and
Library Boards.
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5 1 Some of this gro p of boy had experi’nced several
placements during their careers in care Seven children
came from their own homes, 2 frem children’s homes, one
had come from a foster home anc one from Youth Treatment
at the Centre. Five children had been in training schools
before, 6 had not.

.le ine children were receiving education at the Centre, one
was going out to school and one, the eldest was not
receiving any education. One child had been living at
Rathgael for 7 months, for 3 months, 2 cr 2 months, .3
for one month and one had only just been admitted.

5l9 The future plans of the children at this stage were
entative. Two we e t ansferring to a children’s home,
ne bill be discharged home, one will ransfer to either
hildren’s home os be licensed to live with relatives, o

is on extended leave with relatives 6 ere transferring
to one of the Adolescert are Unit

5 20 The view expressed by the staff on the unit was that all
the children were appropriately placed Most are
generally disturbed adolescents, some of whom have a
tendency towards aggressive behaviour and self mutilation
or destruction. A number of the children come from
deprived circumstances and some have been assaulted,
sexually abused and/or are the survivors of incestuous
relationships. The following vignettes are indicative of
the type of presenting problems nnfronting staff at the
Centre —

SHARON

“Sharon was admitted to Rathgael for the purposes of
assessment, from a Child Psychiatric Unit, her admission
to which had been precipitated by a serious drug overdose,
Within previous placements and at school, she exhibited
severe problematic behaviour such as stealing, alcohol
abuse and defiance towards those in authority.

Sharon was first admitted to care at a very early age, the
victim of serious physical abuse. Since admission, Sharon
has made considerable progress particularly with regard to
her ability to form relationships. Although currently the
subject of a Training School Order it is hoped that in the
near future she may be returned to a more community based
setting”

HARRY

“Harry was admitted to Rathgael Centre after presenting
behavioural difficulties within a children’s home. He had
repeatedly broken his behavioural contract within that
home. Harry presents no problems of control within the
unit and continues to attend Rupert Stanley College each
day Harry was made the subject of an Interim Order. It
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is the Centre S 1 ertion to request a Frainrng Schoo

Order order t Ic time a 31ther:

L gradually phase m bac tc hLs pirents home

Or to.

. phase him b k a toe Cl dren s Home.

4n immediate return t either of these placements is rot

felt to be feasible a hs time as Hrrv requires the

greater securIty and control provided within Rathgael

Care of the Individual

5.21 If a new child is to be admitted to the unit, staff do not

always have a great deal of advance warning. However it

is understood there is now more planning and considerable
background information about the child, his family and mr

reason for admission is obtained If there is time,
children in the unit are told that another child is to be
admitted. Often one child is designated to show the
newcomer around and explain the routine of fire drill,
bedroom and bathroom. There is no introductory booklet
about the Centre and its units (See later in Paragraph
5.33)

5.22 A primary worker system is used in the unit. The worker
helps each individual child to learn as much as possible
about their own family and history. The system appears to
work reasonably well.

5.23 When a case review or conference is to be held, the
children are advised. It is now becoming a feature in
many residential establishments for children to attend
their reviews Whilst it is recognised that not all
children may wish to attend or may feel able to cope with
the process it is to the credit of management that they
are mindful of current thinking and practices elsewhere
and encourage children to attend their reviews at the
Centre. If children are unable to attend for any reason
or prefer to make a contribution in writing, the outcome
of the review would be discussed with them by the staff

5 24 Case conferences are held in the Boardroom and are usually
chaired by an assistant director or his deputy with the
worker from the unit taking notes and being responsible
for ensuring that these are typed up and distributed.
Children attend the case conference at the end to give
their own views and also to hear the decisions of
conference. This arrangement is to be commended.

5,25 Children are allowed some degree of privacy if they so
desire. If they receive letters, it is policy that staff
open these as it is felt that their content may be harmful
to an emotional child. However, staff are often involved
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in helping the children to write outgoing letters. It :a

be argued that the children in this unit are not as we1

known to the staff and that the agencies who have referre

them to the Centre may have requested i’ .t contact wit,

specific persons is curtailed, Whilst accepting the

validity of these reasons the Inspectors feel that the

applicatior of a policy of ‘censorship rn the carp of

the children may be an infringement of their individua

rights. It is therefore recoended that the currert

policy of a b anket censorship of ‘nail and telephone cr.

be reviewed, There is a telephone pay phone in the

corridor joining the two units where children can make

calls. Incoming calls are answered by staff who then tell

the child if ti-ey are allowed to receive the call. If a

child wishes to make a telephone call, a member of sta

is advised so that they can ensuie that he correct ra

is being dialled. if an inappropriate telephone cal1

made by the child, then the normal sanction would be ne

to allow telephone calls to be made tor a number of days

Use of the telephone is restricted to 6 pm to 9 pm at

night and at weekends

5,26 The children were dressed appropriately for their ages dad

wear their own clothes after school. School uniform is

simple consisting of navy shirt or trousers, blouse or

shirt, tie and sweater, These are provided by the Centre.

in the morning, the children are called around 7,30 am

with breakfast at 8 am, Those who attend the main school

are escorted over to school or assembly at about 9 am.

Breaks and lunch are also taken back at the units. As

soon as they arrive back from school, the children change

into casual clothes There is no homework to be done.

The children are taught how to use the automatic washer

and drier on the unit and do their own personal washing

Large items of washing such as bedding, duvet covers etc

go over to the laundry every Tuesday.

5.27 Children’s teatime is at 5 pm when a meal such as a pie or

burger and chips is served. There is a rota for

washing”up and clearing up. Then it is back to the

television, radio, cassette recorder or pool table for

most of the evening. Supper snacks can be prepared if the

children wish but usually it consists of a bag of crisps,

biscuits or apple and a drink. The evening is relaxed ant

staff feel that this is often the best time to work with

the residents. Bedtime is at 10 pm and this is adhered tc

as the day staff finish their shift and the night

supervisors come on, Even at weekends bedtime is strictl

adhered tn. Tt is felt that this is probably more for th

convenience of staff than children. The Inspectors feel

that more latitude could be given for children to watch

live TV programmes on Friday/Saturday nights if they wish

Whilst the children were settling down for the night, the

were locked in their rooms, The rooms were later unlocke

by the night staff. The Inspectors point out that this i
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not a secure unit and it is recoended that this

practice should be discontinued.

5 28 Staff try to be consistent in t tir approach to

discipline. Sanctions, such as the withdrawal of

privileges or missing a favourite television programme are

used. f wilful damage is caused, part of the damage

would be paid out of pocket money Th inspectors fee

there would be merit in considering an zncent2ve schem

for rewarding good behaviour courtey kindness etc

5 2 Visits from families usually take place at the weekends.

It has to be said that there are not many visits from

children’s friends because often a considerable distance

is involved. The office is usually used for vists so

that some privacy can be ensured

5 30 Pocke ioney is “paper” pocket money and recorded in a

book for the purpose which is in accordance with the

rates There seems to be little actual experience in

handling cash on site, apart from those occasions when

the young people are going home on leave or on day trips.

The Inspectors regret this and feel that more direct

experience should be given Pocket money often goes on

cigarettes although smoking is not allowed under the age

of 16 unless parental permission has been given.

Cigarettes are handed over to the staff and children

request a cigarette. A maximum of seven per day is

allowed and there are sensible no—smoking rules in

bedrooms and the dining room. The policy over smoking is

under constant review. Perhaps a policy of incentives for

non—smoking could be considered.

5,31 Visiting between the boys’ and girls’ units is allowed

every night except for Monday evenings where there is a

group meeting in the girls’ unit, This is often to make

plans for outings. However, as the children from both

units meet up for meals in any case, the Inspectors

recommend that consideration should be given to mixing

boys and girls in Houses 9—9(a).

5,32 Holidays are arranged in the school holidays with due

regard for court appearances. Last summer 5 girls and

boys went camping in Enniskillen and some children spent a

week at Runkerry Centre. At weekends outings are

arranged. The unit has a minibus (there are 3 in the

Centre) and days out are arranged as requested, usually to

the Mournes or other places of interest.

533 There is no brochure about the Centre which provides

information for children and relatives. Information is

given by the residential staff and fieldworkers as

required However it is felt that such an introductory

brochure would be a useful addition and it is

recommended that this be introduced
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3 4 Staff frorr the usit hate a gee r la onbio wiLt t e

frldwor S a it ie childr rqu ed I e

children know where they are based and can contact then it

Lacy wish A great deal of contact btween field nd

esidentia staft takes place on he phore

335 At the weekends, the routine is core relaxed The

children are all wed to have a lie in and in awe ttiir

assigned ask to corplete. TIe tele isi n usial on

and children watch this whilst talking or knitting. Sane

lisen to the radio n the small ‘ounge off the sneaker

rca. r the ooys uni there ar sneaker ables and

more or the boys play wzth the staff than garls. There is

scope for more imaginative activities aned at oreparing

....hildren for independence a be de ised by staff and bui1

into the daily programmes. Similarly there appear to be

scope for the involvement of the wider community in

sporting and leisure activities

5.36 The Inspectors met most of the children zn the unit at

some time during their time at the Centre. Some of these

contacts happened informally but others were initiated by

the young people some were poor communicators but other

freely gave their perceptions of life in the centre and

compared it to other placements. Their views were

wide’ranging but a consistent theme emerging was their

high regard of the Centre. Generally they were content

with the treatment they received and their oniy main

complaint was about the food. This matter is referred to

again in Chapter 10,

Children’s Files

5.37 The children’s files are held in locked filing cabinets in

the individual offices of the boys’ and girls’ unit.

There is a file for each child and all relevant staff have

access to them.

5.38 About half of the files were examined by the Inspectors.

Generally the files consist of a front card giving details

of name; address; change of address; date of birth; date

of admission; age; first review; date order expires.

There are details of height; hair; eyes; complexion;

build; distinguishing marks; reason for admission; Court;

legal status; re’’committals in the Centre giving date,

Court; reason; reasons for revocation of the licence;

physical condition on admission; any special disability;

medical recommendation; father’s name and address;

mother’s name and address; guardian’s name cad address;

allocated to; date, home transfer and date

5.39 The files are split up into five sections:

1. Yellowfolder for caily occurrence sheets Dy staff,

2. 0rangeIntake.
3 GreenCase Conference
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4 PnkCourt report

5 BiueCourt report care plans process records ef
family meetings, contracts’ betueer rhe Centres

staff the child ard familv

5 Birth oertifcates are not neld on these files These ar

normally retained by the social services unless a Trainir

School Order is made in which case the Birth Certificate

is hel The amount o mat’s ial 1d on eacn file is

variabi ac ordirg to he legt f ti a th ok id ha

been in the unit and consistent ith the programme of

being followed. While the Inspectors were generally

satisfied with the standard of recording, it is felt rhi

some of the daily surnmaries could oe raps be more

analytical in detail ith a summary a cry three months

Front sheets were missing from some of the files. A

onotoeraph nchied on tne rzle kouia Ce usefui and -

Inspectors recommend tnat arrangements are made tor

this to be ncluded.

5.41 Pecording is done almost daily by the staff on the

evening/morning shift. The Inspectors found that these

records were a blend of factual information and an honest

account of the feelings of the staff at the time the

entries were mada.

5.42 Medical records are kept in the medical file in the sick

bay. Education records are kept by the teacher

responsible for the unit. He then sends education report

on to the school when the child leaves The teacher

attends the Problem Profile Meeting to ensure effective

communication.

5 43 The fact that the assessment/short term care programme

takes between 5 and 15 weeks means that the work tends to

be focussed more on reception/assessment and preparation

for onward placement. Progress is reviewed weekly at the

unit meeting and case conferences are called with

representatives from all agencies involved. Where

appropriate an assessment report is prepared for the

Court. If the child is transferring to another unit then

an initial plan is made for their future care. In a few

cases there was a lack of clarity about long—term plans

for children and the timescale within which it was hoped

they would be achieved Attention should be paid to the

need to elucidate longterm plans with clear dates and

provisional discharge plans indicated as part of the care

plan for every child perhaps by means of a clearer form.

It is recommended that such a form be considered.

5 44 A number of general information leaflets, practice

guidelines and policy statements are held in each unit

The i:spectors noted that on the giris unit the paper on

sex—related issues involving girls was missing and this

was pointed out. If such guidelines are available for
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gir s ther the sam€, should be available ror boys ft iS

understood that these are being prepared

Unit Records

543 Night book. This contains details of adsissions,

discharges, remands, conmittals absconders, absentees r

reasons, court extended leave, lev, changes, activfta s

bedroom placements, remarks for nignt staf , night

supervisors’ report iThese are initialled calfhour

intervals. There as a space for emarks clus signatures

of staff

5 4 Fire drills. These are contained in a small bound

book. At he front, there as a warning that fire dri’ls

must be a ned out osce a month and each team

leader/warden is responsible for ensuring that this is

dore This requiremeat is also made explicit in each

member of staff’s employment documents Details regardisy

fire oolicy, working of appliances and all requirements

are carefully explained This is to be commended The

following information has to be noted after completion of

each drill date and home of drill, name of member of

staff exercising the drill; name of each participant; tine

taken; remarks. Each member of staff should be encouraged

to exercise at least one fire drill. The last drill took

place on 15 September 1987 where the unit was cleared in

one minute. There was no drill held in August. The

previous tire drills took place on 1 July 1987, 30 January

l987, 29 November 1986, 1 October 1986, 29 April 1986;

4 March 1986; 30 January 1986; 22 January 1986; 7 January

1986 and 17 November 1985.

5.47 It is noted that there seems to be some long gaps betweer’

drills, which is most unsatisfactory. It is

recommended that fire—drills should take place more

frequently in accordance with standing instructions. It

was also noted that the names of the children do not

appear in the records. It is therefore recommended

that a record of fire drills be kept which shall include

the names of children and staff taking part and the time

taken to evacuate the building.

5 48 Punishment book This book is bound and contains

details of the child; the offence and whether the child is

handicapped. The team leader checks this daily and the

deputy director monthly and they initial this, Most

punishments tend to be early to beds and missing favourite

television programmes

5.49 A weekly record sheet contains name’ order

issued/expiry/Case Conference date; Court date; remarks;

disposal. The senior staff diary is kept in the assistant

director’s office. A record of pocket money which is

distributed on Thursdays, is kept and the amounts are put

on the children’s cards.
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— - -

Staffing

House 9(a)

5.50 In House 9k, there are seven members of staff, consisting

of a senior residential social worker, five residential

social workers1 one housemother. Five are male and two

female. The children in this unit are boys and

subsequently the staff is weighted to the male element.

However it is felt that children need the opportunity to

relate to both male and female models in their life and it

is desirable to have more female members in this team.

5.51 The age rang. of the staff varies from 24 to 43 years:

The length of time in their current post varies from 9

months to twelve years, and service in the training school

service varies from if to 14 years. The length of time

spent in residential child care work varies from one year

to a maximum of 14 years. Thus there is a high level of

experience and expertise in this area.

5.52 The senior residential social worker holds the CRCCYP, one

member the CQSW and ICSC, one the CRCCYP, 3 hold degrees

(one with a Diploma in Occupational Psychology) and one

member is unqualified. One staff member, who holds a

degree, baa obtained a place on a CQSW course and took up

his place in October 1987.

5.53 Staff attendance at traln{qg courses has been low with

four members out of the 7 attending no courses at all.

Three members of staff each attended 3, 2 and 1 courses

respectively. The Inspectors wish to highlight the

importance of ongoing in—service training and wish to

stress that all staff take advantage of a minimum number

of courses per year. Staff should have the opportunity to

attend appropriate trainhig courses and a Training Needs

Assessment should be introduced. It is recoaended

that this be undertaken.

5.54 In House 9, there are also 7 members of staff consisting

of a senior residential social work, team leader (warden),

4 residential social workers and one housemother. The

senior residential social worker is male, the others are

female. The children in this unit are female md the

staff appear to be weighted this way. However, the

Inspectors feel that it would be appropraite to have a

more evenly balanced male/female ratio and as in House 9k

and consideration should be given to this.

5.55 The age range of the staff ranges from 19 to 50, the

average being 38 years. The length of time spent in their

current post varies from one year to 11 years, the average

being 3 years. The length of time spent in the training

school service varies from one year to 14 years. The

length of time spent in residential child care work varies

from one year to 14 years, the average being 9 years
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again. Thus there is a high level of expe;ience and
expertise in this area. Two members of staff hold the
CQSW, one the CSS, 2 hold the CRCCYP ani ICSC, one the
PCSC. Only one member holds no qualifications.

5.56 Staff attendance at training courses has been higher than

House 9A with only one member not having attended any.

courses. Pour members have attended one course each, one

2 courses and the other 5 courses. The importance of

staff attending courses to keep abreast of new skills and

techniques to gain support and to enhance their own

professional development cannot be stressed too highly.

The comments in a previous paragraph 5.53 apply here.

5.57 On both units, staff supervision has not been formalised.

Whilst a number of staff have considerable experience and

expertise, formal supervision means that professional

support and advice can be sought and shared. Th
Inspectors recognise that some steps have been taken to
mitigate this but feel that an annual appraisal system has

become mixed up with the concept of professional

supervision. It is recameended that a formal system
of staff supervision be introduced.

5.58 Every Friday informal meetings are held in the Units to

diaousa the individual problems of the residents and to
discuss care plans. Policy matters are also raised here.

These meetings are not recorded and no formal agenda is
set. There are also Problem Profiling meetings held to
discuss a child in great detail following
Dr Hasud Hoghughi’s format in his book,‘tAssessing Problem
Children”.

5.59 There are 2 offices in the boys unit. One office is
equipped with desk, chairs, and locked filing cabinet.

Another desk with a telephone is just outside in a room

which is used as a corridor to gain entry to some senior

management offices. This is most unsatisfactory as it is

impossible to work or make telephone calls. Unit meetings

are usually held in the boys’ lounge.

5.60 There are 2 offices in the girls’ unit. One office is

small with desk, chait, filing cabinet and telephone. It

is glazed and and opens off the room with the snooker

table. Unit meetings are usually held in the room next

door which has seating and a coffee table and radio.

There is another office opening off the television lounge

which has a desk, chair! and phone. The locked medicine

cabinet is kept in this room. All rooms are normally kept

locked when not in use.

5.61 Each member of staff has a job description and a booklet

containing employment documents and has a clear idea of

their role. The majority of staff were seen during the

course of the inspection. The staff group appear to be

committed to the aims of the centre. They were confident
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to the 3isftrge sf :rzr duties The seoThs seeiftn
staff also felt hat staff operate yell as a rouo, The
share their probems and support is g’;en nforma1lv ls

needed, often :r, the a enings cr eken hen it
relaxed.

5.62 Each teac a split tb e half g a s
Sd a1 ) ei

F os.

7.30 am 9 30 are supervisaon ± chtldre 5etting Un
washing, tidying, itchen chores, breaxftst,
attendance at morning service.

930 ami0.30 am adminiscratcon tasks concerned
files, interviews telephon supervision of ch1den

LO cou t hospital dental ejtpolntmentv tc,

i.O 30 am 11 30 am supervisio of .hi dren s nosnal
break and own break

11.30 am—12.45 pm administrative tasks

12.45 pm2.OO pm supervision of lunch and lunch time
activities

5.63 The morning shift ends at 2.00 pm. Some staff commence

duty at 2pm and some at 4pm, thus, enabling contact
between morning and evening shifts to be achieved. This
period covers supervision of children in their house unit
and includes tea and supper as well as chores,
recreational activities, individual and group counselling,

outings, home visiting, going to bed. The following day
the shifts are reversed. The shifts are 64 hours in
length, although there is a variation on Fridays when all
staff are in attendance from 2—4 pm. The period from
10.30 pm to 7.30 am is covered by night supervisors with

at least one member of senior staff on the Care and Youth
Treatment side acting as back—up to the night staff.

5.64 In addition all residential staff work one weekend in 3
again on a shift basis (8 am to 5 pm Saturday and 5 pm to

10.30 pm Sunday) and again vice versa. This accounts for
another l4 hours per 3 weeks or approximately an
additional 5 hours per week. Residential staff work a 39

hour week. At weekends there are usually 2 members of
staff on duty. Sometimes this is supplemented by
part—time cover.

5,65 Communication among the senior residential social workers
and team leaders/wardens is enhanced by a weekly tam

meeting every Wednesday afternoon. An agenda is drawn up

and notes of the meetings are circulated and filed. This

meeting is chaired by the assistant director (Care) and

the issues covered tend to be related to policy.
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“6 The senior residential soeiai orke” are r”sprnsib’e

aiiy 7anagement the aeput; ass sarr firec Lrr
him to the assistalt director and ‘oh im t the
doo v director Ca

mIfl1tr.fl fr Houses , Sa) a,;d is deff: ‘‘ich

a fulltime clerical officer, She i based n a smal

office just off t’e bovs Lounge ff hors

68 e e ci im of h u i t sse

childrens.ycung person s needs in reLatcn to heir

admission to Care . This will be achieted thrrugh work

with them im the unit and through consultation with the

referring agencie As far as is possibie, provision is

made o meet thei ice n an effec lye ad appropriate

ianne

S.69 The function of the ShortTerm Care is :o:

I provide a comprehensive assessment where requested

by referring agencies

ii. provide a ‘crisis’ facility for chidren who are

presenting management problems in other settings;

iIi provide, prior to transfer to Adolescent Care Unit a

child profile in respect of each child who has been

made subject to a Training School Order

5.70 The assessment in each case is comprehensive, utilising

appropriate interdisciplinary resources —

educational/medical/psychological/psychiatric/social work

thus facilitating the most effective intervention.

WTAKE CO—ORDINATION

Pre—admission

5.71 The Intake Team social worker acts as a consultative

reference point when the unit is being considered in a

range of options for a particular child. This may include

an involvement in case conferences concerning children

whosd placement is presenting problems.

Admission

5.72 All referrals to the unit are made through the intake

team, If emergency admission is required after 5.00 pm, a

member of the intake team is always available. The

placing agent at point of admission is in a position to

provide some details of relevant medical/behavioural

problems and other pertinent information.
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Post Admission

573 A case conference involving all interested agencies is

convened as soon as possible afte admission, to discu a

the alm of the placement and to set a ‘late fr a preru

review As soon as possible aruer teis case conrerence,

the referring social orker, tee intake soca ‘orke

primary worker compile a criild profile prioritising

idettified pro bus and appr p tate a tion \ plaeue t

may last 15 weeks to facilitate fuller assessment which

na inc ide a phased eturn o a orimucitv based settirg

Ihrs may be achieved by application being made in the

Juvenile Court for either an Interim Order of Detention •‘

an lrteri.m Fit Person Order. 4here the ferrer is

considered, full details of any re-integrarion programme

a rlearly outlined n curt reports, otherwise children

will be detained in the Centre for the duracron of the

Order. In any case tee Place of Safety Order may only

extended by a maximum of 2 further consecutive S week

Orders

5.74 An assessment report is made available to facilitate tCe

referring agency and its details will reflect the nature

of the initial referral. The report is presented at an

allocation meeting which would determine whether a five

week placement for assessment or a fifteen week placement

on an Interim Fit Person Order, for example, would be more

appropriate to seer the chlid’s needs, A court report

would be made available automatically for chidren

appearing in courts where a Training School Order is

recommended, together with the assessment report, the

child’s profile and all available background information.

From time to time, children come straight to the Centre on

a Training School Order for school non—attendance - when

this occurs, a similar procedure is followed.

5.75 The ambiance of the Short—Term Care Units is somewhat drab

which could have an unhelpful affect on staff. Despite

these difficulties, staff have tried to make the best of

the physical conditions, although some straightforward

additions could be made to make the units more homely and

welcoming. Team leaders have tried to develop team spirit

to enable their staff to develop and to play a positive

role within the unit. Sometimes short—term assessment

work can be frustrating in that there is a constant

turnover of children through the unit with new residents

testing out the limits of acceptable behaviour of the

Centre.

5.76 The importance of the Short—Term Unit is that for many

children previous testings have led to rejection and for

some ultimate committal to Rathgael. It is vital that the

concept of emotional security be nurtured from the minute

a child is admitted. To promote and to practise this
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concept places heavy demands upon the Shcrt Term Cara

staff and it is only by the suppor and encouragement fron

each level of staff that this important objective can be

achie eth
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13. 2 A]JOLESCEHT CARE UNITS

Description of the Houses 1, 2 and 3

6.1 The 3 twostorey bricr built unzts are clustered togethe

a the bottom of a slight rise. They overlook the main

school block but to the rear lhere IS open countryside 10

fields and a lake They have recenti undergone extensi

renovations and are well urnzshed an- tastefully

decorated throughout. Houses 2 and 3 are joined cogetner

where their respective dining rooms meet. There is a

onne ting door but generally this is closed. House 1

sits at 90 degrees to houses 2 and 3. There is staff

accommodation asociated with all 3 units

2 The interior design of the units is similar Sleeping

accoirmodation is upstairs maini; in single and double

bedrooms with each house caving one bedroom which can

accommodate 3 or 4 residents, all crc furnisded with

‘ardrobes a small chest of drawers and beds, The

windows were curtained in flameproof naterial which

matched the duvet covers on the beds and the bedroom

floors were covered with flotex carpeting Space is

provided on the bedroom walls for posters, photographs etc

and some of the boys and girls had made use of this to

display pop memorabilia, sports day prizes etc. An

upstairs toilet is provided for use during the night and

each unit also has an office/interview room at first floor

level

6.3 The ground floor of the units comprises a living room,

with soft furnishings, TV and a pool table, a dining room

kitchen/servery, storage space and an office, Each house

also has 2 bathrooms, 2 showers and 2 WCs on the ground

floor. Generally these units were found to be clean

comfortable and well equipped and a pleasant living

environment was created for the occupants.

Fire Precautions

6 4 An automatic fire/smoke detector system is installed

throughout the units. Fire fighting equipment ie hose

reels, extinquishers and fire blankets is provided in each

though only House 1 has an external fire escape. The

Inspectors were told that the means of escape in case of

fire was through the staff accommodation at the ends of

houses 2 and 3. Since these were unoccupied when the

inspection took place the Inspectors have reservations

about this procedure and recomend that it should be

reviewed perhaps when the fire. inspection requested by the

director (paragraph 14,8 refers) is undertaken.

Staffing

6,5 Normally each of the Adolescent Care Units has 7 full—time

staff but there was a vacancy for a residential social
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orker in House I when the insnectron as takiog lac
The fulltime staff are assisted rn the evenings and at
the weekends by teachers/instructors doing extraneous
utles or by parttime staff The taff tean in Hous

rs lead by sent r rnsident3a seem worker while in
other 2 unIts the highest grade is warden. he questIon

of gradings and leadership at unit evai is referred to.
paragraph 3 4 above

There ar r n a wome corkin in un ta though

louse 3 ias on females e ore iden 1 social

worker and housemother Fr e sta f in H u e 1 n
another 3 in House 2 held reieant tualifications but

the exception of 2 holders of the CCRCCYP the staff of
House 3 are unqualified

h Children

6. Al of the child en in the Ado1escen Care nits are

p1 aced following assessment in shortterm care through an
allocation meeting chaired by the director However the

sex of the young people plays a crucial role in this
process as House 2 is the only unit atering for boys and

girls In effect House I is for girls only and House 3
exclusively for boys. The Inspectors ere advised that

following the merger of Rathgael and Whiteabbey one unit

for girls and 2 units for boys were planned but that the

integration of boys and girls in Hcuse 2 came about

because of a demand for more places for girls than had

been anticipated The Inspectors observed that in the

single sex units a good deal of staff time and energy was

spent keeping the boys and girls from meeting both inside

and outside of the units. Strict boundaries were set for

the young people and staff felt that they could not let

them “out of their sight”. By comparison the ethos of

House 2 where the children were integrated appeared to be

more relaxed, There seemed to be appropriate
relationships between the boys and girls and staff

supervision was subtle but effective nonetheless

Therefore it is recoiwended that all 3 Adolescent Care

Units should be integrated gradually bearing in mind the

availability of a balanced male/female staff group and the

recommendations made about unit’s staffing structure at

paragraph 34 above.

6 8 During the first week of September 1981 the Adolescent

Care Units were responsible for 23 girls and 22 boys

However only 16 boys and 8 girls were residents. Fifteen

young people, 11 girls and 4 boys, were on extended leave

from the Centre and another 4 ie 2 boys and 2 girls were

day attenders One girl was boarded out ith fcste

parents and another had absconded In effect this means

that 53% of the boys and girls were nonresident.
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6.9 The Inspectors wish to record their support for the

Rathgael Centre’s policy of allowing young persons to live

at home on extended leave prior to being formally released

on licence. Some of these attend the school as day

pupils. However supervision of these young people for a

3 month period while at the same time meeting the needs of

a group of residents on a day to day basis must place a

considerable burden on the residential staff. Therefore

it is recommended that the responsibility for young

persons on extended leave from the Centre should be

transferred from the residential units to the cdmmunity

care ten after one month.

6.10 It is also Centre policy to allow boys and girls who have

been committed there on a Training School Order for non

school attendance to continue to live at home when

practicable. However these young people come to Rathgael

each week day for their education. They are attached to

one of the Adolescent Care Units for supervision and

guidance while in the Centre and they also go to the units

for their tea—breaks, mid—day meal and to obtain travel

war;ants, etc. Although small in number the Inspectors

feel that the day attenders also make demands on the unit

staff at times when they should be supervising the

residents. Since the day attenders are coming in to the

school the Inspectors recoaaaA that the Centres

teaching staff take full responsLbility for them thereby

relieving the residential social work staff.

6.11 Included in the population of the Care side of Rathgael

are a number of girls who have received Training School

Orders for offending. The Inspectors were advised that

whereas boys are transferred to Youth Treatment if they

are convicted of offending the present organisation of the

Centre does not provide for the transfer of girls. This

appears to be inequitable and some staff felt that the

operation of this policy was difficult to justify to the

residents and not always in the best interests of the

young people involved. The Inspectors acknowledge that

separate provision has not been made within the training

school system for girl offenders and that this has a

bearing on the anomalous situation set out above. However

it is felt that a more flexible approach could be taken to

the transfer of boys from Care to Youth Treatment and this

is reccasnded.

6.12 Management of the Rathgael Centre are justifiably proud of

the record of diversion of young persons away from long

term residential care as subjects of Training School

Orders. However while a return to the community may be

the decision for up to 85% of boys and girls coming to the

Centre for assessment, the residual group has to be

catered for in the Adolesáent Care Units together with

some others committed directly by the Courts. Generally

these are maladaptive adolescents some of whom have been

deprived and abused to such an extent that they have
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become withdrawn, manipulative, or aggresslv—. Indeet a
the rime of the inspection some of the residents on
Care side of Rathgael were being supervised by a
Consultant Psychiatrist and recci’ ing daily medication
ameliorate their behavour. The ollcwing vrgnettes
illustrate he needs r orobler f some f the res s
ii ‘5 ise ri 1, 2 a d

IH A

‘During the arst 2 months of Cynthia’s placement she
absconded on 2 occasions and was involved in 10 assault
situations. During these violent contacts with cynthia

some particularly disturbing behaviour was noted.
Following a ccnrrontatson with stafr whici necessitatet
ie removal from the group, Cynthia would appear to
regress into a childi ke state in which she would screar
f. rer 11her clainin that she s being he by
this egressive state could last for a number of hours
Cyntia has orsistently refused to discuss these states
which along with her almost total lack of childhood
memories, was felt to be consistent with her having
experienced some form of childhood sexual trauma. Over an
11 month period the centres psychologists and psychiatrist
were consistently involved including intensive work with
Cynthia and her mother related to her home situation.
During this period Cynthia was involved in between some 50
and 60 incidents rangang from absconding, assaulting staff
with knives and attempting to set her room on fire A
number of intervention strategies were attempted in order
to modify her behaviour the most effective being the use
of isolation for limited periods. Ongoing problems which

remain are frequent absconding, a strong
anti—authoritorian attitude and her relationship with her
mother which remains poor.”

DENNIS

“Dennis is unaware of his parents whereabouts. He knows

that he is an illegitimate child and although his adoptive

and fostering placements in the past have proved very
negative, Dennis very much wants a mum and dad and still
wishes to be fostered. On admission to Rathgael Dennis
presented as a very aggressive disturbed boy. The
consultant psychiatrist described him in the following

terms Dennis has had an extremely deprived life. His

severe emmotional deprivation has resulted in his

aggressive, destructive, delinquent behaviour Dennis’s

behaviour has very gradually been modified with the help

of behaviour modification programmes and he no longer
preents many cf his physical and verbal problems. He has

worked through a lot of feelings about his natural parents

and would now like to be fostered.”
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DgREK

Derek was involved in 27 recorded assaul on staff and

residents in his last placement prior ro eing removed to

Rathgael On several occasions Derek was caught glue

sniffing and has also been involved in assaults on other

boys and abuse of staff. Because of increasingly bizarr

behaviour which resulted in a lacerated arm, Derek was

admitted to a psychiatric hospital Since he returned ‘o

tFe Cenre aggressive behaviour coupled to unpredictable

cood saings have led Derek to being admatted to a

psychaatric hospital on two more occasions. He s

presently receiving medication to moderate his behaviour

Derek has attacked one boy with a knife and burnt another

boys penis with a cigarette He has been found glue

sniffing and was suspended from a trainIng scheme for

tighting. He has killed his own net hamster and pets

belonging to other boys in the unit He became obsessed

with his health and imagined he had cot:racued every

conceivable illness. On several occasions he as observed

talking to himself in the mirror

Appraisal of the Adolescent Care Units

6l3 House 1 (Ballysillan) accommQdates girls only and they

will usually come to the unit from short term care

following an assessment Nevertheless it was clear that

some staff felt that a number of the girls had been

inappropriately placed in this unit It was found that

they were unhappy about having 3 girl offenders there

including one who had been given 4 Training School Orders

by the Courts. Staff felt that they could not cater

successfully for delinquent girls within a caring

environment and referred to the removal of 2 other girls

to prison some 6 weeks before the inspection as

confirmation of this, However the physical care of the

children was adequate and the interior of the building was

pleasant and in good decorative order.

6.14 The approach to the child care task is similar for all of

the Adolescent Care Units and involves individual

counselling, group work and behaviour modification

programmes through contracts and a marks system. A

primary worker is identified at the allocation meeting

held prior to the transfer of a young person from short

term care and a staff member is chosen taking into

consideration the personality and needs of the girl

concerned. The primary worker also has responsibility for

liaising with social services and the girls family, for

preparing the ground work for the Assessment Treatment

Profile and for accurately recording the decisions of this

meeting on the girls file

6 15 The general impression given to the Inspectors was that

there were differences in philosophy and approach between

the staff group members working in House l They did not
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appear to be worhiog as a team and ere iulnsrsb.e to

manipulation by toe girls. inteec at liPS some of t

rirls appear tr hove the inrtiative and :hrs was

.rticularly evrdnt at the tarks meerog. be staff i’

thss unit couid profit from eguiat profscionai

supersision and strorg icadership.

a 15 House 2 1Lislea) acc.uamodaLes boos ar ir I as

clear upon entering th Uflit that servr.irg tcsib1e w.s

herog done to create a homel7 atoicsthere for the c.1rri

The Thving area wa tastefully furnistTh rd deacrate

with bric.aThrac belong ng .o the oh:hen hrth as

prominently placed around the room. The bo and girls

changea from tueir outdoor snoes to slpeers an the front

hail c protect the a pets and soft rurriishings.

iroprcal fzsh flourished in a clean d ei1 maintained

a H a sd the e w s also bird cage tho gh unfortunate

the former occupant had passed away a fsw days before the

nspection However plans were in tand to tind a

replacement and also to keep a pet goPt once a stall

built for it at the ear of the unit The young oeopie

were obviously proud of their unit and go out of their

to make visitors welcome

6 7 here as a pleasant relaxed atmosphere in House 2 when

staff and children were together. fhey are on first name

terms and work co-operately when sharing the chores

Staff join with the children in playing pool, card games,

etc during the evenings and sometimes there is communal

singing to guitar music. The children’s friends may visit

them providing they are not disruptive. On 1onday

evenings there is a meeting attended by all the boys and

girls and by the staff on duty. It provides a forum for

children and staff to share their views on a range of

issues arising from communal living It is also used to

plan future outings, activities, holidays etc. At the

meeting attended by one of the inspectors the group were

planning a sponsored swim to raise funds for a Halloween

trip to Blackpool. tlinutes of the meetings are taken by

one of the children. On Tuesday mornings there is a

formal discussion of each child!s progress and realistic

targets are set for individuals by the staff for the

coming week

6.18 Acting out behaviour by the young people is confronted and

handled by the staff. The fact that incident reports are

rarely if ever filed by this unit is indicative of the

skilled and tolerant approach by staff to difficult

situations. Some emotionally deprived children have gone

through a period of regression while in the unit and these

situations have been managed with consideration and

patience. The staff group make appropriate use of the

psychological and psychiatric advice which is available to

them but are prepared to undertake therapeutic

interventions themselves. They present as a cohesive

mutually supportive team which profits from strong,
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oul ghtc ed ro ossi ra eaSer hip nen by the ser
residential social corker.

619 House 3 (!aione) was in good decorative order and well
appointed. However since omly boys ar accommodated
and as a ma rity of te s ff a e me here is a
dis incly a e mat ai him h u it ard he cm r s
touch was nc apparent. Nonetheless the ohysical care tC

the boys was adequate, a good routine had been establssbe
and order ana control was maincatned by the staff.

a Th najo ity of t urit s aff hay esera years of
experience c the training school service though only 2
them hold a relevant qualfication. Some of them had
reservations about, and were reluctant to give their fsi
to nitment t the urrert philos phy f the Care side f
tv ertre. They seemed unhapp about the changes tha
had been made and trequently remnisced about how things
had been handled in the past. in general they felt
isolated in the Adolescent Care Thits, said that they had
little contact with management and were critical of tho
support offered by them and by the psychologists It tas
clear also that the staff of House 3 had reservations
about the placement of some of the boys there. In
parccular two of them had been diagnosed as having a
psychiatric disorder and required regular medication to
keep them under control, The Inspector felt that the
staff were managing these two cases eli under the
circumstances and that changes in attitude and approach
could only be achieved through a programme of in—service
training and by the introduction of regular professional
supervision

The Close Supervision Unit

Physical Description

6.21 House 10 (Shamrock) is a 2—storey brick built building
wedged between the short term care units (Houses 9 and 9a
and a staff house. The main entrance hall faces the
Rathgael Road but there is access to short term care
through an internal door and to the outside through the
kitchen at the rear of the building. All doors leading
out of the unit are kept locked but in no way could they
be described as secure.

6.22 On the ground floor to one side of the entrance hall is
the bathroom and associated toilet Originally the
building was intended to accommodate boys only (it is now
a mixed unit) and the washing and toilet facilites were
construcea as an ablutions area with open showers,
urinals, bath and 2 WCs It has a Dickensian appearance
and is totally unsuitable for use by boys and girls.
There are long term plans for making alterations to this
area and to the complete unit. It is the inspectors view
that House 10 requires urgent attention and should be
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en o iorit I his ork a ra e brought foroard
ther it i reconeudd tap shou o taken to modify
the bathroom area ahead of toe mar kedule of ork

23 The main iving area conprises or 1onge quiet rooc
fining area kitch n nd a staff off ce 1 1 d’ision
between he rooms are glazed s a s ung peo le an b
pt under obser atioa I time he g ird tio r
ooms r pa us gI’ ta I l a a ed an
ppor ed

css t h i f o e t i e leadi a
from te eatrarce ha A thr. t p t one side s a
LoLm staff flat ah I is sod i i iassrooms by the
teachers during the day md aft twa ds prov des a base

he night supervis 1’ the igh hand s do C he
taircase a na w rridor ii as the ful lemgt o

building There ar 10 sing a bedrooms 5 on eah side
the passageway al h g ass red bservati. r sits
on thei doors

6 25 In terms of space the bedrooms all meet the area
recommended by the Community Homes Design Guide Each hi
natural lighting and ventilation through a window on its
exterior walL Ihe bottom halt ot the window has been
double glazed using macralon’ o prevent breakage Ther
are radiators below the windows and each room has a push
button which can be used to call staff In practice the
Tnspectors found that a panel which is activated by the
push buttons, a buzzer sounds and a light is switched on
was not operating satisfactorily. It was explained that
the equipment is old and replacement parts are difficult
to find This is unsatisfactory and it is recommended
that the system is either repaired or replaced

6 26 There was a metal framed bed in each room which was fixed
to the floor to prevent it from being moveth Some of the
rooms also had a wardrobe and a small chest of drawers but
others had a bed only. Some of the boys and girls could
only pile their clothing on the floor and others kept them
in plastic shopping bags It was explained to the
Inspectors that the furniture provided had been
unsatisfactory and much of it had been broken and would
not be replaced until the planned programme of alterations
and refurbishment was completed However this is unlikely
to occur until l989

6 27 Attention was drawn to the matresses and bedding provided
Staff and children agreed that it was difficult to keep
the bedclothes on the mattresses during the night and
frequently the boys and girls waken because they are cold
Some damage had been done to the fabric and structure of
the bedrooms by the children when they acre upset. The
Inspectors found this area of House 10 to be quite
depressing
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• 6.28 It is accepted that there are long term plans to bring
this accommodation up to an acceptable standard and to
make it secure. However in the short term something
a ,uld be done to improve the young p..ople’s sleeping
accommodation. It is recoended that storage space
is provided for their personal clothing, that steps are
taken to make the beds more comfortable, that some
attention is paid to the other fixtures and fittings and
that the bedrooms are decorated.

The Staffing

6.29 House 10 has 9 full-time caring staff ie a senior
residential social worker, a warden, 5 residential social
workers and 2 housemothers. Two full—time teachers who
provide education for the boys and girls also contribute

to their care through doing extraneous duties in the

evenings and at weekends. The duty roster is planned to
allow 2 male and 3 female staff per shift on weekdays with

weekend cover provided by 2 men and a women. There is
collaboration between the teaching and caring staff and
across the 2 shifts.

6.30 Three of the stiff have CQSW, 2 hold CCRCCYP and 2 ICSC.
Only ne staff member was without a relevant
qualification. There is a good blend of youth and
experience and the staff group impressed as a committed

well integrated tea who work well together and adopt a
professional approach to their task.

The Children

6.31 Referrals can be made to the Close Supervision Unit either

directly from the Health and Social Services Board or from

the other units on the Care side of Rathgael. The general

criteria are as follows:—

1. the boy or girl has a history of absconding and is
likely to abscond from any other description of
accommodation, thereby placing himself or herself at
physical, mental or moral risk;

2. he or she if kept in any other description of
accommodation, is likely to cause self injury or
injuty to other persons.

6.32 Admissions can be made on a planned or emergency basis.

The following procedures apply:—

1. for planned admissions a case conference is called
involving representatives of management and staff
from the referring agency, including those who have

worked directly with the young person. They meet

together with Rathgael staff including an assistant

director/deputy assistant director, an intake social
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worker, psychologist, staff from Sbamrock and

appropriate people from othe disciplines:

2 adnisions may b made ia any mrgency hrough the

intake social worker but in this I sance a case

orfereac as at (I) above tus be a r aged ‘ithin ‘2

hours.

o. 3 The case of each boy or girl adm tted to the Close

Sipervisior nt is eviewed a eas a e i’ aach 3 ‘eek

period to ensure that (a) he criteria fr keeping the

‘iild a tIe close super isi a un o cinue to apply,

and (b’) the placement continues to b ppropriace for tie

child at tha stage

34 During the first week f Sep enber 198 he Close

Supervision Unit had responsbil1t o .2 young persona,

8 girls and 4 boys However 2 g rls, ho have been

committed to the Centre for ,sonschool attendance were

home on extended leave and another had absconded.

Therefore only 3 girls and 4 boys were living on the

premises.

65 One girl who had previousiy absconded from short term car

and was considered to be “at risk” had come to Rathgael on

a Place of Safety Order. She was the responsibility of

the Eastern Board but aJi of the others were committed on

a Training School Order. Three of this group had spent

between 7 and 8 months within the unit One of them was

going out to a YTP scheme during weekdays and spending

weekends at home, another was looking for a job arid a girl

had attended school in Bangor. Staff within Rathgael felt

that these young people still needed to remain in the

Close Supervision Unit. However the Inspectors felt that

because of the secure nature of this facility there may be

a need for a more broadly based admission/reviewing panel,

preferably with independent representation, and this is

recommended,

6.36 However there was evidence also that many of the young

persons living in the Unit were appropriately placed.

Some had a high level of disturbance and a volatile

temperament which has lead to unprovoked assaults on staff

and on other residents. The following child profiles

gives some indication of the type of problems faced by the

Shamrock Staff:

NANCY

Nancy’s referral outlined that she had a long standing

problem in the community and this included references to

her involvement in theft and assaults. It was felt that

her behavioural difficulties were so extensive that she

should cone straight from the community into Shamrock.

She has a loud and vociferous manner of communicating

incorporating verbal threats and various idioms of speech.
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artcy ma aly draws t a on o do usang spec on
mis includes overr iling cosversami na and thereov
becoming domineering ed anmagOrIiSa Generally sue as
uneasy In Cr to one satuations 5112 i S tzues eve oontaca
Nancy is also very possessive of mer reatonships with
her reers .She is demanding of s:a:i ime and cac als— a
eaaous. rom time to time she is mar- nd antr’lsring.

relatlcn o males, both peers and staff, Hr frirdship
take form of lo e t te reiataca h a Occa onaiiv
Nancl udness has a ssulted in ger lv had fee ng
vitlin t gr up rd 1i an s 1 e nto tempe

art let phy c. agg essio ae form
nittirg pitting, I aing obj t nd headbutting l
will also defy staf to force cc’-f ostations aother
concein as that Nancy shows no remorse and even though 5:

may epolcgise the depth of feeling benind her words is

questionable. Nancy Ls very selfcentred, eaicus and
envious, she has low levels of patience and tolerance as
veil as being extremely petulant Obviously many of her
problems cross all of these sections and it is difficult
to categorise many under one heading alone.

Appraisal of House Ten

6 37 The staff of Shamrock aie aware that the young people
there can find the environment oppressive and this can
exacerbate their problematic behaviour. They have taken
steps to relieve this situation in co”operation with the
teachers who work within the unit, rhrough skilfully
handling situations when they arise and by the
introduction of some useful procedures. For example the
residential staff try to anticipate difficulties and will
intervene early to divert the young people from a possible
collision course. Primary workers provide individual
counselling sessions for the boys and girls twice weekly
and if there is concern about a young person staff will
make a check on him or her at 15 minutes intervals during
the day and overnight. Another general procedure which
has been introduced by the staff team is to hold a full

meeting within 48 hours of any major incident involving
the residents to examine its antecedents and
consequences.

6.38 The teachers who are assigned to the unit also play their
part. They are considered as team members and contribute
to the general care and supervision of the boys and girls.
They have devised a structured curriculum which ensures
that each pupil attains basic standards in English, Maths

etc but which gives them experience of problem solving,

social and life skills, role playing, etc. The teachers
have set the following objectives for the work in
Shamrock.

1. to provide a safe environment for the children to

learn;
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2. a g aran e them some prog ss in mi g sk us
that tney ave found to be d’ffcult or impcssible

3 o develop responsibility in each eh d sa that they

iay mo’e n to another sch or a a ‘fT° ‘cheme;

o work c_oseiy with the social ‘ork team so as to

assist each child’s development on an ongoing basis

9 H cv r h Inspe tars found that he m et cormon sanc

used for misbehaviour by the young people was to send o

to remove them to their bedrooms for a period. For

serious incidents eg absconding, this can mean being sent

a bed ea ly on a number of consecutive nights If a coy

r gi I is sert t heir aed a r fr m t e classroom ther

they may be also sent to bed early the same e ening

6 40 Unlike other units within the Centre the bedrooms in

hamiock are locked wher on upied b the young people

during the day or night. this means that excluding the

normal bedtimes some young people could accumulate a

considerable number of hours spent under restraint ie

locked in a single room For example in the case of one

girl who was returned to the uni after an absconding the

following sanctions were agreed at a review:

First ‘ieek 2.15 bedtime
Second week 7.30 bedtime
Third week 7.45 bedtime
Fourth week 8.00 bedtime
Fifth week — 8.15 bedtime

It was difficult to calculate the number of hours

accumulated by any of the children because all

confinements were not recorded together in one place ie

some are in the punishment booK others on the child s

file, etc. Therefore it is recommended that the

system of recording confinements is reviewed to enable

hours spent under restraint to be calculated. It is also

recommended that no young person should exceed an

aggregate of 72 hours within a 28 day period locked in

his/her bedroom excluding the normal period between

bedtime and the morning rise.

6.41 Presently the bedtime in House 10 is 9.15 pm. it is

recognised that for at least one hour following this the

staff on duty spend time settling the boys and girls down

for the night and providing informal counselling. However

bearing in mind the points made in the preceeding

paragriphs about time spent locked up it is

recommended that the bedtime in Shamrock is brought

into line with bedtimes in the other Adolescent Care

Units.
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6.42 The staff in the Close Supervision Unit make use of the
recreational facilities on the Rathgael campus and also
take the boys and girls out as frequently is possible. On
such occasions one me iber of staff may be assigned to
supervise a potential absconder. Staff and management
agree that there id a need to provide an exterior play
area in close proximity to the unit but with sufficient
security to prevent someone from running away. Plans are
in hand for this type of provision but it will be some
time before it is available.

6.43 The teaching and social work staff of Shamrock have
arranged to make use of the Runkerry Centre once in each
quarter. During these visits constructive use has been
made of the facilities there and on one occasion the boys
and girls were involved in helping a party of handicapped
children. These week—ends have been therapeutic for the
young people from Shamrock and the staff group are
commended for their enterprise.

Daily Life (Adolescent Care/Shamrock)

6.44 On weekdays the boys and girls are wakened at
approximately 7.30 am. However in each unit a young
person helps out with the breaktnt preparations and he or
she may be called earlier ie at 7.00 am. All of the young
people have chores to complete between rising and leaving
the unit for morning assembly. Breakfast consists of
cereal, tea and toast though the Inspectors were advised
that when the central kitchen was operating a cooked meal
was provided.

6.45 Boys and girls in. the Adolescent Care Units who are on
regular medication or who feel unwell go to the sick bay
for attention at 8.30 am. At 9.00 am the young people
from the Adolescent Care Units attend a morning service in
the school chapel. They are accompanied by staff from the
house units and the service is taken by a member of staff.
After assembly the school day begins at 9.30 am.

6.46 The residents in the Close Supervision Unit do not go out
to the morning service or take part in the sick parade.
Instead grace is said before breakfast and one of the
nursing staff visits Shamrock later in the morning.
Lessons are also given within the Close Supervision Unit
by teachers and these commence at the same time as those
in the main school block.

6.47 At 10.30 am there is a 15 minute break from school and the
lunch period is between 12.45 and 2.00 pm. During these
times the boys and girls return to their respective house
units where they are supervised by the residential social
work staff. The school day ends at 4.00 pm and the
evening meal is taken at 4.30 pm approximately.
Afterwards the young people can relax for the rest of the
evening but staff offer a range of evening activities
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using the recreational facilities available to them within
the Centre. A snack supper is provided between 8.00 and
and 8.30 pm following which showers/bathc etc may be taken
with the bedtime preparations following 9.45 pm. The
children are in bed by 10.00 pm though some of the day
staff remain on duty until 10.30 pm. The night
supervisors take charge from 10.00 pm and they make
frequent checks on the young people during the night.

6.48 The daily routine as described above also applies to the
Close Supervision Unit with some adjustments to
accommodate an earlier bedtime (9.15 pm) and also to take
account of the potential for many of the young people to
abscond. Nevertheless they do have access to the Centres
recreational facilities and the Shamrock staff do make use
of these when it is thought prudent to do so.

6.49 It is the policy of the Care side of Rathgael to assist
the young people to maintain regular contact with their
homes and families throughout their period of residence.
As far as is practicable many of them go home on Friday
afternoon for the weekend, returning to the Centre on
Sunday evening. Some also go home on trial during the
week. For those remaining at Rathgael Saturday and Sunday
are relaxed and less structured. Breakfast has to be over
by 10.00 am but this does provide the opportunity for an
extra couple of hours in bed. There is ample free
recreational time but staff will also arrange outings or
take the boys and girls out shopping on request and
providing that transport is available. On Sundays some of
the young people may attend church services together with
staff and between 2.00 and 4.00 pm parents and relatives
may visit.

6.50 Some of the house units take a daily newspaper and the
boys and girls buy comics, magazines, etc with their own
pocket money. They are free to write and receive letters
but these are read by the staff in case they contain
anything untoward. Telephone calls can be received in all
of the units and within reason staff will allow the young
people to speak to their callers. They may also make one
i minute call out each week without charge though if
others are permitted they may be asked to pay for them.

Care of the Individual

6.51 Following assessment in one of the short—term care units
boys and girls are allocated to one of the Adolescent Care
Units at a meeting overseen by the director. The young
person is advised of the outcome of the meeting and will
be invited to the house unit for an evening meal and to
meet the residents and staff. He or she will transfer
within a few days. Prior to allocation his file and
assessment reports are made available to the Adolescent
Care Unit and one of the staff team will be appointed as
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primary worker and accept responsibility for settling the

young person into the house unit. Some of the Adolescent

Care Unit staff told the Inspectors that while the

background information collecte’ during the assessment was

useful a good deal of the observations made in the

assessment report were only relevant to the environment in

which it was carried out. In other words they had to help

the young persons to adjust to life in a different part of

the Rathgael Centre and to some extent they duplicated the

work carried out in the reception units. This inevitably

raises the issue of direct placements in the Adolescent

Care Units of young people who arrive at the Centre

already committed on a Training School Order • There is a

precedent for this already as some young people come

directly into Shamrock House. It is recommended that

consideration be given, to direct placement to the

Adolescent Care Units of children committed on care

grounds, thus avoiding a lengthy stay in Short Term Care

as the options are already limited to one of two houses.

6.52 In any event staff of the respective long term units are

involved in making a full assessment of the boys and girls

living there using the Assessment Treatment Profile. One

of them is the subject of a team discussion each Friday

afternoon between 3.00 and 4.00 pm. Prior to the meeting

the young persons primary worker collates any recent

recordings made about the boy or girl on observation

sheets, the unit diary and day book, and these are

transferred to appropriate sections of the problem

profile. The primary worker is responsible also- for

recording during the meeting which is chaired by a senior

member of staff and attended by a psychologist. Positive

and negative attributes are noted in the following broad

areas:—

Physical, intellectual and educational, hqme and family,

social skills, anti—soäial behaviour and personal

problems. The process involves identifying the young

persons presenting problems and targeting areas for

remedial work.

Reviews

6.53 A review is held on each young person at least once in

every 3 months. However after one yeè.r in the Centre, and

every quarter thereafter, a full progress report is made

for the Rathgael Licensing Committee (a statutory body

which can decide to release the young person from the

Centre subject to certain conditions). Reports made to

this Committee are presented by the primary workers who

also inform the young persons afterwards of the

Committee’s decisions. The Inspectors felt that the boys

and girls should be more actively involved in the

reviewing process and it is recommended that

management give this every consideration.
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Behaviour/Discipl inc

6.54 Staff on the Care side of Rachgael seek to control the

beha riour of the young people using personal influence ar

by orking through problems ith then as they arise. Boys

and girls are well supervised though this is more relaxed

in the Adlesoent CaL U its than i Shmrcerk. The

rue ured daily routine hi h pe meates the Centr a s

assists in the contror Of the boys and girls albeit in a

benign manner. Sending a young person to bed early is thc

C st frequen y sed sancior fo i idis ipl ne

Marks System

3 On ti-c o her i-and the geaer approach to rerard

positive attitudes and behaviour thougi- awarding marks to

individuals and groups. The twin strategy used serves to

focus on the needs ard progress made by each boy and gsrl

while at the same time promoting the coresiveness of the

group in the house units Individual targets are set for

the coming week at the unit meetings on Tuesday mornings

and marks are allocated for the previous weeks performancm

using the following scale

0 No eftort to improve

1 2 A slight improvement but could have been better

3 — 4 A real effort made
5 Excellent.

Basic pocket money is provided for all but a bonus is paid

to those achieving more than 3 marks. There are also

weekly targets set for the total group and any unit

achieving this is awarded a bonus with the special

privilege given to the unit achieving the greatest points

score each month. Full details of the marks system and

example of individual and group targets are given at

Appendix C. The Inspectors wish to commend the operation

of this progressive system of individual and group

incentives. However they noted that marks are also

awarded by the teachers for performance in school using

different criteria. Therefore it is recommended that

the school based marks are synchronised with those given

in the Care units.

Grades/Pocket Money

6.56 Three grades are operated in the long—term care units. A

boy or girl arriving in the Centre begins in grade 3 and

as weekly marks are accumulated may progress to grades 2

or 1. The higher the grade achieved the greater are

staffs expectations of the young person in relation to

behaviour and performance. Details of the grading system

are set out in Appendix D
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6 5 The rat f rocket o i cc c t he g
achieved currently the ate an on th Care ide f
the Centre are as folio’

Grade 3 Li 50
Grade L2 0
Gade 300

a dit o 0 a c o b r v snt and
roth 5 00 s gi en a Cjrictmas r c a esid

o C r , ra Da icc s 2

8 t as ro a that be e ck n n i ioa cc is
gene dily rt red by te uni taff n a a b box ha
boy o gi I has a car which - edit nd debits are

ade a part of then. orpa a n f caving
residential are the lispecto s cc that avery
cnportiinity chculd be er t e g erc ‘s t. harE.
hands or experien e of araginsr i n financial

affairs and this is re mmended

Smoking

6 59 Boys and girls over 16 years of age may smoke cigarettes
but those under 16 years of age can smoke only if parental
permission is given. They must obtain their own
cigarettes and hand them over to staff for safe keeping
Thereafter staff control smoking in 2 ways (1) they limit
the number of cigarettes smoked each day (on the Care side
of the Centre 7 are allowed each day) and (2) smoking is
restricted to certain designated areas within each unit.
Regarding the above it was noted that there was no
restriction on staff smoking ie they could smoke as
frequently as they wished and in any part of the unit when
they were on duty. The inspectors consider that this
practice could be divisive and recommend that the
Centres smoking policy should apply to children and staff
alike

660 It is recognised that many of the boys and girls come to
Rathgael with an already well established smoking habit
and also that restricted smoking is better than free
smoking Nevertheless it is recommended that
Management should review the present policy and practice
with a view to introducing incentives for non smoking.

Clothing

6 61 School un3 forms are worn by the boys and girls on weekdays
though after 400 pm they change into casual clothing It
is the Centres policy that uniforms should be worn to the
Centres school and this applies even in Shamrock where
education is provided on the premises General care of
their clothing is the responsibility of the young people
but laundry, training, etc is organised by the
housemother
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41 niiaicithiggart sr de l00toanyooyo
girl coinitted to the rare aid f The Centre Thereaf c
there is an allowance of £2 00 ocr eek for
replacements/new items At the. er of the first year in

te Centre a SAC bonus is givei tho4l’ up o £20 mist be
spent ott the sch nfo i 1c a o it las to b°
epace Jul det is ft .‘ire r setou at

ipzieroix r. 4nen p ncri rn ig 5 o e pus aseu
staff ac -teboy td ss ‘irg it dt hem

C. e
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710 YOETIU I’REAThENT

7.1 The Youth Treatment facility on the campus lies to the

right hand side of the main entrance. The physical

provision consists of 3 main units, 2 double and one

single. The single unit, House 4, also known as Fox Lodge.

is the secure facility, which at the time of the

inspection was closed for refurbishing. It is due to

become operational again in mid 1988. One double unit

consists of House 5 (Reception) and House 6. For

practical purposes and day to day operation these two

units operate quite separately. The remaining double

unit, embracing Houses 7 and 8, share the joint dining

room and kitchen facility.

7.2 The aim of Youth Treatment, is “To provide a programe of

care, control, assessment and treatment for delinquent

boys which will ultimately reduce or prevent their further

offending”. A strategy, embracing referral, control,

care, assessment, treatment and discharge is in operation

as a means of achieving this primary aim.

7.3 The senior deputy director is responsible to the director

for the day to day management of Youth Treatment. He is

assisted by an assistant director, and a deputy assistant

director. The assistant director has special
responsibility for the oversight of the Secure Unit, House

4, and the deputy assistant director is responsible for

the Reception Unit, House 5. The senior deputy director

is responsible for the remaining units in Youth Treatment

ie Houses 6, 7 and 8. In. addition to the professional

management of Youth Treatment each senior manager is

responsible for another range of, what could be described

as, estate duties. For example, the assistant director is

responsible for Term Maintenance Contracts and the deputy

assistant director supervises aspects of Health and Safety

at Work, a major element of this being fire precautions,

drills and procedures. The telephone system in relation

to faults, operations etc is also the deputy assistant

director’s responsibility. Although the estate duties
carried out by the assistant director and the deputy

assistant director, are very necessary components of any

residential establishment, it would seem that a

disproportionate amount of their time is spent on these

activities. The management team within Youth Treatment

must concentrate on the professional social work task and

to this end it will be necessary for the Management Board

to assess if the estate duties, referred to above can be

dealt with in a more effective way. Reference was made to

this in Chapter 3 of the Report.

Staffing

7.4 The staffing at unit level in Youth Treatment is as

follows:—. 4 senior residential social workers; 2 wardens;
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addition to this gro.i of sta xrn ais Int ‘S orke

Dy 8 to chers usually on one eveniug pr rcA snci at

eekend. Night sos er, e lfl pm to ri is pro’ded

a ten of might suprvisor and frm C me me

establishment at Youth i’reatment s ‘salem rto 8 v aba
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The staff grous represer’ts a hide rirge a age, sails

p alifi ation Of tIe g o p 20 a males sd iz are

remales No female holds a Senior post The nsght

upervisor’ ara all mls ‘s am cAr L Thrs,nnsrrutc

performing extrenuous outies.

6 At present House A, is being refurbished and as a result

the staff have been allocated to other units ithin Yout’

Treatment Houses 4, 6, and $ are managed, at unit

level by a senior residential social worker whilst the

person in charge of reception IHouse 5i is designated as a

warden. The anomalies in the grades of warden/senior

residential social worker, are referred to in detail in

Chapter 3 of this Report. In concert with the views

expressed there it is reconended that a senior

residential social worker be appointed to fill the unit

management post in House 5. Similarly the post of warden

and housemother should be phased out, through natural

wastage, and thereafter the staffing within the units

should be made up of one senior residential social worker

and an agreed number of residential social workers. The

new proposed role for the senior residential social worker

will include responsibility for the provision of

professional supervision to staff at unit level, The

absence of professional supervision was apparent in Youth

Treatment and the implementation of a structured approach

to supervision should be seen as a matter of urgency.

7,7 Each Wednesday a team leader’s meeting is held. All

senior managers attend and the meeting is conducted in a

professional way with agendas and minutes being prepared.

In turn the discussion and findings of the meeting are

conveyed to staff at unit level where meetings. are also

held weekly. The system of meetings ensures clear lines

of communication and the process appears to work

effectively

7.8 The staff present as a competent, committed group, who

have had to adopt to new practices and procedures during

the course of the past 2 years. Although there was some

evidence of traditional, institutional thinking, in the

main the staff appeared to ‘cork well together and gould

see the needs of young people as being of paramount

importance
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The Needs and Problems of th Y ung People

9 The present segregated arrangements in Rathgael Centre

mean in effect, that all of the young people in Youth

Treatment have been committed to the Centre becanse of

some delinquent act A propotion ci te y ung peopi

have been transferred from the Care side where they had

rigira1ly been cunmited on elfae grouds and follow n

involvement tn rimnal effences had been tzansferred cc

Vouth Treatment On the census day there were 7fl boyc rn

toll in Youth T eateen Of this urrbe 8 e e n

residence, 19 were on extended ieave this number

cludig 2 day atte den were c Rutcerry Centre n

were in Lisnevin and there as one absconder.

7lO The age range of the young people as free 14 to 17 yea c

but 5 of the boys were under 14 and 6 os the resident

group were ove 17 years Tn dis ussior fIh the staff

they felt that none of the young people had been

nappnopniately placed Almost all had received a variety

of disposals from previous offences, before being made the

subject of a Training School Order. The offence

characteristics of the group was wide and vatied offences

of theft, burglary and dishonesty, taking and driving away

featured most commonly whilst a number of the boys had

been committed to the Centre on sex—related offences.

7li In the section of the report dealing with the individual

units, vignettes have been included to give an indication

of the type of presenting problems confronting the

residential staff. In general terms however the group of

boys in Youth Treatment present considerable problems of

management. Many display varying degrees of disorder,

aggressiveness and disturbance, In keeping with the now

well established trend in child care the boys coming into

Youth Treatment are more difficult to control and staff

have had to develop a range of skills in order to enable

them to carry out a form of meaningful intervention.

Appraisal of Individual Units

7l2 The members of the House 4 staff team, although working in

other parts of the Centre were anxious to meet as a group

with the Inspector. The residential social workers have a

strong sense of identity and commitment to providing

treatment to young people in security. Although they had

only functioned together as a team for a relatively short

time, it was evident that they had applied considerable

thought to the task In the time leading up to the

opening of Fox Lodge they had prepared together a

philosophy and operational strategy nd had sought to

examine their role closely. It might be of further help

to the group if they have the opportunity to visit a

comparable unit elsewhere within the United Kingdom before

they are reconstituted as a house team. It is

recoended that consideration be given to the
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feasibil’ty of such a visit Tt is appreciated however

that this ou1d be subject to financial and other

operational constraints within the Centre,

lb se 5

7 3 House 5, known as Gibralar or Recept’on (YT) is simila

in design to the other units on this side o the ca’epus.

Although part of a double unit, adjoining HousE. 6, it

operates quite autonomously It has a capacity for 12

boys and at the time of he inspection there were 7 Young

people in residence, a cormatted and one on remand. In

addition one boy, who was also on cii nd had beer removcd

o LisEievin on a week order. The group of rasidents

tend to be shortterm and unlike the other sr’its most of

the boys are in residence at the weekends Accommodatior

on the ground floor comprises of a lounge, office, washing

area ard quiet roon, the latter being usad also as a

smoking room. The dining rorr s actually part of the

staff accommodation which adjoins the end of the unit,

Although a microwave oven is provided to assist with

keeping food warm, because from time to time boys on cou t

appearances may not be present at meal times, the kitchen

in the unit, a small domestic facility, is most unsuited

for preparing even limited meals on site, There are no

unit laundry facilities. The senior management of Youth

Treatment is aware of these shortcomings and it is noted,

that in keeping with the other units within Youth

Treatment, House 5 is in the programme for longterm

refurbishing

7,14 House 5 materially is rather sparse. There was little

evidence of personal belongings in the boys’ bedrooms,

this may be due to the transitory nature of the group but

some encouragement could be given to boys to have some

personal belongings in their rooms. Again the lounge

could be improved by the introduction of pictures, murals,

plants and with a little thought the environment could be

improved. The bedroom accommodation consists of 4 single

rooms and 2 4bedded dorms, Other accommodation upstairs

consists of an office, stores and a night toilet,

7 15 Although the material provision is sparse in places the

unit team operates in an effective manner, From

discussion with staff and an examination of the existing

admission procedures, it appears that practices are good.

The importance and sensitivity of good admission

procedures is an important part of the task and this is

recognised by the team. Record keeping is of a good

standard, All of the records were up to date,

we1i-organised and follow the pattern of record—keeping

which operates throughout the Youth Treatment sector The

young people attend a separate educational unit, which is

adjacent to House 5. A teacher is responsible for the

oversight of the educational programme and he also

contributes towards the assessment process which is a
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funda-nentl equiremer1t othouse The Loilowirg child

prop l gi cc orre iid’caor f he ;p of roblems

faced by the taf in Hoisc 5

WINSTON

‘Winston’s father and metier rrc legally separated in

i978 a divorce was granted in 1985 and Winston’s father

was remarried in the same yea- Winston is the youngest

of 4 full sibling bu has one vounge half brother (the

hild of his mothe and her habitec born it May 1981)

with whom Winston has shared a home. There is now an

infant half—sister (the child of his Lather and his

prese t wife Yvonne but she has rewe. been art of

qinston’s iousehold, Winon s aothei has had long ter

difficulties in establishing and maintaining adequate

control over her family’s behaviour and particularly so

with respect to Winston. All four children were placed ir

resicentia are in dune 1980 cue to short coming in rue

home. Fit Person Orders .ere sought and granted a health

and social services board in respect of all four children,

By June 1984 the four children had been successfully

phased home again Winston being the last of the four to

get home, In May 1985 Winston had to be readmitted to

residential care and although he had maintained contact

with his hom and family, Winston has remained in

residential care or foster care, apart from a period at

home from August to December 1986, until his admission as

a subject of a Training School Order in July 1987.

Winston had no previous criminal record prior to his

committal, He had however been responsible for causing

considerable damage in 1985 to property at a childrens

home and also in 1986 whilst resident in hospital, to the

roof and to parked vehicles. He was also recommitted in

September for other offences including unnecessary

suffering deliberately caused to bantams and rabbits, who

were drowned, had their necks wrung or were thrown alive

and dead to two guard dogs. With adults Winston was not

very communicative but sought attention often through

sullen refusal to conform or co—operate. Given attention

and/or a new project or prospect he could be quite

co—operative and pleasant. With his peer group Winston

sought recognition and excitement through disruptive

activity but generally only succeeded in becoming the butt

of the group as a result of his poor survival skills. His

social functioning availability was much more in line with

his depressed, academic achievement than with the

estimated low average level of intellectual potential “

House 6

7 16 This unrt can provide acommodaticn for 15 young people

and 13 were in residence. The unit provides for the older

boys in Youth Treatment where independence training and

preparation for discharge are primary objectives Of the

group of 13 in residence 5 were involved in YTP/work
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situations and one was rere iving ecucetion in one of the

local schools It I orth noting that each of the bo’s

on a YTP Scheme, who receive 28 fO per week ar required

to centribute £1 toe ards the..r board and lodgi gs A

further 610 is olacef in saVing and the ernaining 68 5( ir

lisposable ncom. In cone iisran as fines to courts ar

paid by the school cIth instalments eing deduced fno

the boys ancoac. efion I1 Cildrer, and Youag

°ersons At (NI) 1968 provides tha wtrere a young person

is in rernunerauie work tire manage s of a training choo’

nay dd ct “sw h c ekly sums towaris their expenses as

Ministry may detersine” it has been dcided by Soc’al

Secur t that YTI schemes cannot be regarded as

remunerative work and rha the mrnies rcei ed are

training allowance conscquentl; t is recommeaded

hat the practice of making deductions .ctvards expenses

arom young people on YTPs he discontiaupd

7i7 The unit is pleasantly furnished and irtkeeping with the

other units include facilities such as snooker table

tennis and table games. The regime within House 6 is

fairly structured. In the words of the senior residential

social worker the boys are treated as young adults where

standards of behaviour are clearly spelt out. The group

of boys are quite troublesome at times and their behaviour

outside of the Centre often results in re-offending. This

inevitably leads to considerable interaction between the

residential staff, the police and the courts.

7.18 During the summer of this year, House 6 planned a holiday

with a difference. The boys and some staff spent a week

at Castle Archdale in County Fermanagh. Seemingly the

project was a great suceess, not only in terms of the

enjoyment experienced by the boys but of the useful and

beneficial relationships that developed between boys and

staff

7.19 The records kept in the unit are comprehensive and up to

date. Some of the record keeping is peculiar to House 6

and reflects a structured approach to administration. It

was noted that in the office in the unit a covered wall

display has been erected. This display lists all the boys

in the unit and the agreed treatment aims for each. This

ensures that all staff can see at a glance the plans for

each boy This is a useful tool, used as an aide memoire

and shows the senior residential social worker and the

team have a reflective approach to their work,

7 20 The staft group in House 6 comprises of 7 persons; 5 males

and 2 females, which includes the housemother Female

staff are underrepresented and, although working with

physically mature 17 year olds can be difficult, and

despite the reservations of some of the male staff in the

unit, Management should ensure that as far as possible, a

reasonable balance of male/female residential social
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workers is maintained and this is recommended The

following is a pen picture of one resident ir douse 6.

JA?S

‘James was brought into care at birtI and placed th a

family who were short term preadoption foster parents.

James, at tue age of 4 years he was abopted by the family

and according to them was cede fully aware of his adoptie

status at at early s age. James has two older brothers

who are at University and consequently spend most of heir

time away from home Over the past 5 years there has been

conflict and confron ation caused by James’ act of

stealing from the home and also from the homes of

neighbours. This behaviour lead to admission to a number

of reside tial establishments and finally to Rathgael

Centre. James was transferred froa House 7 to the Secure

Jit in Yuth Treatment ea her this year due to suicidal

tendencies It should be noted that this problem has not

manifested itself during his stay in House 6. Apart from

3 abscondings during his stay in Rathgaei James has really

tried to modify his behaviour to such a degree that he has

been granted day leave on several occasions to his home,

which according to his parents, has gone quite well.

James progress has resulted in recommending him to be

returned to House 7. Due to complaints from the boys in

House 7 regarding bullying, it was decided that James

should be transferred to House 6 where he would be with

boys of his own age. James is a very confused and

disturbed young man who has been referred to the

Adolescent Psychological and Research Unit (APRU). He

suffered a head injury when he was 4 years of age and the

possibility of minimal brain damage is being

investigated.

House 7

7.21 This Unit is staffed by a senior residential social

worker, 4 residential social workers, a housemother and 2

extraneous duty staff. 16 boys were enrolled and there

were 13 in residence. House 7, known also as Musgrave and

adjoining House 8, Balmoral, provides accommodation for a

younger group of boys whose ages range from 13 to 15

years. Just prior to the inspection 3 boys had been

transferred “to a more mature environment”, presumably

House 6. This had been brought about by prolonged

incidents of bullying. The accommodation unit is similar

to the other units in Youth Treatment. Sleeping

accommodation consists of one 5bedded dorm, two 4-bedded

dorms and two single rooms. The bedroom furniture

includes wardrobes, rhest of drawers, but few bedroom

chairs. The floors are covered with carpet tiles and the

decor is a mixture of wallpaper and a matching matt finash

paint. There was evidence of personal possessions arounJ

the unit.
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7.22 The environment downstairs, is pleasant and warm. The
dining room is shared with the staff and boys of House 8.
The well equipped kitchen or servery consists of
sterilising sinks, heated serving counters, washing

machine, fridge and storage space. It was noted that
there is a sign in this kitchen prohibiting boys from
operating the washing machine/tumbler drier. This points

to the whole area of independence training, access to
washing machines, cooking, ironing and life skills in
general. This subject will be referred to later in this
section of the report.

7.23 The condition of the ablution area, as in all of the units

is quite unsatisfactory in terms of design. The toilet

and showering area is kept clean but sadly it reflects the
rather institutional design and thinking of the approved
schools of the 1960s.

7.24 The records, both administrative and case files were
examined and all were found to be kept up to date and the
standard of recording was satisfactory. The Inspector had
the opportunity to attend the weekly Assessment Treatment

Profile meeting in the unit which is held on a Friday
afternoon. In addition to the house staff the meeting was

attended by members of senior management team and the
senior psychologist from the APRU. The following pen
picture describes one of the results in House 7.

“In August 1984 the Cooper family were first referred to
Social Services when Lee’s parents were experiencing
problems in exercising control over the 3 elder boys.
This situation of family tensions did not improve despite
intensive work undertaken by Social Services and in
February 1985 the two elder boys had to be placed in a
children’s home for 8 weeks for the family situation to be

reassessed. In Nay 1985 after committing a number of
offences and further breakdown in relations in the home,

Lee was admitted to Rathgael on a Place of Safety Order.
He was admitted on 3 further occasions on Place of Safetys

and subsequently on the last admission in April 1986 was

,made the subject of a Training School Order. In April

1986 Lee was placed (as were all the children in the

Cooper household) on the Non—Accidental Injury Registrar

following an isolated incident when Hr Cooper struck Lee

and perfárated an eardrum. In April 1987 Lee was
transferred to a long—term unit in Youth Treatment where

his brother had already been placed in July 1986. Lee

presents as a likeable boy but is easily bored, who will

occasionally test boundaries, showing, when not given his

own way both severe physical and verbal aggressive

behaviour. However, firm and consistent handling has
shown a positive improvement in Lee’s behaviour. It was

felt in June’ 1987, Lee’s progress had been sufficient to

consider him for extended leave from the Centre. However,
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in July Lee committed 7 further offences of theft and the

seriousness of this add the deterioration of his

relationship with his mother and father over the holiday

period was such that the possibility of extended leave in

September was temporarily suspended. Lee remains in the

long—term unit where further intensive work is being

carried out with the family relationships and Lee’s

offending behaviour.”

House 8

7.25 At the time of the inspection there were 13 beds occupied

in this 15 place unit. Amongst the population of 13 there

was one absconder and 3 of the boys were off on a Ocean

Yacht Club Haster Builders Course for the best part of the

first week. Prior to the inspection the boys had been

informed of the visit and the role of the Inspector. The

age range of the boys in this unit is 14—16 years and few

are transferred unless their behaviour, in terms of

bullying, is beyond control. It is understand that the

group are fairly manageable and co—operative. In terms of

an absconder the boys will assist in looking for him and

if sighted will chase him within the campus. At the time

of the inspection the staff group were coping with a

particularly difficult boy who is partially sighted.

7.26 There is a pleasant, relaxed feel to House 8. Thoughtful

use has been made of colours, plants and fabrics. It is

the only unit on the Youth Treatnient side, where the boys

have access to their own record player. All of the units

have music centres but these are located in the office,

staff operate them and control the volume. There is also

a music centre in House 8 but the provision of a fairly

basic, robust record player gives the boys the opportunity

of choice and the availability to operate it themselves

when (within reason) they wish. The lounge is adequately

furnished with a selection of easy chairs, coffee table,

room divider, unit book case and snooker table. It must

be said that most of the units have the same range of

furnishings but the personality of the staff and the

tasteful use of the furnishings does much to enhance a

homely atmosphere. Upstairs there are two four—bedded

rooms, one five—bedded and two single rooms. Personal

possessions are much in evidence. The matching pillow

cases, duvet covers and curtains give a pleasant,

colourful atmosphere to the sleeping accommodation.

7.27 The staff team consists of one senior residential social

worker, 4 residential social workers, a housemother and

extraneous duty staff. The team presents as being well

integrated and committed. An examination of the

administrative records and case files show these to be

kept up to date and the recording in the case files is of

a satisfactory standard. The following pen picture

describes one of the boys in House 8.
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“John is a fairly passive boy and very much a loner. From
an early age he has been the target oi serious bullying by
his peers. This would appear to be the result of John’s
extremely low standard of personal hygiene, his inability
to control flatulence and undoubtedly his submissive
nature and small light stature. John has appeared before
the court on three separate occasions. The first was in
September 1984 when he was charged with making hoax bomb
calls. He received a Training School Order which was
varied on appeal to a 2 year Probation Order. In Nay 1985
John again came before the court charged with making a
false fire call and was dealt with by way of a fine. In
November 1986 he appeared for the third time before the
court for fire—raising activity and criminal damage around
and inside the school he attended. The court ordered that
John be remanded to Rathgael Centre for psychiatric and
psychological assessment. In January 1987 John was made
the subject of a training school order. Whilst in
Rathgael he continues to be bullied by members of any
group in which he is placed. His individual programme of
care incorporated training in social and personal habits
in self—assertiveness. Never at any time did John present
a management problem and like the Probation Service, the
staff of Rathgael found John a helpful, pleasant boy whose
offending was due more to his being subject to a chronic
persistent pattern of harrassment and the serious
emotional pressures resulting from this, rather than any
want in criminality. John is currently attending a Youth
Training Programme in his local area having been given
extended leave status from the Centre in September 1987.
If the extended leave continues to operate smoothly it is
intentioned to licence him in January 1988.”

Daily Life

7.28 In examining the daily life in Youth Treatment it should
be borne in mind that although there are 4 separate units
currently in operation, each with their own ethos and
approach to the residential task, by and large the same
pattern of daily life is followed almost uniformly. The
day begins for the boys when they are called at 7.30 am.
There are iome exceptions to this, for example, boys in
each unit, who assist with breakfast, collect milk at the
central kitchen and those who may be going out to a
variety of work schemes are called at 7.00 am. The duties
performed at breakfast are carried out for 2 weeks at a
time and the boy carrying out this function receives extra
pocket money. Following breakfast at 7.55 am a range of
tasks are carried out by the boys and these include
washing the breakfast dishes, dusting, bed making etc.
These tasks are rotated on a fornightly basis. At present
most breakfasts consist of tea, toast and cereals but when

the central kitchen is fully operational hot meals are
often served. After the morning tasks have been completed
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those who wish may nave a cigarette, usually taren in the

quiet room or in the gash ar.a A sick parade’ ts call

at 8.45 am, This is an opportunity for any boy, who may

be feeling unwell, o visit the sick bay This pro’ess is

repeated at 1.30 pm and 4.00 pm daily. The issue of sick

parades is dealt with it detail in paragraph 11 10.

7 20 Assembly is held at 9 00 am when afi statf avaiLable are

encouraged to ateni with the children. School follows

until 10 30 am hen the boys return to their units for a

15 minute break. They re a corrpaai d back to scloo1 hr

staff and return for lunch at 12 45 pm. After lunch the

boys returt t school at 2.00 pm ard the school day

finally finishes at 4.00 pm. Rrom that tine onards boys

are free t elax read flay games or watch TV After

6.00 pm a wide range of recreational activities are

available both or ard off the camp s These ccl do

swimming, padder tennis snooker, indoor bowling, model

makirg and when ransport is available, groups may visit

locai leisure centres or other places of interest Most

recrational activities finish by 9.00 pm.

7 30 Supper is served between 8.00 and 9.00 pm and usually

consists of fruit, crisps, milk or tea and usually taker

in the common room or at times in the dining room.

Between supper and bed time boys can take shuweis cud the

pace of the group is gradually wound down. Bedtime is

between 9.45 and 10.00 pm and late bedtimes are rare. The

night supervisors come on duty at 10.00 pm and the last of

the day staff finishes at 10.30 pm The boys are locked

in their rooms by the night supervisor and they are

visited by him at half’-hourly intervals until midnight and

hourly thereafter. All of these visits are recorded.

7.31 Saturday and Sunday are fairly relaxed and unstructured

A considerable number of the boys will be on week—end

leave and those who are not or who are on school—based

leave, may lie in until 9.00 — 9.30 am. Sometimes trips

are organised to places of interest, forest parks, the

folk museum, sporting events etc. Boys are free to have

family visiting and those on centre based leave may go out

to Bangor by themselves. Occasionally boys are permitted

to stay up if there is a late programm on TV but it is

understood that this is regarded as a privilege and it is

not a standard practice. It is recommended that this

practice be reviewed,

7,32 With the exception of House 5 (Reception) where letters

and telephone calls are intercepted, boys are encouraged

to write letters and make or receive telephone calls. In

general a good rapport exists between staff and boys in

the units There are many instances of good practice and

the boys appear to be content and well cared for The

question of the quality and quantity of the food came un

in all of the units and was the subject of ongoing deba
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throughout the ns.ccrirm, This iss I retrred
r a”other parr sf ir tDort

33 In Youth Treatment the staff, although the eat the same

food, sic t seaarate rabes, T is inrtood that in

House 4 staff and boys eat together nid :h:s has proved to

be a ‘ery worthwhile evpe’ience in ‘ermc in°crma

iscusso whe e often realtines oeocr ci of soci

xciasge, icus in ake lace a d r1 i n ly goes or

cell beyond the a1ioted neal ime. The staff table

arrangement ‘ends to gve an elitist imptession and it is

recommended that this erac.cice bed4scen.inuec Jr is

also econd tha the ld rainreg sool brases,

Ii refer tc aca s lorg sn is’ tn I a t a

tentr should slip from common usage

Bedcimes are much too rigd. At reekende a more flexib1e

approach slould be t ken The boys should be ‘1l ci to

cay p o wan ia iIigL ‘V eih reaaeu if they

wish. Similarl if they cant o lie in a lsttle longer

this should be facilitated. The logic behind the

ritualistic locking up is unclear. The practice varies

from unit to unit. Although the doors are locked from the

outside, the boys are free to open them from the inside

with the exception of House 5. The Inspectors were told

that locking up was to enable the hoys to Settj dewn, Lu

prevent too much horseplay and ‘invasions’ from the boys

in other dorms If a boy wishes to lock his door he may

do so The night supervisor can still get access by using

his master key. in some cases there is a symbolism to the

locking up that is considered unnecessary and it is

recommended that this practice should stop. It should

be borne in mind that when the Secure Accommodation

Regulations come into force, within the next few years,

the locking up function will no longer be available. The

early bedtime is centred round the belief that the boys

should be in bed and settled before the last of the day

staff goes off duty at 10.30 pm. Proposals regarding

residential social workers sleeping in and a reorganised

night cover are referred to in Chapter 3 It is accepted

that these proposals will have implications for staff.

However, it must be stressed that residential social work

should be childcentred and their needs are paramount.

Care of the Individual

7.35 All of the boys arriving in Youth Treatment are placed in

House 5. Essentially the group of boys there fall into

two main categories ie, those on remand and who have

further court appearances pending and those “ho have been

made the subject of a Training School Order. The latter

rategory remains there during an initial period of

assessment of approximately 6 weeks. House 5 plays an

important role in the process The attitude and behaviour

of many boys is moulded by a sympathetic and sensitive

approach to reception. Of course there are administrative
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procedures to be gone hrough. records to be cmplete,

medical examinations to be earred out but these appea.

be handled in a sensitive and professional way.

736 The keeping of the boys formal remord commeuces at this

point. Records are kept i a ng colder and are iv der

into four main categories viz— Persomal History,

Doselopment Report, Assessment Treatment Profrle, the os

and Preafmission Documents. During ths asse sm t a

detailed Assessrient Treotme t P ffe, is ompieced aid

forms the basis of the allocation reporc ibm cosplemon

of the report s the responsibility of the orimar woruer

n allocation meeting is hem to decid, hich ant the

should be assigred to 11 a1loca or arm overseen by

the director

Visiting

37 Every effort is rade to maintain links between the boys

and their families. Visiting varies slightly from unit c’

unit. In House 5 committed boys may be sisited between

the hours of 200 pm and 4 00 pm each Sunday and in

addition remand boys may be seen by parents on kednesdas

during the same hours. Parents may also visit at other

times usually in the evenings by arrangement with itouse

staff. Visiting usually takes place in the dining room in

House 5 but in the other units more freedom of movement is

permitted and if the weather is fine visiting can take

place outside the units where the boys and their visitors

are free to make use of the extensive grounds in the

Centre, although in practice this is usually adjacent to

the units. Staff make visitors feel welcome but visiting

is quite limited because in practice most boys tend to go

home at weekends, depending upon their gradings.

Reviews

7 38 A comprehensive system of reviews of children is in

operation in Youth Treatment Reviews are

multi—disciplinary, with residential social workers,

psychologists, teachers and where appropriate nursing

staff taking part. The Assessment Treatment Profile is

probably the most comprehensive method of identifying

problem areas, allocating tasks and delineating follow—up

action to be taken Each boy’s file gives clear details

of the dates of the review. After the initial review,

which takes place within one month of the arrival at the

Centre, the boys are then reviewed “internally” every 3

months. The internal review, chaired by the senior

residential social worker at Unit level is usually held on

a Friday afternoon, the review concentrates on the main

problem areas in the boy’s life and includes physical

problems intellectual and educational, home and family

the social skills, anti—social problems and personal

problems Each of these sections are sub—divided into a
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ceckIis et ii d orobie, a e T’1 s aelt ist i

followed in detail througnout toe conduct of the review,

7 39 At tIe od of one yea in residene s nopsi of the

boy’s progress/situation is presented to the External

Review. In statutory te’ms the External Review s in tac

the Iieniig Coattee, although s preseuA constit te

tleir remit extends beyond the foroai logistics of

Lice ce or example if a boy i’ granted ex’ended leave

tin as oroag t o a tertio of tre Ext r al Pevie

Commirtee for their attention and approval. After the one

y ar re ieq the ‘o’ are reiewed again at 3 nonchly

intervals, The Inpe to s would isi to draw at en iLr t

the now well established practice of children attending

ard contributing boti v rbally and increasingly in

w it ng, to then on e ne s Frequent y prima y worker

let young people see the reports that are being presented

to reviews and the subject is invited to comment upon

them In Rathgael outh Treatment ro boy attends either

of the review meetings rentioned earlier. They are given

some feedback about the outcome of the meeting but in the

Inspector’s view this falls short of the desired practice

of fuller involvement. It is recommended that young

people should be given the opportunity to participate in

their review, the speed of implementation of this policy

and the degree of involvement is a natter of professional

judgement but the decision implicit in the implementation

of this policy is well within the skill and competence of

the staff involved.

7 40 The degree of skill involved in the chairing of the unit

reviews varies greatly. Because of the time element

involved and the extensive nature of the reviews (some

reviews extend over 2 Friday afternoon meetings) it is

recommended that the chairing of the reviews become a

function of senior management. It is recommended that

the format of the quarterly review should be examined in

connection with the APRU as the present practice of

adhering rigidly to the checklist is not always the most

effective use of time

Behaviour/Discipline

7.41 Many of the boys come to Youth Treatment from situations

where behaviour was regarded as uncontrollable and

discipline was non’-existent or inconsistent. Discipline

and order is maintained by close supervision and where

boundaries of acceptable behaviour are clearly defined.

Each week marks are allocated towards behaviour and

attitude and these are major components of the system. A

variety of sanctions are imposed for indiscipline. These

include extra work, both in class arid li the units,

cancellation of outings, deprivation of television, early

bed and in exceptional circumstances deprivation of leave,

but this ns only possible with the approval of the deputy

director- it is the role of senior staff to ensure that
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staff do not impose excessive sanctions. in scue cases o;

vandalism or damage Cc school property fines are imposed

and the money is deducted from ho oo ‘s pocket money

Senior staff ensure that fines are of such order toat Char

are not made impossible or the boys to r’pay

Harks System

2 The marks sy to rcfe red t above is th Centr we r

norito irg, on a ek y basjs, the po fo rarce of unit

and in particular the indi-idual boys who live together i

th. group It oi Cs up areas here there ias been ar

improromert r d terlo ation n ehviour E’ch boy

Youth Treatment can earn up to a maximum of 10 points per

week Five marks are allocated by the school and the

reairder by tic res dential st ff ir the boys unit

Guidelines for the allocation of marks are assued to

staff Boys are placed in grades I to 3 depending upon

the iumber of marks they rave accruei The range in the

grades is as follows: grade 1: over 200, grade 2: over

120 and grade 3: 0 to 119. The marks guidance indicate

that: I t 2 marks shows little or no effort, 3 is average

with reasonable behaviour, 4 is outstanding effort and 5

not often reached! The grade a boy achieves determines

the rate of his pocket money and the frequency of his

week—end leave. In grade 3 leave is granted one week—end

in 3, grade 2 two week-ends in three and grade 1 every

week—end In addition boys in grade 1 are permitted to go

out one evening per week between Monday and Thursday.

Week—end leave extends from 1 pm on Friday to 8.30 pm on

Sunday for all boys in Grade 1 Boys in grades 2 and 3

who live in Belfast are collected at 430 pm. However, a

boy in Grade 2 or 3 living outside of Belfast is also

collected at the later time of 8.30 pm.

7.43 The present arrangements mean that transport has to be

provided to Belfast twice on a Sunday, picking up boys at

York Road Station, Central Station and the Albert Clock

This seems to be a cumbersome arrangement and it is

recommended that all weekend leave should finish with

the one pick—up time at 8.30 pm It has been argued that

earlier pick—up encourages boys to work towards achieving

grade I. There may be some substance in this argument

apart from the boys living outside Belfast, to whom

grading becomes irrelevant. In terms of cost and staff

time a standardised approach to picking up seems a more

reasonable arrangement.

7.44 Seemingly a different approach to marks is in operation on

the Care Side of the Centre. The deputy director

(education) is in the process of reviewing the mehod uf

allocating the “education” marks, Consequently it now

seems the time is right to review the entire marks system

throughout the Centre and this is recommended
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Pocket Money

7.45 Zn Youth Treatment pocket n.,ney is allocated according to

the grades, that the boy has attained. The rates are as

follows:— grade 1: £3; grade 2: £2.05; grade 3: £1.50.

An allocation of £5.00 is made for a birthday present and

a similar amount is made for Christmas presents.

5—

7.46 Many of the boys arriving in the Centre, have well

established patterns of smoking. Boys are allowed to

smoke 5 cigarettes daily, usually spread out over the

waking day. Those under 14 years of age are only

permitted to smoke with parental approval. Smoking is

restricted to downstairs in the interests of safety and

here the boys must smoke in either the quiet room or in

the ablution area. In relation to smoking there are 2

issues to be considered:—

i. Management should review the current policy and give

consideration to introducing incentives for

non-smoking.

ii. Staff smoke freely whilst on duty including those

times when boys are present. The attitude towards

smoking appears to be more relaxed in the evenings

and at weekends. Whilst not wishing to restrict

staff smoking, as this is a personal matter,

residential staff should be aware of the habit of

smoking when the boys are not permitted to. This

practice sets up double standards which can result in

difficulties in residential care. To this end it is

recomeended that management review the whole

policy of smoking and this should apply uniformly

throughout the Centre.

Clothing

7.47 The boys in Youth Treatment, who attend school, wear a

school uniform. This consists of dark slacks, grey shirts

and blue sweaters. The boys who are in vocational

training in workshops or assigned to tradesmen throughout

the Centre ie joinery, gardening etc wear green sweaters

and jeans.. After the school/vocational day the boys

change into casual clothes. All of the clothing, personal

and school uniforms is laundered, either in the units or

centrally. The housemothers are responsible for the

supervision and organisation of laundry and the allocation

of clothing.

7.48 An initial clothing grant of £60 is made in respect of

each boy and this is topped up at a rate of £10 per month.

This allowance is for personal clothing and does not

involve school uniforms. When clothing is being purchased

by boys, staff take them shopping and give advice on
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suitability and size It is understood that there is sore

imbalance in the cates of rorey Ilocated for clothing

between Care and Y.uth Treatment. It is recommended

that management examine this p01. cy and determine if there

is a need to implement an equitaDla aragement between

‘iott se t r on 1w anpus

7 4 Sin e reo gan sattn aic tie s gr’ga ion of th clool t o

vars ago, a new dynami: has been encouraged tJrOUghoub

Youth T e tre it ‘luck ch-ng° ha’ aken p1 c and statt

have accepted nany of the changes scith varjtag degree of

enthusiast. Sadly some of tha old insti’ztional practces

are still in evidence. The training schoo.. te..m...nolog) a’

s ill used, a’beii. automaticall’ at times Sick parades

sever, boy, stand en are all taft aver parases from th—

past.
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‘)MNUNITY RE AM

taffiag

There are six mmbrs of rai, tree ‘ten an-i
the read coot bit ;a we pe t m r he go
a. o s i r S Ii

starting ric re cnni or

t fo Er

ci 5orjaI orae A5ter a

c Sc o er Eas Sid Pro’s t ( pin ib h
5cr e i S 1 1 a

Doe member cf the ream retired dibrt. tht ospc c-n
head of community are hoges to fiiz the ciCanc’j as suno
as possible

2 he age ‘arge f the stafr varies rom 29 up t Sc the
average age of a ream member being tS. The length of time
in their current post varies from o months to 12 years,
the average being 5 years The length of time in the
training school service varies from 4 years to 24 ears
the auerage being 15 gears The length of tiO€. in
residential child care work varies from b years to 25
years, the average being 15 years Thus there is a high
level of experience and expertise in the staff.

8 3 The staff are all professionally qualified holding the
CQSW or equivalent. One member of staff holds the Child
Care Certificate obtained before CQSW was introduced. In
addition one member of staff has a degree and another the
Certificate in Social Welfare Studies

8 4 Some of the staff have attended a variety of courses. One
member attended one conference and another member 4
courses, Whilst the inspectors appreciate the difficulty
in making time available to attend courses, nevertheless
they feel it is important for staff to attend courses,
firstly relating to specialist work in the training school
arena and secondly, also to keep abreast of new
developments and techniques generally in the field of
social work It is recoended that all members of
staff be encouraged to attend training courses as a
regular part of their professional development

8 5 The intake social worker acts as a study superuisar for
the CSS scheme which she finds interesting although
timeconsuming Some students from CQSW courses spend a
placement at the Centre.

11
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85 Every wee an informal staff meeting is held shich
normally lasts about 1 hour. it is used to exchange
information, receive instructions, o discuss individua
child en ti discuss tie ote attin h group and as a
tool for staff desclopment Thee aetigs ar no
recorded Agendas are not prepared in advance Some
sears ago in 137f s momthly lia”son 9eet:ng as sr up fos
a 1 i Wc k staf bse n ± ig o

he I ii g io Sc al ork Group hcse eetiigs
eased ‘chs year

a ccl’ memb r of sta f has a ob dcsc ipti aid thc’efo
c in i s i clea ca t t role I te tead Ut omnu ty
care team feels that h staff cperate well as a group.
Ty share their problems and he tries to be consistent in
his approach to each member He appears ‘o have a
sati’fac y a d open dat OUS in ‘,‘ ‘i the s aff aho e c
to feel ii o cd ii the tr i irg sciool aid ts
pnilosophy. He is a member of the professional
association, the British Association of Social horkers and
encourages staff to take advantage of opportun’ties for
professional training and Sc elopment He also attends
the Board and Review meetings and writes up the minutes of
the review meetings

8,8 However, personal professional development of each member
of the team could be enhanced if formal supervision were
to take place Although staff are professionally
qualified and experienced, nevertheless all would benefit
from professional support and a formalised system of
supervision The Inspectors were disappointed to find
that such a system had not been established and
recommend that this be introduced.

8,9 The community care team work normal office hours 9am5pm
and are available during this time to cope with referrals
and queries. However the social worker on the East Side
project and head of community care work 2 evenings a week
on the project. To compensate for this time, Wednesday
morning is taken as leave. After 5pm individual members
can be contacted at home, The head of the community care
team carries a bleep and can be contacted at any time as
can the social worker on the East Side Project.

8,10 The community care team are based in different offices
throughout the Centre. The head of community cares
office is on the ground floor of the administrative
block, near to other senior managers of the Centre which
has advantages for easy communication, The intake social
worker is based in Short Term Care, the field social
worker for youth Treatment has an office in part of the
Centre, The two field workers (After Care) are based in
an office at the opposite end of the administrative
block, This office was in turmoil when the Inspectors
visited. An additional telephone and carpet needs to be
installed and rubbish moved out.
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it oat e i,coars r ac o i facitv w h ac
ret-oras taped no etc. there : to team tit1’ to nndertabc
outire adrunist ativo task s J a filtig taking

messages. de priotcotoving etc It is rcoemiended char
management shnd rovievj he adninisorailac atrangement
or ;h cn uric i an

3 Aliof the tf eeseniuig icureor e
Inse tvn. i’Ii stf goup mbea a o atr e•1
and :cmrnittd to aims end oHe. - a us The cre

t’sf ed t t r- v1 a p r b t r i tol n
ack of i-croci sitvision and of ire av-iiae to ate
ran ig to r”s 0 terroe f taft- an - spla a a

a. 3 The socia1. oiker a:tached to th Fast 8he Proec- is
outps of F o t e (cO1U ‘t ca at Fh proje is
based n accornmoaac:on above shops tear the HoJvwooa
Arcies The office at ommodation here concists of a la a
ooi wit de ke Lelephones, ficirg abinets aid
chairs Pcutiee administration such as rhotceopying end

ping is undertakr at Rat tgael Cert e and there seem t
be no problem over this arrangement As tile social worker
is invarablv alone no difficulties are e’-perienced in
providaig interv’ew faciliies

S 1 Each member of the team has a job description and is aware
of their role. Conditions of service are similar to those
experienced by social work staff in abe Boards.

Functions

8 15 One of the most important aims of the Centre is to return
the young people to the community as soon as possible,
although it has to be said that an increasing number of
residents have no home base to return to. An important
emphasis is placed on the young people returning to the
community recognising that intensive support will have to
be given if the young person is to survive at home or in
some other community setting.

8.16 Each member of the team has a specific resposibility for
different units within the Centre,

Youth Treatment
Intake
Adolescent Care Units

8,17 The intake social worker works closely with the primary
worker in the unit and with fieldworkers collates all
information for the initial cash conference, She acts
also as a gatekeeper for referrals to toe psychiatrist.

8.18 One field social workers role is mainly related to the
Youth Treatment side particularly with work on the problem
profiling of the children There IS also a great deal of
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laisor vitb ‘a h rig Taff

5:B Ife o1e of he ojer t d soo.a1 ec s scca
sorb support to the scioiescenr -Jre rirt member
retired irì te middle of he rsperrion Is hoped
ppoir a repacenm t. s r S puibr ok

so it o ng e a ma f rig r o rg pe so
1 h nm or t rig Is th r s BI et

ad Anrrm, he at icr, bass, routh mfld Sf ‘P5

Belfast, and the remainder of the Province Prom now
until a replacement is mppoin:ed tIS 5CrPe v.11
rvrog o c e t to wor actor ing t m a

efer
reasons:

a, Monitoring Home Leave

House un t eouest I its to b cc is. out during
weekend arid other roliday periods A member of the
team calls to monitor home leave and assist the family
or young person with any problems.

b Locating Accoodation

The shortage of suitable accommodation for adolescents
makes this task lncreaslng!y difficult. Team members
have built up strong working links with hostels,
housing associations the Housing Executive, and many
local landlords and landladies. A simple bed and
breakfast may be suitable for some but others may
require a specialised hostel placement.

c Fostering

For some years now Rathgael, together with the other
training schools, has been contracted into Barnardos
Home Finding Project A referral is made by the house
unit and the project staff then follow up the- referral
and supervise the eventual placement. The community
care team retains a link with the young person and the
project team

d. Employment

Prior to release on extended leave or discharge on
licence, a referral is received from the house unit
for the young person to be placed in employment. This
fo the majority of young people dill mean a place on
a Youth Training Programme or in one of the community
workshops. Support is then given to the young person
and the employer for as long as it is required.
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e. After Care

The after care of the young people which includes

those on licence, extended loan and supervision is the
biggest task carried out by the team. Each member,
except for the intake social worker, has
responsibility for the everyday management of a case
load. The level of supervision depends greatly on the
individual needs of a case. There may be a need for
intensive support in the case of a young mother and
her baby, or a young person returning home after a
long period in residential care. Supervision at some
level may be given for up to 3 years from the date of
discharge.

8.21 Team members co—operate very closely with all agencies
working with the young person or their family. Support is
given to schools, employers, hostels and visits are
carried out on a regular basis for all living outside the
centre.

8.22 Community care is a shared responsibility and needs the
expert input of all statutory and voluntary organisations.
Liaison takes place between Extern, Barnardo’s, Save the
Children Fund, ThCA, all the Social Services Board. and
the Probation Board. These links enable the community
care team to offer a comprehensive service and appear to
be satisfactory.

8,23 The community Scare team seeks to complement the work of
Rathgael. It works in conjunction with all other
disciplines with a particular focuá on the family and
support given outside the centre. A member of the team is
involved from the time of admission to the eventual
discharge and supervision in the community. Social work
cover is available 24 hours a day thus giving an
appropriate realistic response to both crisis, and ongoing
personal and family problems.

Extended Leave

8.24 A formula has already been worked out for the supervision
of extended leave. The plan to grant extended leave is
discussed with the deputy director and head of community
care. A referral is then made using form CCI and a flow
chart followed until discharge on licence.

Pre-Licence

8.25 An up to date report is compiled before discharge on
licente. A final case conference is held including unit,
teaching and community care staff.

8.26 Inevitably the method of work appears to the Inspectors to
combine both a task—centred and “crisis” orientation.
However, comments from residential staff and other Centre
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taff tr:dioate that the communit aao gies a valued
service to the Centre

. ‘7 In August 1986, the Iansgemena 3oard h iced ;o hange the
name of tire social work denartment to tirst of oommuaiuv
care tear as it was felt to reflect more realistically and
foroalise the role of the team o inciud 1l young people
living and working outsid the Cntr. Corseuuentl’, a
rack coreainirg referral forms, details about he 2ast
Side Prjerr stand—by duty, extended leave, tCSSiDC

teasonS for referral, details about professional
focrer4ng as di’stri’riited to stirs ‘nH sraft

thioig’o the Centre,

8.28 ace ii r held on every resident. h f lea of h
rca donts who are licensed and in After tj e re held by

Ia So iai c isea iovo1veu oath the ae a 1es JtC K Pt
for fiv’ cc s and are indexed. Files are urrcntly
available ft m 198 Files open befo e this date have
been moved to the s ong room and are ‘apt for a curther
five years The files run A—Z according to the year of
ommitta]. An index card is kept as el Ihese are held

avcording to category eg After Care I s understood
that prior to 1973 a ledge system was used

East Side Project

8 29 In 1979, when the Black Report was published it
recommended that a greater emphasis be placed in providing
community support systems for the young person It was
such thinking that led to the conception and development
of the East Side Project which presently offers a unique,
caring and professional service to young people within the
community The project originally catered for and
supported those young people in the Centre, who were
returned home or to independent living, earlier than their
assigned release date, However since 1985, referrals have
been received from many agencies in the community, both
voluntary and statutory and a number of very deliquent,
disturbed and/or disordered young persons are now being
cared for in this setting.

830 The project workers have accepted that the community is
not always tolerant of such young people and much energy
and time have been devoted to building links with
employers, unemployment offices, housing agencies,
hospitals etc. They have found the Courts and Police to
be co—operative and accepting of their work and the young
person is encouraged to deal more effectively with the

---l-..-...,i1i
J)V Leii ii.y.II iLi

their lives in the shadow of such agencies.

8 - 31 The successful inter—agency approach ie joint management
and finance between the Rathgael and Whiteabbey Ianagemen
Board and the Eastern Health and Social Services Board has
had benefits for workers and young people alike Such
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o—ooer so 1 o ‘a g o 1 son se bot aJie practice and management leve and cain material andfinancial lou 1 for n ry ne to t a upon.

832 The criteria COt se1eti n are set geograpnical
area, eivatien of bo;h young ppla md famils; stritagC group l— 7 ra’a and e’cmmnaarian rcn tentr acd
r ja t sta f 8a smd a dja o .ig naooi nuN dcrave
moo benefits from be’ og nvo1ai N pr.iect Prri
t iep ion oro] a su I a oin Cot arc

A Naimning group which is ccnpr ised f so ‘iCr manageaecr
from I B aiN an Ic project sua 8 ii et to agree
policy, neacure progress and plan 7or the future The
ryday runo ng of Nc project a ed Nr at two anlevels a Working Group which meets more regularly than
the Pla ning Group and regular te m rn a. ings

iN The selection of the 10 merbers of th group begin N theproie workers drawing together all re’evant information.The Working Group then meet to discuss ‘ach referral and
the selection is completed Up until June 1987 there were
2 intakes a year In May and November, now groups are
open—ended and deal with referrals as they come.

.34 °ollowing the selection of the young people visits are
made to each family and time is spent explaining the
background to and the aims and objectives of the projectand the role of the project worker. The concept of
“family nights” being an integral part of the group
programme is also carefully explained The parents are
then invited to become working partners with the team anda contract is drawn up to reflect this relationship.

8.35 The group programme held on Thursday evenings has
developed and uses information packs, role play, group
games, discussions, social skills training, newspaper
cuttings, posters, songs, life—charts, and videos in an
attempt to make each session as lively and relevant as
possible. Topics such as alcoholism, (the item covered
the evening the Inspector visited) living on your own,
money management, relationships, the Samaritans, how to
put social workers down are also covered Several
weekends every year the group goes up to Runkerry Centre
and some evenings are spent at Minnowburn Youth Farm and
are used to develop trust, co—operation and responsibility
within the group On Tuesday evenings, the project
workers undertake home visits and organise group
activities.

8.36 In September 1985; the project moved into its present
premises These were cleaned and decorated by offenderC
on Community Service Orders. These premises are on the
first and second floors over shops near the Holywood
Arches on the Upper Newtownards Road, They comprise an
office containing two desks, chairs, telephones, locked
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filing cai tot, kitchen and oilet. h room i.stairs isfurnished as a binge ith chair table and tolevis ion.
331 The office is usually used by the project scia1 ve’ker,The tvplng photocopying and cbarica vera are usuallydone free Ae Ccrtre or from Hol soot Road 0fflce. ShemaintaiHs contact t ic’ ref cli ,‘ ta meunitrare team. She also retains ter iing- si’ th Holyvoolioad Office of ti-c social services who par he’ alary.Sometices there can cc difficutties re contsc:trg hc-ralthough she carries a bleep when she is out of theoffice It is recoended that ci o.tserphone hepiovided to help alleviate this proo en Somerises toelack of irnmedaate clerical support can be a fisadvantageand the Inspectors recommend teat consideration begiven to some part—rime sssisance acre wnicn rode alsoSsist vith the fomer iffic tq

8 38 To assist with the problem of isolation, formalsupervision would obviously be a great nelp. At themoment mutual informal support is used by all members ofthe community care ream A more structured programme oftraining would assist the project worker to meet otherworkers with similar specialist interests, This hasalready been referred to in an earlier section.
839 An evaluation of the East Side Project was undertaken in1985 by the Programme, Planning and Research Unit (PPRU)of the DFP which examined the first 3 phases. The projecthighlights the lack of appropriate community—basedfacilities for young people in Northern Ireland, butclearly illustrates in general terms that it is attemptingto fill that gap in the East Belfast area. It shows toothat inter—agency work continues to be a focus of theproject. The evaluation also highlighted the fact thattraditional social work skills do not always work with“difficult” adolescents It also illustrates that aprogramme or contract of work does not require arecreational or entertainment bias to be effective orrelevant or to gain the co—operation of the adolescentconcerned,

8 O Intermediate treatment has not been developed to anysignificant extent in Northern Ireland but there are a fewwell—established centres which permit some comparison tobe made. Without a doubt the East Side Project deals witha difficult client group and operates with substantiallyless staff than some other projects. The project has beensuccessfully sold to the courts as an adequate means ofcontrol in the community for those who nave offended whileon the project.

8 41 Overall, the project does appear to be achieving itsstated objective of “placing young people aged 14—17 fromtraining schools back to their community with maximumindividual and family support from the statutory and
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o1uotary agencios’ Unfortunatey it rot possiblemeasure some of the more intangible efFects or involvemenin the roject such as improvemeni in social skills.{oever, PPRU founa that the confidpn.e, articulation aollevel of irsight oresented by the rospcodnnts in thenterview siuatior uild sugges trat its impact i notnegligible

3 42 The East Side Project would thus appeer to be one of themost prorisig jeveloprents th iu ea e justice systocat the present tine Seraice de1rer in tbis field can
nly he mprcved by sur prov s o . nore substantiaievaluation of the project’s contribution within the

cverel cortex of j’ rerle justice can onip be validlyundertaken with higher numbers. It s hoped that the
do elopnei of th r j .t vi I be accieparied b1 an
ongo±ng evaluation particularly with a view to assessingits longer e ti inpa. and the sinf canoe o familyicvolvement

8.43 There sas much excitement about the project when the
Inspectors were at the Centre as it had been awarded
second prize in the “Social Work Today” Competition.
Staff are to be commended on this achievement

8.44 Une difficulty ha been how to record firstly the
individual young person’s response to the project and
secondly the functioning of the group. It is understoodby the Inspectors that initially traditional group wcrk
charts were utilised but were found to be too cumbersomeAt present, evaluation and recording is done by means of amonthly report covering name, address, date of birth,contacts, attendance at project, home and school or
employment. There are sections for individual sessions,
family visits, feedback for other agencies, plus commentsand aims for coming months. A day book also keeps an
ongoing record of all events, visits, meetings, telephone
calls and liaison contacts etc.

8.45 Group work recording is more difficult than recording
oneto--one interviews because of the complex nature of a
small group and the need to communicate both content and
process; Some recording, however brief, of every group
session facilitates assessment of individual and group
progress. One of the main purposes is to have a record ofchanges over a period of time. This is often a surprise
and encouragement to both the worker and group members
themselves, who can easily underestimate the extent of
progress over a period of months. Systematic and planned
recording is an essential part of any group work.
Although the individual’s progress is recorded monthly, i
is not possible to relate this increment to ttiat or the
group.

8 46 A group record or diary should be kept, with different
members taking responsibility for writing it up The
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contents of the diary may be referred to and used as partof the programme. Alternatively, individual members couldkeep their own personal record. Leaders could givewritten feedback on both group and individual records,using that medium as another way of communicating withmembers. The agency requirement also has to be met withthe relevant sections of the group included. Onesuggestion ii to write up a precised summary of each groupsession for the individual file. Although keeping moredetailed records of both individual and group sessionsmight be construed as time wasting, nevertheless theseadditional records could be utilised for annual evaluationpurposes. The Inspectors recommend that additionalrecording is done.

8.47 At present the head of community care is heavily involvedin the project as well as the project worker for twoevenings a week. One morning per week (usually Wednesdaymorning) is taken as time off in lieu thus leaving 44working days per week. Few heads of department in socialwork undertake so much direct work with clients. It issuggested therefore that the head of community carewithdraws from direct work and concentrates on managementand establishing a system of formal supervision for theteam as. well as the various administrative duties heundertakes at Rathgael. There would thus be a need for anadditional worker to work on the project to take up thework the Head undertakes at present. Depending on whetherthe post were to be full or part-time, it should bepossible to expand the group work sedsions the project iscurrently offering. It is reccended thatconsideration be given to this proposal.

1’
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9.) EDUCATIoN/VOCATIONAL TRAINING

9 1 The education component- at he rent e provides rot up to140 places for both boys an girls and school attendancis compulsory for cli ‘ruing people under 16 vuars of ageThe education programme s rnaaged s a deous directorwho had just taken p pus rror to th lnspeHtion anss1,tant director and a a stict Ire l tul—time teachers erA ore iC9Clp ar5 timephysical educatron teacher, ‘he deputy di’o isaccorntabla to the direc or fur th oser.aii managementthe :hool t is he d pit; air tots intntn tocarry out a review of th gene 1 appr - sh o the teac’iii,.methods with emphasis is being placed or tnter—persoia’skills, more use of group wore end the adapatation ofexisting programmes so as to cake hem sore .reaningfui. andaporor-e t th Heel ae thildn,

9,2 The rain aim of the schooi as decined in its recentCentre Guide tor Agencies as ‘To urovide a specialisteducatiofl programme designed o suit the individual needsof each boy or girl” It is hoped to achieve thisthrough

1 Assessment,

2 Basic Education.

3 Remedial Educmton

4 Vocational Education.

5. Examinations

9.3 Basically the school programme covers English and Mathsand a varied support curriculum that includes Art/Craft,Home Economics, Music, Woodwork, Metalwork, History,Geography, Physical Education, Science, Computer StudiesOutdoor Pursuits, Remedial Education, Rural Science andReligious Education.

9 4 The main education task is undertaken in a well equippedschool block, which includes a gymnasium games hall andswimming pool. However 7 teachers are out—posted in themore specialist units within the campus—

2 in Youth Treatment (1 in Reception and 1 in the closedunit, House which is presently being refurbished); theteacher in the closed unit has been redeployed in theinterim to short term care reception;

I in Shamrock House the ‘iose supervision unit on thecare side, and
-
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3 n 3hotfarm ar Reception ioues 9 and QAl One tprovide oodwork to the 16+ childiet separately for youtreatment and shor term care receptian

9 3 Presently there are young peope attending on a daybasis, 3 boys and girls. Foir of th young people arefrom Neutownardn and one from th Sankill area ofBelfast Under the preent arrangeth ate ti day attende aare within the categorr or extened’1eave and attendRathgael for a variety of reasons Everv ffort is madeby the assistant director, togetherurith the responsibleresidential social worker to plan fO the reintegration ofall the ch±ld en into tleir on schools. For some, thss a particularly difficult task ad nonattendance atschool, truancy and school re5usal have often beencontrioutory factors in admission to the Centre in thefirst instance.

9 6 tach day pupil returns to his “house” ipon arrival a theCentre He is supervised from thatbase andadministrative procedures such as bus fares and foodremain the responsibility of the house. Statisticallyhe/she remains on the roll of that house as a child onextended leave The Inspectors recoend that, as theprimary reason for day attendance is, in the main,educational, the young persons should be supervised fromthe school base and their names removed from the houseroll as being on extended leave. Similarly thesupervision of the boy or girl at home should pass to thecommunity care team

97 Teachers, by and large, work a 9am—4pm day, with thesenior staff working the extra hour until 5pm. The seniorstaff take their turn in providing cover on the campus andsome teaching staff perform extraneous duties in theresidential units, This usually amounts to one eveningduring the week and occasional weekends. The teaching daybegins with assembly at 9am with classes commencing at9.l5am approximately. A 15 minute break takes places atlO3Oam. Lunch is from 12 45 to 2pm when children areescorted back from their house units to the school by carestaff and school finally ends at 4pm The children returnto their units unescorted.

9.8 On Friday morning of each week form teachers allocate upto a maximum of 5 marks for each young person. In thecase of those age 16+ who attend the workshops, this isundertaken by the appropriate workshop teacher In total,the school allocates a maximum of 5 marks and the houseunits, on the Youth Treatment side allocate a similarfigure The deputy director (Education) is aware that adifferent method of allocating marks is presently in useon the Care side of the campus Currently the method ofmarks allocation in the school is probably more in linewith the Youth Treatment system. However, the Inspectorsfeel that the mark system in general should be reviewed
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aod recommend that an ffr c made raionalsetoe process This ji u s sh red y I lep ity liractorard a faller reference to the aLl-orior of ma ks is madesesi ore in this report.

u3 4t peserit resilential soc al s rç fc t she part tiee hing” aspect r he chcoi bor aamongst senior education staff that there rs room forprove sent in comrru tia on et cen eacaers and carecraft his ay b due to usb f rc soi. fewereachers now caking mart u extraneou duties so nuchemphasisos being placed on the sacii work reorganisaticuof the schoo with t re focus mow ceims on cae witheducation or the pre ses, a aao departure inraditiora] terms Those ar issues ‘hat the mew deprtjdirector i’ aware of and given time the Inspectors feel hewill bring about an irrprovement in this situation.Already thought is being givr t buving in fifferentskills for children where such areas of need are notalready covered This proposal is to be commended,Additionally the deputy director sees the potentialexpanded use of the Runkerry Centre as an environmentalexperience in addition to the existing programme ofoutdoor pursuits. The Insoectors were impressed with theproposal and feel, that tne specialist resource atRunkerry Centre, has much to offer and recommend thatevery effort should be made to maximise its use
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1(0 DIET AND KflCIN

10. 1 Before the Inspe tion toon r lace th” nspectorc were tol

that the Kitchen prepared food fo a - th meals which

wer then distribu -d to ti.e units However, the kitchen

as du for efurbiskrei The c p r ‘ e di cussed

length with Northern Ireland Office ann finally work

tarted on the kitchen just before the incpertori trok

place. orkme had e oved ap ian’es o pipi g pr

the undertaking of the main ork, leaving rhe kit’nen in a

ta e of comp’ct mess vi H lies of r bble. T1e 1ats

date the Inspectors were given for its .toa1 tion as

December 1987 Plans had been made for the interim

p o ision of als o temp rary bat4 hroughcot

lnitial l, the summer Boliday period. ith lhe kitchen

ork being put hack the arrangements that were

satisfactor were bcomi g ess s a tire t’i on

0 There are 2 main issues. F’irstiy the inter’m

irrangeme its. Secondly, arrangements for the futre when

the new kitchen is functioning. The interim arrangements

are that basically the kitchen provides the meals for

lunch and tea. Food for breakfast and supper is sent over

to each unit in cartons. Trolleys are used to transport

the food over for lunch and tea to each house unit which

has its own system for keeping the food hot and for

serving.

However, there are several points:

i The temperature of the food is unsatisfactory. As

the food is not transported in heated cabinets the

food loses he&t and some meals are not hot enough.

It is the view of the Inspectors that attention

needs to be paid to this as a matter of urgency.

What may have been satisfactory in the summer is

unsatisfactory in the winter. It is therefore

recomended that this be examined urgently.

ii. The quantity of food for the boys needs to be

examined, Amounts for the girls appeared

satisfactory and adequate but the Inspectors doubt

that this is so for the boys. It is therefore

recormuended that this be examined.

iii. The food in the kitchen appeared to be wholesome and

good but by the time it is cooked, kept warm in the

kitchen, transported to the units, served and then

eaten, the food had deteriorated and some meals the

Inspectors shared were less than satisfactory. It

is recoended that attention be given to these

points.

10.3 It is understood that some recent steps have been taken to

improve quality which are to be ccmmended. These have

included examination of the food for harmful additives

84.
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°ood taming these h cc been mnat.6 crom the order
Also there has been some attemet c Zitroduce healthier’
foods. For example Flora margarine ‘s nos available as
well as butter. It is not practice now to cc plate meals
in tne kitchen, Meals are served in the units and so
individual tastes can be more easil’; catered for

l0 Exemina ‘on of these how that ti’’ s a oreat deal of
rep ti of some °r for exam ggs every ay for
brea f When , befo Pc nterT
as mgerre we x n ‘, tl’es m °d rha,,, migi’
I o

t The n pe tors fe a here re wastag o toed,
Often aable amou t of food yes brown out after
meals, It is possibl- that the ‘casage was due, not as
the result of poor etching, but that the food eas often
onappecising because of poor presentation and the fact
that it cas cold follosing its journey from the central

t chen

10,6 The present food preparation and cooking arrangements are
central in the main kitchen, with onli’ breakfast, usually
uncooked, and suppers being provided in the units rhe
modernisation of the central kit’hen is already under way
and it is hoped that with the ompletion of the work, the
standard of food will improve. Whereas the central
kitchen hou1d continue to provide the main meals as at
present, the Inspectors feel management should be moving
towards a policy of providing all breakfasts, teas and
suppers in the units, With careful planning it ought to
be possible for all meals to be planned and cooked in the
units at week—ends, In effect the central kitchen shall
function as a “school’ kitchen and resouce point for the
provision of raw materials for cooking in the units. The
Inspectors accept that with the exception of the
refurbished Houses 1, 2 and 3 where there are modern
kitchens, it might be difficult to change the existing
arrangements The provision of food in the units, in
terms of involving the children in the planning,
preparation and presentation is an important
consideration, There is much to be gained in terms of
independence training and possibly in cdst effectiveness,
The Inspectors recommend that management examines the
feasibility of changing the present catering arrangements.
Although it may be many years before the refurbishing
programme has been completed this shall not act as an
impediment to the introduction of the concept in Houses 1,
2 and 3 or indeed in any of the units where the kitchen
equipment would permit

10 7 It is the Inspectors view that certain changes should be

made with regard to food There has been some recent
research which indicates that food containing additives
and processed food affects behaviour adversely Some
excellent research articles published in the USA, detailed
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‘Diet. Crime and Delinquency: a cratique hr

Dr Gregory E Gray in Nutrition Review, Nay 1986 relatang

to diet and riminal behaviour ha beer researched by h

inspectors. It s suggested the managrnent examine ue

research referred to and determine f has an

appi cation to Rathga Th Inspecto s ii1 be aai1 hi

to ass zst, in this sat er sf he iag meat Board so

desire

C8 Management, in conj nctlon i h xp rt ha ta ; advice rr

the Central Services Agency, shoalci examine the range of

food provided at the centre, bea ing n mThd, the rang ru.

information a ‘ailable roe thL Health Cdv at ion Offics s

in the Area Boards.

it hen

10 9 In June the central kitchen was closed for refurbishment

and the operation movec’ t a sma 1 buildirg At the

entrance is a table with chairs for the staff where they

have their tea and lunch breaks There are 3 storage

racks for tinned food and supplies of bread etc are left

near the door to enable ease of access. Also at this end

are the heated trolleys. When the food is cooked, it is

placed in these to await transportation. Before the

summer, the meals were plated individually but this

process has now ceased. Normally food would be kept hot

at a temperature of 70°- However, it eould lose heat on

the journey and perhaps only be 600 on arrival, At the

other end of the kitchen is some of the new equipment

which will be moved over to the new kitchen. These

include a double oven with 3 plates; a shallow fat pan; a

combined convection oven/steamer plus 2 deep—fat friers.

In the temporary kitchen, there is no drainage system or

tiling on the floors. There is also no cloakroom for the

staff. The kitchen seemed very cramped and staff, who

cater for around 200 people daily, are to be commended on

coping in difficult circumstances

10,10 Arrangements for delivery of meat and other frozen

supplies are complex. This comes frozen from Altnagelvin

Hospital, Londonderry. The head cook plans the menu for

the food one week in advance, in fact this is done more

frequently now to facilitate ordering

10.11 The staff consists of one head cook, 2 cooks, 3 domestic

assistants who all work full time. There is a part—time

member of staff in the servery who makes coffee for

meetings, serves lunches in the dining room and washes up

afterwards, Normal hours are 7.00 am to 3.00 pm, 10.00 am

to 3.00 pm plus alternate weekends If these are worked,

they have Friday off. Cooks wear a white overall and

domestics wear blue.

10.12 The budget for the food is 100,000 approximately per

year, Tenders are put out for basic provisions. It is
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i.ndrsto1 that when the .frSiq’ ic j
operation nrc tenders will be required. ‘n the kitchen it

will be possible to reduce the coolrirR cime. there will
bc. equipser t suct as a stearer o’t t ist ‘ashir &
area, food preparation system arid ax as fe
alast—.±illing and freezing 11 ‘e orovid d. °at ni
be delivered once a week.

1 13 Althogt th itchu st if dc’ ot ‘ ..o kiow ‘te
Ii - enp ande oV s w t teuzrsad
rom eto inc ;es ornartsa tr lated ott

units :o -nable ccmments to be made about the t.od and
suggestions to be made. Prom these, it transoires that
boys re more traditional in t’leir food tastes than girls.
Boys ea more and met es d ink j oint of r 1k per
a.
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DEALT I CARE ARRANGEMFNIS

1’. I Medical

Two ±o ai general prac ft oners a’e bee at ointed to

Rathgael by the Management Board who ary our the duties

prscrbed by Sec’ion 50 of ftc Tftirig toftol, Rules

ri h dude aakirg

. a thorough exarnznation of each ch Id cci admission

d bef re aving he sch ci

ii a quarterft :sftction on each child;

quarte ly genora nspect o of tre ft ol froi

he ygiene cci t of s so any e as t’ d ecar

and general hvgiene;

tsc xamisatior of all ck and a irg ch dren

v. the keeping of medical records;

vi the making of reports/certificates as required by

the Board,

11.2 In pursuance of the duties set out above, Dr Smith from

Bangor Health Centre attends to the boys every Tuesday

morning and Di McCarthy from Newtownards Health Centre

attends the girls every Wednesday morning. They hold

their surgery in the medical room which is described in

paragraph 11,13. The medical officers compile a quarterly

report for the Department of Health and Social Services

where it is seen by the Chief Medical Officer and by a

Social Services Inspector

11.3 The medical officers are general practitioners and the

children in Rathgael are normally transferred to their

lists following their admission to the Centre. When they

are the subject of short term orders temporary transfers

are arranged but full registration is completed for all

children on Training School Orders.

Dental

11.4 Rathgael Training School has a fully equipped dental

surgery on the first floor of the administration block.

It is a small room but fully equipped with all the

necessary equipment.

ll.. The dentist is Mrs McCullough who was away on maternity

leave at the time of the inspection. Usually she is

available on Tuesday and Thursday mornings to give the

full range of treatment. The children are taken to see

her by appointment following their admission to the school

and have a further examination and check’up every 6

months One of the nurses assists at dental treatment as
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no h gienit a dental a ista a is eopiovd hoc-al

anaestheta S an gir at a g neral ana sthe i s
required, hi ic-s he done -taid Where n000ssar

the dentists reer :n ;hildren to an artbodoritist i’-r
specialist caifioat-n of abncrsa ins of abc

S Sc- tal r a pc- al so er a red t

skoti h cntlsrbi, Cia a d i
discarged, it s c-ac-i--bed hr a-irr --c-ord nsn c

dentsst dad been away arran rinnon sore c-ado for

reaoerrt r b id c-b

sirs ag

17 The day to day oversight of the children’s health ss

nrov ded or by c-he empiovrrent of qualified narsing sc-ar-fl

They re or dot from 8 00 am 6 00 Pr at aeckd ys t

tt a’ t icR es dent o t at ia asrents

ender frrst ad and to administer vatient oedscines

They also work verv other ‘aeekend: 2 am ac-i a Saturcac

and 7—10 cm on a Sunday evening.

11.1 All the taft hold the SRN and SCM and consisLs of the

matron, assistant matron, and the relief who works 15

hour.s per week. The staff aear initorm which consists of

a navy dress with white collar Their badge from their

hospital together with their qualification badges are also

worn

11.9 Surgeries are held with appointments at 8.20 am, 8.40 am,

9.00 am, 9.30 am, lunchtime, 1.15 pm, 1.30 pm, evening

4.00 pm, 4.30 pm, 5.00pm. The children are normally

accompanied by a member of staff. There is some

resentment amongst residential staff that during the day

they are not allowed to give out any medicines other than

a paracetamol tablet and this has to be recorded; yet at

evenings, nights and week—ends they are allowed to

undertake the full range of care. It is recommended

that these practices be reviewed.

11,10 Apparently, girls, who are on the contraceptive pill, are

required to attend the daily sick parades on week days to

get the medication, although it is understood that the

practice differs at the weekend when the residential staff

supervise the process. It cannot be emphasised too

strongly the need for girls, who are practising any method

of contraception, to become proficient in its use. Girls

should be encouraged to act independently in taking the

pill, initially under the supervision of care staff The

present practice of allocating the pill at the sick

parade, is a stigmatising and humiliating ritual and does

little to encourage the girl to accept responsibility for

her personal method of contraception It is

recommended that this practice be reviewed as a matter

of urgency. There is also the question of stigmatisation
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arising. Fo eample, the inspectors cate told chat scmeof the boys here able to idenrify ,ghich of te girls wereon the contraceptive pill throigh thai a tendance at th.-urgPr5. It i h°-efore recommended flat ti°s sickparades oe cevie cad

11.1’ ‘)n admassior all children a-tend 3ango ealti Centra fora Deaf test, for TB and ‘zec 1&ta;s r a BG injeccionis eqn..ed nis is done by the heal. h xsitor \ormailther —aceinations will have been com;sate’l t srhooi sothese are not done.

11 . I Sometime,, reports are required tot ‘ase conferences frommedical and nursing staff The narsing staff attend caseconferences in Inc inSt sien required. They also attendproblem profile ‘neei.ings and liaison with staft in theunits and school is good. is is .isual when staff are notuorking with their professional colleagues. the nursessometimes feel a sense of professional isolation. Theytry to keep ap to date with new techniques in nursinggenerally but regular attendance at training courses isc1ifficult because of the demands of the job Staff fromthe Centre occasionally attend the surgery for treatmentThis is recorded in the Accident Book and they are alwaysadvised to see their GP.

Sick Bay

11.13 The surgery is a small room containing an examinationcouch; desk and chairs; telephone; filing cabinet;instrument cupboard; drugs cupboard and supply cupboard.There is a small room off the surgery for checking urinesamples, eyes, weight, height and blood pressure.
11.14 On the opposite side of the corridor is the rest roomwhich contains only one bed at the moment. There is alsoa wash basin in the room. Another larger room holds 3beds but is full of kitchen stores at the moment and so isnot being used. If a child is ill and needs to stay inbed during the day, he would stay in his own bed in hisunit

Medical Records

11.15 If a child admitted to Rathgael has previously been in thecare of a health and social services board then in somecases the child’s social worker will bring a Certificateof Health/Free from Infection Certificate to the school.Social services may also have obtained “parental consentto medical treatment and/or vaccination/immunisation”.Following admission the child is seen by the nurse whoasks about the medical history, takes the height andweight measurements and notes this information on HedicalRecord Form RHH This pro—forms is also used by the
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di i’ to o cr si set a icr s hc t making
general ncdical 1nspectio and to iake A nia1 notas a
the nor t of an illness and its tr rmn. etc A
compiesad Form RHM is held for earn nhl.H residing in
rainirig school nod is ept n the fiHig :ati’-

0 he c a o d tampla t a ned ti date
anset, treatment, catoc ver f adniorsnrar
and staff initials.

report ok i ale ke by t in i

and tee he date name ptier r’ crds A e nts
about a nase. This i alavs kept p o date so that
staff -oming on duty wonid thus te appraised the dne
events (much in the same ‘ay as in a hesnital

a acident has oc urred, then tre a cident book has
e completed . addit ton if an acLder,t takor place

the units, an incident report form is completed with
copies sent to the senior deputy director deputy direct or
care matron end a opy for the house file so that the
nformation is available

11.19 n annual form is also completed for Northern Ireland
Office. This is a large form detailing every known
ailment. Matron now keeps similar figures on a monthly
basis to enable her to complete this form more easily. It.
is interesting to see that whereas scabies was common Ii
years ago present day trends, demonstrated by the figures
show that selfinflicted wounds and attendance at special
clinics are on the increase,

11.20 Every unit has a first aid cabinet which is kept locked
All staff on duty have access to the cabinet. The cabinet
contains bandages, savlon, elastoplast, PR spray for
muscle problems, burns and bites cream, codeine linctus
for coughs, mist. kaolin and morphine, paracetamol,
aspirin and slings. If staff on the unit use the First
Aid cabinet, all the details have to be fully recorded for
matron including the dosages, eg only one teaspoon of
cough mixture or one paracetamol tablet is allowed. The
Inspectors noted that there was antagonism from some
residential staff about not being allowed to give out
tablets during working hours but being expected to, out of
hours. Residential staff accept that part of their
function is to convey children to hospital, clinical
appointments and to arrange their duties to facilitate
this However, it was said that often they receive little
prior notice of such visits and this can cause
organisational problems. It is recommended that this
problem area be examined.

11 21 In addition to her nursing responsibilities the matron
looks after staffing in the sewing room and laundry and
advises when the staff are on leave.
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12,0 RELIGION

12.1 The residential staff in the Centre are aware of the
religious affiliation of the children’s families and
whether a child had previously been a regular church
attender At oresent tre chlaren, rescenr ‘ tue Centr
at weekends, may attend church if they so desire, Whilst
it is accepted that many teenagers no longer attend church
the Inspectors feel that this is an issue that could be
discussed with the Chaplains. There seems to be an
element of inconsistency when children attend assembly
every school day in accordance with the Training School
Rules but there is no similar requirement regarding church
attendance at weekends. The Inspectors are not advocating
that church attendance be imposed, as often this can be
counter—productive, but make these comments to open up the
debate and to encourage management to examine the
situation with the Chaplains.

Chaplains and Assembly

12.2 There are 3 Chaplains who visit RathgaeL They are Canon
Hamilton Leckie Dean of Down, from Bangor Abbey, the
Reverend John Wilkinson from Queens Parade Methodist
Church and the Reverend Cohn Megaw from Helen’s Bay
Presbyterian Church.

12.3 The Chaplains take assembly on Tuesday mornings. These
services last about 20 minutes, First of all is a hymn
from the book “Mission Praise”, then a few prayers are
said, followed by a bible reading. After this, the
chaplain says a few words on a Christian theme. On the
morning the Inspectors attended there was a guitar
accompaniment to the hymns. However, the Inspectors
suggest that the children are more directly involved,
perhaps leading a prayer or reading.

12,4 After the service, the Chaplains see individual boys and
girls for about 20 minutes’ counselling. Background
information is given but sometimes the Chaplains feel that
sight of files would be helpful. They keep individual
notes of these meetings. All the Chaplains view their
task at Rathgael as an extended ministry and see the
children as victims of circumstance. One Chaplain said
that he would prefer more informal contact with the
children and would like to include the children in
football, youth clubs, scouts and guides as possibly some
children may be able to benefit from these normal church
activities.

12.5 All the Chaplains stressed their independence. They also

regretted that children did not go out to churches as

regularly as in the past.
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UJzi’it AL Vi1iU1(S

i Seaio ersonrel irma r e a ffic Train
Senools Branch risit h otre ) discass policy and
administrative matters Support ad advice on matter of
proresstonal practice pertaining to the Centre and on
problems arising in difficult cases is given by an
Inspector from the Social Services inspectorate. When
capitai projects or rajo maintenance work is undertaken
t the ntre tehnica1 aff f the te Servbes

ris or toe Detart e f ILal a a a ‘al er ices
a e’ ise hc CO rae

Visits by Board Members

13 2 Rule O(3) requires that the school be ueited, at least
once a onth by at laact one member of the Board of
Managemcat, who hail a ‘sfy hireif regarding he care

f th U)JS and g’ils i iie aic of he s;hcci and
“hal rte i’is id .1 s I th 1 g cot r ,the
conven’e record kept a he scho 1 he Jnspetors are
atisfie3 that this duty is fulfilled. 3 report of the
visit(s) by Board members is maintained, The contents of
the reports vary greatly and in some cases concentrate on
the physical conditions of the buildings rather than on
nore specific aspects of child care. There have been some
changes in the content f the epo ts in r’cent months

13 3 In October 1983 the Department of Health and Social
Services issued a circular on the monitoring of
residential homes for children provided by Health and
Social Services Boards and Voluntary Organisations.
Management within each agency was requested to introduce
procedures for the regular and ongoing scrutiny of the
range and quality of the service which it provided.
Thereafter Boards and Voluntary Organisations were
expected “to introduce annual monitoring statements
outlining the elements monitored, the methods used, the
trends observed, the areas of concern identified and the
action taken to remedy deficiencies”.

13.4 The persons involved in monitoring includes members of
Management Boards as well as senior members of staff.
Within the training schools there is already a system of
reporting to Board members and a scrutiny by them of
statutory records. However the Inspectors perceive a need
for a formal system of monitoring to be adopted akin to
that which is used within the Health and Social Services
Boards in respect of their residential child care services
and this is recoended. A copy of Circular
HSS(CC)6/83 is attached at Appendix F.

13 In order t assist Board members with their regular 1isit
and the structure of monitori,ng reports, the Social
Services Inspectorate would be prepared to make guidelines
available to the Management Board and if requested would
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14.0 OFPICIAL RECORDS

14.1 Rule 53 of the Training Schools Rules (SRO) l92 No132
states that “The Management Board shall arrang.. for the
keeping of all registers and records required by the
Ministry and shall cause to be sent to the Ministry such
returns, statements and other information as may be
required from time to time”.

Admissions and Discharges Register

14.2 An admissions and discharge register, covering all of the
school, is not kept. Each house unit maintains records of
all admissions and discharges and these include details of
all interim entries and exits where the young person is
absent overnight. Further reference to the keeping of
these records will be made in the detailed reporting on
each division in the Centre. However as the keeping of an
Admission and Discharge Register is required under the
Training School Rules it is recianded that this
record be introduced.

Major Incident Book

14.3 Major incident files are maintained by the director.
These refer to untoward or major incidents and include
such matters as suicide attempts, assaults on staff and
serious misbehaviour. These records are presented to the
Management Board fo inspection regularly.

Punishment Book

14.4 As corporal punishment is not carried out at Rathgael
Centre no punishment record is kept.

Record of Fire Drills

14.5 Each house unit, throughout the centre keeps individual
records of fire alerts and exercises. Fire tills, which
include full evacuation procedures are held at varying
times of the day. Details of thq staff and children
present and the time taken to evacuate the unit is
recorded. In addition fire fighting equipment in all of
the house units is tested regularly.

14.6 Rule 14 outlines the functions of the Management Board in
relation to fire precautions. These functions are as
follows:—

a. obtain the advice of the Fire Service before opening a
new training school or making any structural
alterations to an existing school;

b. arrange for the periodic inspection of the school by
the Fire Service;
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c. ensure that fire drills are carried out at regular
intervals so that the staff and the pupils are well
versed in the procedure for savinr life in case of
fire;

d. arrange for a report to be sent to the Ministry
forthwith in the event of an outbreak of fire in the
school.

The director has appointed the deputy assistant director
• (Youth Treatment) to be responsible to him for all aspects
of fire precautions. Seemingly this duty takes up a
substantial part of his time. The Inspectors requested
the production of a report or a certificate in respect of
a satisfactory inspection of the Centre in relation to
fire precautions. They were told, that although the Fire
Brigade gives demonstrations and supervises fire drills
from time to time, it was not possible for them to produce
any form of certificate. The situation regarding the fire
inspection at Rathgaei. Centre raises a number of issues.
It is not within the remit of the Social Services
Inspec;orate to comment upon the technical aspects of fire
precstgioas and 4nspections, but in the absence of a
current report, it is necessary to highlight some of the
issues and administrative difficulties surrounding this
important and basic safety requirement.

14.7 Seemingly during 1983/84, following a request from the
deputy assistint director (Youth Treatment), a visit was
paid to the Centre by an official from the Department of
Economic Development’s Health and Safety Inspectorate. A
report of the visit was requested on 6 November 1984,
which seemingly met with a negative response. On 5 June
1987 a letter was received from the Northern Ireland
Office which stated that, following refurbishing, the
Department were satisfied with the fire precautions in
Houses 1, 2 and 3. The deputy assistant director (Youth
Treatment) was still not satisfied with the fire escape
procedures in other parts of the Centre • He advised the
director that he refused to accept responsibility for the
remainder of the Houses, ie 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 9a and 10.
The director is equally concerned about fire escape
procedures and this is currently under review. On several
occasions the director made formal requests to the
Northern Ireland Office, for a full fire inspection.. All
the fire fighting equipment is tested biannually and a
certificate of inspection dated 24 August 1987 was
produced.

14.8 The main reasons for the delay in having this matter
resolved is unclear. Because of the serious nature of the
issue the Inspectorate drew the problem to the attention
of the Nb, ahead of the publication of the report. It is
understood that currently a capital programme stretching
ahead to the financal year 89/90 is in train to update the
fire precautions in the school. The Northern Ireland
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Office have undertaken to arrange a meeting be cern rae

p incipal agenciesdepartments oacried an ffarr to

reach a satisfactort conclusion.

Far the present the Inspectorate must po nt • . su is a

breach of the Training ichool Rulus and ‘he

r pouii1 f the 4aciagemnc Coad a d the NOL tnern

Ireland Office. Every sep in taken tr en ore hat tha

a ci for safety a d guano ± upperrrot is he minds f

staff and young peoole alure. Hore:er as tie pr sent

moment here ±s i aee o ha e the outs anding

administrative issues clarified It is recommended

mat the Northern Ireland Office take continuing steps to

Eave I ie ma ter resolved

L ecu lug ,ertificate Book

14.10 bach yo.ng person Ieav ng te Centre or acence is given a

formal certificate of licence, giving details of the

conditions as to residence and date of release, ihe

keeping of this record is satisfactory

Statistical Returns

14.11 The Centre is required to submit to the Northern Ireland

Office a series of returns and statistics both daily and

weekly It seemed to the Inspectors that there may be

some areas of duplication n the reti’rns required by the

Northern Ireland Office. It was apparent that some of the

forms and the terminology used are out of date. For

example, there were references to Local Authority

responsibility for maintenance and references to the young

people as ‘Inmates. The latter term is out of date,

institutional and stigmatising and quite inappropriate in

describing the young people currently resident in the

Centre.

14.12 During the inspection a variety of statistics were

produced regarding the numbers of young people present on

the campus. There were instances of great variation in

the figures presented. Since August 1987 the Northern

Ireland Office have introduced a new method of collecting

information daily and weekly summaries. It seems that

this is possibly a reasonably accurate way of collecting

information regarding occupancy rates etc The method of

gathering accurate information is a problem and the issue

has been addressed in Chapter 3 of the Report.
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O PSCHOLOGlCAL/PSYCHlATRlC

Psychological Service

13 i. A service is provided by 3 psycho]ogists from the

dol scert Psychol gc I and Research Unit on a total of

5- days each week. The psychologists provtde a diverse

aig f f rensi , educationa]. nd clinic1 skills n the

assessment or the chtld and his’ner famF’y as to (F’

as essme t of p i a F’ceirent rid (2 treatment r

intervention. The psvchoiogist also perform roles of

esear h rairig ranagemen orultancy and staff

support/development. As well as invo1vement with children

nd young oersons the psychologists ontribute

professional advice and support to each of he Ca e and

Yo t reatment Unit and have direct role in evaluatirg

ootential admissions to the secrrc. un’t in the Centre.

Iheir professional independen e makes a valuable

contribution to the various models of interdisciplinary

assessment in the Centre as well as p oviding an

independent sounding board for staff and management The

APRU psychologists provide nter—agency contact with the

various networks of Probation, Social Services, Health and

Education and specific specialist resources within these

agencies, for example, special education and adolescent

psychiatry.

15.2 The skills of the psychologists are perceived as

particularly valuable in that they have made a major

impact on the development of a professional ethic within

the Centre, ic client profiling. It is understood that

the appointment of an additional psychologist shortly will

create an extra day’s psychological time in the Centre.

It is felt that the psychologists have an important

contribution to make to some of the training initiatives

that have been recommended

Psychiatric Service

15.3 Dr McEwen, Consultant in Adolescent Psychiatry spends a

halfday fortnightly in RathgaeL The focus of his work

is essentially working with staff regarding the management

of difficult young people throughout the Centre. He

participates in assessment, planning meetings and case

conferences when appropriate. He accepts referrals from

the intake social worker as she is the referral point for

senior staff. Dr McEwen feels few of the children

actually suffer from mental illness but considerable

numbers experience varying degrees of disturbance.

15,4 Dr McEwen provides an ‘oncall” servrce when young people

are referred by either the senior staff or one of the

psychologists but because of the sizeable demands made

upon his time this is a limited service. Dr McEwen’s

contribution to the Centre is much valued by staff where
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16 0 INTEGRATION WITH COHNIJNITY

16.1 Generally the Rathgaei Centre is well established in
Bangor and recognised for ts conribution to oung people
by the ommunity. Many of the boy and girls make use of
loca e our s a d ha e joined Bangor based lubs and
o gan atio g P oject Bagor, sthga Tamoolining and
Gymnascs Club.

16.2 Keeping the young persons in contact with their families
while iving n the Centre is a priority for the Rathgael
staf howD e no all of Uem ra am home when they

nall le e the traioing scho Sore boys and girls
nd c ommod tion for therselves nd live independently.

The Inspectors were advised that an increasing number
choose to settle in Bangor even when this is not the area
where they have lived prior to coming to the Rathgael
lentre The director has apprehensions about this
development in relation to its long te it effects on the.
relationship between Rathgael and the local community He
has shared these in discussion with the Assistant Director
of Social Services (North Down and Ards jnit of
Management) who is aware of a similar trend developing
amongst young people leaving children s nomes in the
area,
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VOLUNTEERS/COMMTJNITY SERVICE VOLUNTEERS

oh. ceis from the Community Serv cc Io1untees Scheme

(CSl ere f rst used at Rathgae 14 ye is ago ith le
aim of provIding practical experience for a volunteer. At
any one time there are 2 volunteers who are asuallv

students. The Centre advises CSV that rhe’ could take 2

students and the CaV look thro gh its iies for sutable

andidate Pathgael provides eir c p a d oom (fo ii

o onc year ia iaur) and pays tf a e f cm i r ome

They pay pocket money of £14 per week addftion, ut of

all the 30 or so students who have been taken there nave

only been 3 or 4 failures. The volunteers are asked to

involve suitable children from the Centre in community

work in Bangor or Newtow ards uitable proja ts have

in luded playgroups horseriding fo the disabled Phab

Clubs .or with tho adul itentally hand capped, swimming

with the handicapped, conservation work or Age Concein

lunch clubs. There is a limit of 2 children per worker.

Supervision and support to the volunteers has been

provided once a week by a member of the teaching staff who

is also available in between times for advice and

consultation

l72 At the end of the placement, a report is completed on the

students progress which is sent to CSV. In general, it

is felt that there is a mutual benefit both for Rathgaei

and also for CSV and the volunteer concerned Most

volunteers use the experience constructively to enable

them to get a place on a professional social work

training course. Last year it is understood that the

supervisor was overcommitted and was unable to provide the

time for supervision. It is understood that it is the

intention to hand over the supervision to 2 other members

of staff. The Inspectors stress that it is important to

build in adequate time or the ongoing supervision of the

volunteer which can be time consuming This scheme

appears to be excellent, although it was disappointing

that no volunteers were undertaking the work at the time

of the Inspection.
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0 IARNIRDO S 11 ME FINDING PROJTCT

18 i For some years Rathaer, together art 1io onor toainir

scaols, has been contracted into tarnardo

Fr ding Project reterral made in ho it o

the tea o c or unit a re a i the i c f e

o- ic en ne eferral ana supev1s :e eetu-4

piacement The communiv are ram retans a ak riot

tn aouig rers s and he rojcct •eam

a.i The aims of rho Projec art as foil,ws:

To offer an ite natie placnen to resrienrial ann

sodia en e fo oung people i 10 a e

ange

To povie a supportve envionmert in tb c’unmuntv

orere young peoplo in care car attcrro to rrslve

heir difficulties, develop their ndivid ial

potential and progress towards independence.

i . To provicie young people with pract cal ability,

security, confidence and a sense of responsibility

in facing their own independence or rehabilitation

18 Project staff recruit, train and assess potential

placement families. Young people are placed with

appropriate families depending on their individual plan

and needs. Placement families and social work staff then

work together on the intellectual, social and emotional

development of each young person, for a fusion of basic

care and social work intervention are not always

discernible from the other.

18,4 There has been concern in the project for some time about

the low numbers or referrals and inappropriate nature of

referrals from the training schools. The project!s

experience has been a marked contrast to the stated

commitment of the Northern Ireland Office for finance for

ten placements per year from the total training school

population.

18 5 The philosophical basis of the Northern Ireland Office s

commitment to foster care found root in the probability

that there were some young people in training schools who

could return to the community if foster care was provided.

In other words, that some young people were trapped in the

training school system, or inappropriately placed because

of lack of community based resources, This may well be

true for a very limited number of youngsters hut

experience in the Rathgael context has been that even when

the project has provided the resource, the resource is not

always appropriate or supportable.

18 6 The young people who are being referred to the Project for

placement have many moves behind them and have been failed
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by rrany other care or living situations. They are

sometimes reluctant to risi’ another rove or ommit

themselves again. For one the prospect of living in a

fami y can be a frightet ng experie e

7 Agr emcnt a given by tie N rt e n Ir land Ofic to

funding for 10 children in October 1983. In the period

38 l987. Rathgael, nade a total of 18 r fcrrals and ot

these only three resulted Dlacenents. This s of serou

fin-nciai concern as the p’oec do not rece4ve payment

until the child is techrically in placerncn

3 7cc e ha be a o e f ci n toa CLCt if cu ties h s

perhaps arisen from teething problems and miscommunication

bet ee he p oject a d Rathgael must be home ir

mind that Rathgael and hhiteabbev were heavily engaged n

the uphaval nf a1gemtinn ard renrgnistion dnring

this period Early difficultmes however appear to have

beer resolved. Project staff now visit the Centre very

second Tuesday morning to recei e refetrals, discuss

issues with staff, etc.

18 9 Rathgael staff feel very clearly that there is a need for

“half way” or “semi” or respite fostering which is not

being met and which they do not anticipate being able to

meet with their own professional resources. Some young

people can not proceed from the training school to full

fostering yet need the support and nornialisation of a

family on the outside” who could share in their care.

This would have the potential to develop into full time

care or after care support

l8lO The concept of semi-Eostering is perhaps novel but would

adapt to the philosophy of meeting childrens needs and

fulfilling their potential through a family based service,

From a different perspective the project does come into

contact with potential fosterparents who might be best

used in sessional intervention.

l8ll It would seem appropriate to consider extending the range

of the fostercare package to include not only full time

placement, and post placement aftercare support but some

form of “shared care package” between residential care and

fostercare. In this way young peoples individualised

needs could be met through a family based service. A more

flexible use of the present funding would seem to be

practically feasible and would reflect a more accurate

assessment of need. Difficulties have been experienced

with no families coming forward and so advertisements had

to be placed in the Press Whilst appreciating the

difficulties, the Inspectors recotend that senior

management should review this project
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3 CONCLUSIONS

i3. esidentiai child care staff are in a owerfui positicn
vis—a-vis the children in their care aLd unfortunate1n
occasions this has been misused The Department of Heal Ui
and Social Services promulgated discuscion on how to
prevent this arising and concluded that children coming
into redential care an their paron era anti ied o
have e p a nod to thor hat type of e vironment t £

child e re being brough into ard ti-c ourpos and r
of he taff ca ing for their They ore also to ‘cc iade
aware o he ypes of treatment, hich nder any
circums anc s would not be acceptable and which would
give grounds for making a complaint Channels for making
complaints and procedures for recording and investigating
them were set out in a Circular on 30 -‘cpril 1985. The
provision of a complaints procedure has been universally
accepted in principle and with some adaptation could be
extended to the training schools including the Rathgael
Centre

19 2 During the past four years Rathgael Centre has gone
through an unprecedented period of hange. In the first
instance it was necessary to absorb and totally integrate
the girls, formally accommodated at Whiteabbey Training
School Staff at Rathgael had previously no experience of
dealing with disordered and difficult girls. Similarly
the former Whiteabbey staff were faced with moving to a
new campus, absorbing new management arrangements and
having to work with boys, for some a threatening and
anxiety provoking experience.

19.3 Following the decision of the Secretary of State, that a
split campus, providing for Care and Youth Treatment,
would come into being, it became necessary for staff to
act in new roles, to draw up new systems of management, to
implement new policies and practices, whilst at the same
time providing a continuing residential care service for
some of the most difficult boys and girls in the
Province.

19 4 Such massive structural changes have not been without
their own difficulties Senior management, to their
credit, have sought to bring about a new dynamic,
encourage new thinking and attempted to change many of the
institutional practices that were a feature of life in the

old training school system.

19 5 The Inspectors have made a number of recommendations that

is hoped will bring about a change in emphasis in the

residential task and lead to an enhancement of the quality

of care provided at the Centre. Some of the
recommendations can be implemented with little difficulty,
whilst some will require more time. The Inspectors were

impressed by many features in the Centre. There is a

substantial programme of diversion located in ShorUiTerm
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ars, ith some 85/ f dirsa ons bring p1 ir
al e native settings Of thc. hree Pdo escen Care Units
re ias beer totallj integrated witl consi a Ic succes

afte truch effort it br sgisg together yr and girls in
tti g hat ten ye s ag w uld h b rily

unhoarJ of in the raisiag sh 1 yt T Yo th rreatnert
bsorbisg many demo ts of a I r t a I it js

op t tide 1epr e lear r no
impr he as side Pro ‘c. r r is sip isron I
t e mi i y a has ‘tra to a r ogri
as a inro a i c n of or e e of op irg y ung
moo I upor tlei ret rr he ormun ty

r spectors ar satrfied citi he rdarc.s are
b i g p ovided at tr ert e ii wo d a t agains the
dangs s trot ar lrriert o r eec y mig ep in.
I stead the period between row ard he irtr du tion of the
row hild are egis atior rho 1 becorro inc of change
a d improvement there nanagomert stri c t ire the

andards of good soc. cork pra t cc meet no ever
hanging reeds of he young people ii their ar
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20.0 RE riaws

there shall only be 2 grades of
senior residential social worker

worker. (Para 3.4).

20.1 Each house unit should be lead by a senior residential
social worker. (Para 3.4).

20.2 It is recommended that
staff in each Unit ie:
and residential social

20.3 The present information system within the school should be
reviewed and regularly monitored (pera 3.5).

20.4 Staffing levels should be calculated using the criteria
set out in Pare 3.6.

20.5 For 130 beds there should be 96 whole time staff or
equivalents at senior residential social worker and
residential social worker grades (para 3.10).

20.6 Staffing arrangements at the Centre should be so revised
as to provide a single corps of staff at unit level to
cover days, evenings and week—ends (pare 3.12).

20.7 Duty rosters should be revised so as to provide better
staff cover in the evenings and to facilitate later bed
times for boys and girls (pare 3.13).

20.8 The role, function and structure of the senior management
team should be reviewed by the Management Board. (Para
3.22).

20.9 Individual professional supervision should be introduced
throughout the Centre. (Pares 3.23, 5.57, 8.8).

20.10 At least one residential social worker should sleep in
each house unit at night. (Pare 3.30).

20.11 Staff effectiveness and attitudes should be monitored by
management. (Pare 3.32).

20.12 An attempt should be made to make the boys unit in Short
Term Care less institutional by the use of more plants,
pictures and cushions. (Pare 5.4).

20.13 The dining room in Short Term Care should be made more
homely. (Para 5.5).

20.14 It is recommended that new bed linen, curtains and
lampshades be provided in Houses 9 and 9A. (Para 5.10).

20.15 The current policy of censoring all mail and telephone
calls should be reviewed. (Para 5.25).

20.16 The practice of locking children in their bedrooms in
House 9 and 9(A) should be discontinued. (Para 5.27).

)

)
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20. 1 Consideration should be given to mixing noys end girls in
Houses 9 and 9(a) (Para 5.31)

20,18 It is recommended that an information booklet be produced
for the benefit of chiliren and their ca ents. Para
5 33

20 19 La h hild IC should con ai tlei po gr ph Pare
,, 0

20 20 A 2or shal be jed to set out mo e la ‘l th are
plans fo £ cb obilc ir Sbort To m Ca e. iBira 5 43,

20 21 ft is re omrended that ir d ills sh 11 take lace nore
fi tently n accordanc aith stately .n.tru.tians, (Pare

20 1t is recosmerded tbaL a 1ist of r ci ent ares be
attached to tha Fire Drill Book and the rim taken to
vacuate the building be rcorded (Par 5 7)

2fl23 Staff should have the oPportunity to attend copropriate
training courses and a Training Needs’ Assessment should
be introduced (Paras .53, 3.4).

20 24 The means of fire escape, through the staff accommodation
at the ends of Houses 2 and 3, shall be reviewed when the
next fire inspection, requested by the director, taks
place (Para 6 4).

20.25 All three Adolescent Care Units should be integrated
gradually. (Para 6 1)

20.26 The responsibility for young persons on extended leave
should be transferred to the community care team after one
month (Para 6.9),

20.27 Teaching staff should take full responsibility for day
attenders. (Para 6.10, 9.6).

20 28 A more flexible approach should be taken in the transfer
of boys from Care to Youth Treatment. (Para 6.11),

20 29 The bathroom area in House 10 should be improved ahead of
the scheduled refurbishing (para 6.22)

20 30 The call system in Shamrock House should either be
repaired or replaced (Para 6.25).

20 31 It is recommended that storage space is orovided for the
young people’s personal clothing, that. steps be taken to
make their beds more comfortable, that attention is paid
to the other fixtures and fittings and that the bedrooms
are decorated. (Pam 6.28).
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20.32 A more representative admission/review panel should be
established for the Close Supervision Unit. (Para 6.35).

20.33 The system of recording confinements in the Close
Supervision Unit should be reviewed (para 6.40).

20.34 No young person shall exceed an aggregate of 72 hours
within a 28 day period locked in their bedroom, excluding
the normal period between bedtime and the morning rise
(part 6.40).

20.35 Bedtimes in Shamrock House should be brought into line
with the other Adolescent Care Units. (Para 6.41).

20.36 Consideration should be given to direct placement to the
Adolescent Care Units (para 6.51).

20.37 Boys and girls should be more actively involved in their
reviews. (Part 6.53, 7.39).

20.38 The school—based marks system should be synchronised with
those in the Care units. (Part 6.55, 9.8).

20.39 Young people should be given the opportunity to manage
their own financial affairs. (Para 6.58).

20.40 The Centre’s policy on smoking should apply to staff and
children alike. (Para 6.59, 7.46).

20.41 The present policy on smoking should be reviewed with a
view to encouraging non—smoking. (Part 6.60).

20.42 A senior residential social worker should be appointed to
fill the unit management post in House 5. (Para 7.6).

20.43 The staff team in House 4 should have the opportunity to
visit similar secure units in Great Britain. (Part
7.12).

20.44 Deductions for board and lodgings should. not be made from
.3, YTP “wages”. (Para 7.16).

20.45 A reasonable balance of male/female residential social
workers should be maintained in House 6 (part 7.20).

20.46 Boys should be allowed to stay up to watch late night TV
at weekends if they wish (pert 7.31).

20.47 Staff should sit with boys at meal times (part 7.33).

20.48 Old training school phrases should slip from common usage.
(Part 7.33).

20.49 The symbolic locking up of boys in Youth Treatment is
unnecessary and shall be discontinued (part 7.34).
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20.50 Young peo1e shall be given the opportunity to particpate
in their reviews. (Para 7.39).

20.51 The chairing of children’s reviews in Youth Treatment
should become a function of senior staff. (Para 7.40).

20.52 The format of the quarterly review should be examined
(para 7.40).

20.53 All weekend leave should terminate at the same time.
(Para 7.43).

20.54 The marks system operating throughout the Centre ibould be
reviewed. (Para 7.44, 9.8).

20.55 It is recommended that management review the whole policy
of smoking and this should apply uniformly throughout the
Centre. (Para 7.46).

20.56 The levels of clothing money operating in Care and Youth
Treatment should be reviewed. (Para 7.48).

20.57 All members of the community care team should be
encouraged to attend• training courses. (Para 8.4).

20.58 The administrative arrangements for the community care
team should be reviewed. (Para 8.11).

20.59 An answerphone shall be provided at the Eastside Project
and consideration shall be given to the provision of part
time assistance. (Para 8.37).

20.60 Recording systems in the Eastside Project should be
reviewed. (Para 8.46).

20.61 Consideration should be given to the appointment of an
additional social worker to the Eastside Project. (Para
8.47).

20.62 Young pesons, who are day attenders shell be supervised
from the school and their names removed from the house )
roll as being on extended leave. (Para 9.6)

20.63 The allocation of meals in general shall be reviewed and
an effort made to rationalise the process. (Para 9.8).

20.64 Every effort should be made to maximise the use of
Runkerry Centre. (Para 9.9).

20.65 The issues regarding the quantity, quality and temperature
of food should be examined. (Para 10.2).

20.66 Management should examine the feasibility of changing the
present catering arrangements. The refurbishing programme
shall not act as an impediment to the intro luction of
cooking in units when practicable. (Para 10.6)
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20.67 The present practice of dispensing medication should bereviewed. (Para 11.9).

:fJ.68 The supervision of the contraception pill should bereviewed immediately. (Para 11.10).

20.69 The practice of “sick parades” should be reviewed. (Paras11.10 and 7.28)

20.70 The practice of residential social workers taking childrento hospital and other clinics at short notice should bereviewed. (Para 11.20).

20.71 A system of monitoring, akin to that used within the
Health and Social Services Boards should be implemented.(Para 13.4).

20.72 An Admissions and Discharges Register should be maintained(para 14.2).

20.73 Steps should be taken, as soon as possible, to resolve theseveral issues regarding fire inspections and practicesset out in paragraph 14.10. (Para 14.9).

20.74 Senior management shall review the present operation ofthe Barnardo’s Home Project in as far as it relates to theRathgael Centre. (Para 18.11).
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APPENDIX A

L9LMIICAflON FOR SENIOR RflIDBIVUAL SOCIAL WOREER

4;

1. Senior Residential Social Workers must have a recognised SocialWork qualification and already hold the position of Rousewarden.
2. II. will be a. msmber of the senior staff team and must be able totake full responsibility for the school, from time to time.
3. Hours of duty will normally be as for the post of Housewarden,but considerable flexibility will be required to meet theexigencies that say ariae, e.g., holidays.
4. Th• Senior Residential Social Worker may also be required toaccept responsibility for areas of work of speoial interest.

.
.9
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NS

Al RATHGAEL CENTRE
Housewardens nust have a recognised Child Care qualificsticTi ok, be In “eeccS9 of training for such qualification (subject to stiefctôry,cmpletion).

‘be Housewarden will be responsible to the relevant Deputy Director anddill be expected to work n cooperation wih senior stall in implementgpolicies of the Centre

Hours of Duty ionday Friday) will be on alternative shift basis, witheekend work ( n 12), and should not normally average more when Osours pe week over a twelve week peiod (as at present)
i, heI4ousewarden will be responsible For working with and leading therouse team in oroviding proper standards of care and treatment, withoar icular emphasis an initiating end maintaining an ongoing assessmentand treatment programme which will be aimed at catering for the needs ofeach individual child This will entail liaison with teachers, instructrrspscholagists, psychiatrists and possibly outside agencies (SocialServices, Probation, etcJ, thus providing a total approach to each boy/’ ‘J.and his/her problems

5. Each Housewarden will be responsible for the day-today management andgeneral administration of the Unit

This will 8fltSll!

(a) Liaising with senior staff to ensure clear communication,
(b) Maintaining pocket money and tuckshop accounts which may be subjectto an audit,

Cc) Ensuring that all House business is up to date and accurate,Files, licensing reports, case conferences, etc,
Cd) He/she will be responsible for organising such meetings as may benecessary For the implementing and review of treatment programmes
Ce) Organising fire drills on a regular basis (at least one per month)and keeping a record of same

F) The delegation of particular duties and responsibilities to other,iembers of the residential Care teams

(g) Responsibility for fittings and fixtures Regular stocktaking willbe part of this exercises

6 Because of changes in the role of the training Schools, Ilousewardens willbe expected to be imaginative and innovative in their approach and asmembers of the middle management team will be seen as key figures indeveloping fresh techniques to meet future developments The success ofRathgael as a Facility which will play an effective role in present andfuture developments is dependent upon cohesive teamwork and goodprofessional relationships within the context of the House Unit, theCentre and outside agencies The Housewarden will be seen as a keyfigure in developing the ‘esprit de corps’ and cohesiveness within his/herteam which will enable it to play a positive role in the field ofresidential care
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2 B SFSCTICATION FOR VSIDSIflIAL S AL ORcE

lesidential Social iorkers should have a recognised Child Care
;ualicatien. Unquclifed staff will be expected o successfully
complete a course trci ng icc ing 0 suc luau otlo s so a as
ircumetaicce pe nit

2 The E ceidential Social Worker will bo responsblo to the Housewarden andwill also be expected to work in cooporation wIth senior s taff in
implementing school policies.

Hour of d ty (Monday Friday) w 11 b on a alterna e shift basis,
I th week end woz- (4 in 12) nd. should not normally average more thanjq hours per week over a ewelve week period (as at present)

4. The Residential Social Worker will be expected to work with other members
of the house team in provrding proper standards of cars rd treatment,
and will be expected to cooperato with the oe*e4a in initiating
and maintaining an ongoing assessment and treatment programm,p wije
will be aimed at catering for the noudo of each individual ; This
nay entail liaison with teachero instructors, psyeholists,
psychiatrists and possibly outside agencies (Social Services, Probation,
etc.), thus providing a total approach to each and his problems.

5 The Residential Social Worker will be expected to play a major role in
the daytoday management and general administration of the unit and
will be required to carry out such duties as may be delegated by the

6 In view of possible changes in tho role of the Training School
Residential Social Workers will be expected to work in cooperation
with the housewarden in developing fresh techniques to meet future
developments

The success of Rathgael as a facility which will ply an effective role
In present and future developments is dependent upon cohesive teamwork
and good professional relationships within the context of the house
unity the school and outside aguncies The Residential Social (orker
dill be expected to work in cooporction with the housewarden in trying
o achieve the cohesiveness within the team which dli enable it to play
a positive role in the field of reside bid caret
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DOB SPECIFICATION

HOUSEMOTHER RATHCAEL CENTRE

RESPONSIBLE TO:

The appropziate Deputy DIrector.

REPORTS TO:

The Hojsewarden of her Unit.

RESPONSIBLE FOR:

The daytoday domestic routines within the houunit.

Stocks of clothing and bedding and arranging fothe laundering and repairing thereof.

General responsibility for the diningroom, theserving of meals, washinqup of dishes and thesupervision of trolleys to and from the centrakitchen.

The maintenance of general standards of hyqienein the unit and the personal appearance and
hygiene of the boys under her care.

Simple routine tasks with individuals or qroupsofboys, e.g., sick bay parties, shopping
expeditions, etc.

Housemothers may become involved in the socialand recreational activities of the unit. This
may lead, as It has in the past, to their seek
lng and getting promotion within the residentiasocial work framework.

Hours of duty will be arranged by the appropriat
Deputy Director and will, include four weekends
in each twelve week period. They will be
restricted to an average of 39 hours per week
over the period.
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Marka Sys e

stands at the non rt te mark sy te rfrccLlv
u ‘c ient in lie past has meen its reward punshmen t elenc I e3 cot

Pocket Jcney

s ie-v was the naj r Is t r a cortro i s o i w e c ta s r o dep nd on marks and at least O% of our oh i ldren Jo ic:we A other major dra bac was that t e nost i ffiui i s jrh JP idrci got consstentlj low marks and therefore aLher niu g:incL1 e were being perpetually discouraged and gilen ncgmtietutorement whereas ihe quieter more amenabAe P Id coud s eun ough unnoticed whilst the brighter children could play Olemd emain untouched

Ih narks system hwever could be sed positively if a nystemwe dcv ised to

a) Focus on the individual childs needs and progrcsw
uud b) Be used as a means of encouraging the cohesivennus ofthe group

hLss_possible but will make more demands on staff to uuyI would foresee however that the benefits to be gained would none uecompensate for the effort involved

New Marks System
I. [he marks will remain the same in total for the lndlvLdualie 5 maximum from school

5 maximum from unit per week.

2 [he school marks will continue as before.

3 the Marks from the unit will be awarded for an individiia I ly tailorweekly targetS this wil be decided at a weekly neetilu if stalland children on a Tuesday morning 93O lO3O. The sli[1 inputto hii would come from the focus of the weekly review ‘1 [ndv!:hi[dren at the Friday Team Meeting The chlldLen would also beabie to put their own suggestions at the meeting. The inLILviluOlcat get should have a sIngle or at nost a dual focus. op. fur

A Ic could be to keep her room tidy al week
LI To keep his temper and not be heard using bad Iattgunic.
C To buy own groceries and cook a meal at the weekend.
D to take part in group activities

J. the marks would be judged as follows:
0 rio effort to morove

I2 Slight improvement but could have been better
3 Real effort made
a oxcellent
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Is would e awarded by childrcri arc staff ‘ e Tu sJy
i-dvidual marks wo Id cffet to pocket money,

unsic allowance for O2 marks
Bonus fr 35 marks

A p centl e of 100. T’h Lota marks -cuid beas fo1lows:

number of chi dren
3 cHildren total 70 marks

Hi 4/N x 10 70/8 x 10 87
42 y 13 hildren total 98 98/13 x 100 75

aidctian there would be a group mark for 3 specified car-geue‘utd -‘a maintained for severs weeks ard then changed.S .raet Suggestions

he-e would be a Basic Total for the units Any unit achiciingLotol would get a bonus and the best unit, on a monthly LoLal,bpeclCl privilege. eg. Outing to the ice rink or the picLuLes naidfr by school or a cash prize for units funds, Individual and gr umcocs to be kept on record chart as indicated.Basic total 90 Maximum marks 130.
IC cegin with senior staff will attend the Tuesday morning -neeL g-‘,Lation to help iron out difficuities and help establish a unilorcapproach

A child joinihg the unit or returning from absconding will bcgii anesonal target programme at the following Tuesday group mc’ctin,They will however form part of the group target team on enLry to L -
house Day pupils will participate in the marks system.

Suestions
Individual Targets.

I. Dress tidily

2 Do job well

3. No absconding

4. Ho use of bad language

5. Offering to help others
B. Keeping room tidy

7 Participating in group activities
13 Hin aid speak to parent personal targets may only be suggestsby either girls or staff if it has been previously discussed codagreed with the individual concerned to use it.
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ets

1. c 1 tr r eigarett outtS Dutside unit

1 cedroons tidy 1othes hung up.

i gra’fiti no’ed Lo uni

bsndirg

rr Drryers oere 9 YcocK acr morning and all bhai p
re day mo one on nit smoks incladig staff or duy
Tiy school unfarm

ts

Everyone participates in group activity during week
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TOTAL

ROUP 1ARK
TARGET

A

B

C

E [t4AL

CT AL.

-

TOlAL FOR -1 WEEKS

UeeK 2 e< 3

-
12

—
----

15

—
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(HADkS M)OLESCEOMr CARt3 UNItS

ii operation in the Care section of the Cci Li c• ‘‘nrc in grale 3 and Drogreso o grade 1

3 starts at the lowest rate of ,ocket money as oui
v Lrr

i ade 3 chilJran do not 1eav the Centre unaccon a tc x
ii oe leave

ii inu time ii gade 3 s 4 eek

2

a a nr transfer to grade 2

2
• .H;rnding for i consecutive ieeks,

2 L ‘i a I of 3i riarks in consecutive eeks (average of 6 per cck

ti ‘trode 2

I ‘ iwnd to go to shops on own, at the discretion of staff,nv i’icd that there has been no absconding for at least Li ‘H’said behaviour has been reasonable.

2 ‘3 ‘Jn 2 pocket money.

3. ‘rhool based leave on the same conditions as Grade I proviclnl itto a particular place for a specified time I day oily

kxpc I rn of Grade 2

I. H’ irtp newcomers settle in to the Unit.

2. o explain to the newcomers in the group meetlng how morko
3 (105 work.

Grade I

Conch cons for transfer to Grade 1

ti Grade 2

2 ‘ further 8 ieeks ii thout abscon•ding

2. :., oH’! of 56 in 8 consecutive eeks (average of pr’r wcs)
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Privilege:: of Grade 1

I. Alt privileges of Grade 2.
2. tirade I pocket money
3. On., night per week school based leave for a specific purporn.
4. P rI;yn school based leave at the wnkend.Tho privi taco of Leaving the Centre unaccompanied is not givon automatic.

but to nlnn dependent on rsiiability.
poctntLo’tn of Grade 1
I. To take responsibility for recording group meetings.2. •r, take responsibility for house Fund Accounts and discuss ways

•,r opending this.
3. To hotp plan house activities taking everyones interests into nccc
4 • show round visitors to the house.5 • To take responsibility of discussing ways of improving their houseif, once a Creche is achieved, a person consistently falls below the ihanclar

of ttrnl. Crado the group will consider whether or not they should rnnai•n in

that grade.

p

p
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On committal a boy or girl cii be allocated lOO Initial clothIng.rant, followed by an allowance of £2 per week
A the end of the first year a £40 bonus Is given IF replacementsare reguired at this stage for school uniform, up to £20 of the borusiay be used for this the remainder to be paid out of school fund
Ort of this children buy all their basic nersonal clothing Theschool will also provide them with their school uniform, andadditional Items, l special lrcumstances to be approved by SeniorStaff

Oøeratlon

Cach child will have their own record card showing allocation, amountsDent and Items purchased he key Worker should monitor the chLldpending and discuss reeds as a way of developing a realistic attitiieto budgeting. Care should be taken that children budget for noafasnion rtlcles e g underwear, nightclothes, slippers, etc, andhave adequate outdoor clothlng The warden will monitor spending arrdeal with the office regarding accounts records A receipt must beobtained for all purchases

The following clothing lists are included for your guidances

BASIC_CLOTHING LISTS BOYS

Underwear
Socks
Shirts
Deans or trousers
Shoes
Trainers
Sweater
Outdoor jacket
Slippers
Pyjamas
Dressing gown ?
Trousers and )
Dacket (Church)

SCHOOL_UNIFORtI aovs

2 Pairs trousers (charcoal grey>2 Shirts (grey)
2 Pair socks (grey>
i Pair navy shoes
1 Royal blue tie
2 Navy jumpers
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On comittal a boy or girl will be allocated £100 initial clothinggrant, followed by an allowance of £2 per week.
At the end of the first year a £40 bonus Is given. If replacementsare required at this stage for school uniform, up to £20 of tie bonusmay be used for this, the remainder to be paid out of school fund.
Out of this children buy all their basic personal clothing. Theschool will also provide, them with their school uniform, andadditional items, in special circwnstances, to be approved by SeniorStaff.

Operation

Each child will have their own record card showing allocation, amountspent and items purchased. The Key Worker should monitor the child’sspending and discuss needs as a way of developing a realistic attitudeto budgeting. Care should be taken that children budget for nonfashion articles, e.g. underwear, nightclothes, slippers, etc., andhave adequate outdoor clothing. The warden will monitor spending anddeal with the office regarding accounts records. A receipt mist beobtained for all purchases.

The following clothing lists are included for your guidance.

BASIC CLOTHING LISTS - GIRLS
Winter coat
3acket or
Shoes
Slippers
Briefs
Bras
Tights
Nightdresses
Dressing gown
Zeans
gin and blouse

or For Sunday wear
top - Lightweight
3umper or cardigan

SCHOOL UNIFORM - GIRLS
2 Skirts
2 Zumpers
2 Blouses
2 Pairs Socks
1 Pair outdoor shoes
2 Pair P.E. pants
1 PS. Blouse
1 PS. Skirt
1 Pair gym shoes
Track Suitr

1
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